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rUbPaBGasGaPas nigkarlUtlas;\riyabfcMeBaHbBaðaePT
nigkarRbRBwtþipøÚvePTkñúgcMeNamyuvCnkm<úCa

{hak;dUcCaBYkeKkMBugsmøwgemIlxøÜnR)aNrbs;´;}

r)aykarN_RsavRCavRbKl;CUnGgÁkarTsSn³BiPBelak km<úCa
eday

bNÐit Rháaham hV½rdham

(Dr. Graham Fordham)

PñMeBj
Ex]sPa qñaM2006
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xageRkamenHKWCasRmg;smþImYycMnYn Edl)anbkERbBIr)aykarN_RsavRCavEdlmancMNgeCIgfa
{hak;dcU CaBYkeKkMBgu smøgw emIlxønÜ R)aNrbs;´}. r)aykarN_TaMgmUlRtUv)ansresrCaPasaGg;eKøs ehIyesckþI
xageRkamenH CaEpñkEdl)anERbsMrYlCaPasaExµr.
buBVkfa
cMNgeCIgénr)aykarN_enHKW {hak;dcU CaBYkeKkMBgu smøgw emIlxønÜ R)aNrbs;´}. cMNgeCIgenHdkRsg;
BIsmþrI bs;kmu arIGayu14qñamM añ k; Edlrs;enAkñgú PUmdi ac;RsyalmYyenARsukClKIrI extþkBM g;qañ gM 1. enAeBlBiPakSa
etInagmanGarmµN_y:agNaenAeBlRkumkumaraEdl)anemIlvIedGUGasGaPas ehIyniyayGYtek¥gk¥agkñúg
cMeNamBYkeKGMBIGVI²EdleK)aneXIjenAkñúgPaBynþedaymanectnacg;eGayRkumkumarIB¤BIesckþIEdlBYkeK)an
niyayenaH. nag)anniyayfatYGgÁRsI²sEmþgenAkñúgvIedGUTaMgenaH KWdUcCarUb´Edr dUecñH{hak;dUcCaBYkeK
(kumara) kMBugsmøwgemIlxøÜnR)aNrbs;´}. smþIenHminEmnbgðajEtPaBminRsYlkñg
ú citþ EdlkumarICbY RbTHnUv
karRbmafEbbenHb:ueNÑaHeT b:Eu nþk¾bgðajpgEdrfa enAeBlrUbPaBGasGaPascUlmkkñúgshKmn_mYyehIy
TMnak;TMngeynD½rsUm,IEtkñúgcMeNamkumark¾eFVIeGaymankarekInlkçN³pøÚvePTCaxøaMg. eTaHbIsmaCikshKmn_
CaeRcInmin)anRbQmedaypÞal;k¾eday k¾BYkeKTTYlrg\T§iBlBIrUbPaBGasGaPasenaHEdr .
karRsavRCavGMBIrUbPaBGasGaPasKWCabBaðaresIby:agxøaMg ehIyCaBiessenAeBlRbFanbTénkar
RsavRCavenaH Tak;TgnwgkaremIlrUbPaBGasGaPasrbs;kumar. dUecñHehIyRtUvmankarKitBicarNay:agxøaMgbMput
edIm,IFanaeGaymankareKarBy:agx<s; nUvRkmsIlFm’kúñgRKb;dMNak;kalnImYy²énKMerag. eTaHCay:agNarbk
KMehIjénkarRsavRCavenH)anbgðajfa mankumarmYyPaKFMEdlCakumarkñúgkarRsavRCavFøab;emIlrUbPaB
GasGaPastamEbbepSg²Kña. kumarTaMgenaH)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPastaMgBIekµg. manmnusSCaeRcIn
eTaHenAkñúgGgÁkareRkArdæaPi)al¼GgÁkarGnþrCati b¤enAkñúgraCrdæaPi)alkm<úCakþI sgÇwmfalT§plenHRKan;EtCa
tMNagsßanPaBkumarmYycMnYntUcb:ueNÑaH minEmntMNageGaykumarkm<úCaTaMgmUleLIy. CakarBitNas;faman
EtKMeragRsavRCavEdlmanlkçN³sIuCMerACagenH (RtUvkareBlevlanigcMNayeRcInCagenH) eTIbGacpþl;
CasßitiRtwmRtUvTak;TgnwgkMrit Edlkumarkm<úCatamextþnImYy²)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPasTaMgenaH.
edayEp¥ktambTBiesaFn_RsavRCavCag20qñaMenAkñúgtMbn; nig)aneXIjpÞal;nUvplb:HBal;énrUbPaB
GasGaPas enAtamPUminanaPaKxageCIgénRbeTséf kñúgGMLúgTsvtSqñaM1990 GñkRbwkSaCMrujeGaymankar
ykcitþTukdak;CaTIbMputcMeBaHr)aykarN_enH. enHCaKMeragRsavRCavelIkTIbIehIyEdlelIkeLIgGMBIkarFøab;
emIlrUbPaBGasGaPasrbs;kumarkm<úCa. Tinñn½yEdl)anBIKMeragnImYy²)anbgðajfa kumara kumarIkm<úCamYyPaK
1>

smþIesÞIrEtdUcKñaenH k¾)aneBaledaykumarICaeRcIneTotEdr. ]TahrN_ mankumarIGayu16qñaMmñak; )aneFVIkarkt;sMKal;fa karemIlesovePArUbPaBGasGaPas
eFVIeGaynagmanGarmµN_ {P½yxøac} BIeRBaHnagmanGarmµN_fa enAeBlkumaraemIlrUbPaBTaMgenaH ehIyeXIjrUbRsþIGaRkat KWvahak;dUcCaBYkeKkMBugEt
smøwgemIlmknagGBa©wgEdr .
9

FMFøab;emIlrUbPaBGasGaPasTaMgenaH ehIyTinñn½yenaHbBa¢ak;eTotfa rUbPaBGasGaPasEdlmaneBalenAkñúg
r)aykarN_enH KWCarUbPaBGasGaPasd¾GaRkk;CaTIbMput. CagenHeTAeTot bc©úb,nñenHkaremIlrUbPaB
GasGaPaskan;EteRcInCagmuneTAeTot. PaBeCOnelOnEpñkbec©kviTüa)anbgáeGaykan;EtmanPaBgayRsYl
dl;karEckcay nigftcmøgrUbPaBGasGaPaskan;EtxøaMgeLIg. PaBeCOnelOnenHeTotesatk¾)ankat;bnßy
TaMgtémøsmÖar³pSBVpSayrUbftGasGaPas RBmTaMgm:asuIncak;emIlrUbPaBTaMgenaHpg. r)aykarN_enHnwg
niyaylMGitGMBITIpSarCYlfasvIedGU (vIsIuDI) GasGaPasenAeBlyb; nigkarbBa©aMgrUbPaBGasGaPasCa
saFarN³ nigenAtampÞHCaÉkCn Edlbc©úb,nñenHKWCaGaCIvkmµlak;bMBYnmYysMrab;GñkrksuItUctacenAtamPUmi .
rUbPaBGasGaPasmanTMnak;TMngedaypÞal;enAkñúgbBaðanana dUcCaGMeBIhigSaEpñkeynD½r kareFVIGaCIvkmµu
rbs;GñkrksIupøÚvePT nigkarrIkraldalénemeraKeGds_ & CMgWeGds_ RBmTaMgkarrMelaPesBsn§v³elIkumarEdl
CaerOy² ]RkidæCnTaMgenaHCaGnItiCnEtmþg. müa:geTotbBaðaenHk¾GacCMrujeGayyuvtIekµg²Føak;eTAkñúgkarCYjdUr
nigRtUveKTak;TajeGaycUleTAkñgú ]sSahkmµpvÚø ePTeTotpg. sMxan;bMputenaH vaGacCaktþaminl¥EdlCH\TiB§ l
dl;karlUtlas;CaFmµtaEpñkpøvÚ ePTrbs;yvu Cnkm<Cú a TaMgGnaKt nigRbeTsCatirbs;BkY eKpgEdr. bBaðaenH
mansar³sMxan;bMputEdlRtUvykcitþTukdak; nigedaHRsayeGay)anqab;rh½s.
ris
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esckþIsegçb
TidæPaBTUeTA
•

r)aykarN_enHbgðajBIlT§plénkarRsavRCavGMByI vu Cnkm<Cú aEdlFøab;emIlrUbPaBGasGaPas.
karRsavRCavenHeFVIeLIgrvagExmIna dl;Ex]sPa qñaM2006 enAtMbn;mYycMnYnénRbeTskm<úCa kñúgenaH
manRsukCnbTcMnYnBIr nigXuMmYykñúgtMbn;CayRkug edayrYmbBa©ÚlKñanUvviFIsa®sþEbbbrimaN nig
KuNPaB. knøgmkenHkarRsavRCavPaKeRcInGMBIrUbPaBGasGaPasenAGasuIGaeKñy_ epþateTAelIkumar
nigRsþI CatYGgÁénkarbgðajGMBIrUbPaBGasGaPas. dUecñHenAkm<úCa bBaðaRbRBwtþikamKuNCamYykumar
nigGMeBIGnacarelIkumar KWCakgVl;d¾FMenAb:unµanqñaMenH. eTaHy:agNa KMeragenH (RBmTaMgKMeragmunBIreTot
)anbegáIteGaymanCamUldæanénkarerobcMKMeragenH) bgðajGMBIviFIsaRsþfµImYyedaysarKMerag)ane)aH
CMhanecjBIkarcat;Tukkumarkm<úCaCaCnrgeRKaH eTAdl;karGegátmYyEdlbgðajGMBIrebobénkarRbRBwtþi
pøÚvePTrbs;GñkdéT dUcEdl)anBN’naenAkñúgRbB½n§pSBVpSayrUbPaBGasGaPas EdlCH\T§iMBldl;
kumarkm<úCa nigkarlUtlas;énGtþsBaØaNEpñkeynD½rrbs;kumar.

lT§pl
•

CalT§plénPaBeCOnelOnEpñkbec©kviTüa nigkarrIkcMerInEpñkesdækic©enAkm<úCa fasvIedGU(vIsIuDI)
GasGaPas nig]bkrN_cak;emIlGacrk)any:aggayenAtambNþaRsukCaeRcInenAkm<úCa KWenAkñgú PUmmi Yy
manpÞHmYy b¤BIrmanma:sIuncak;fasEdlGaceGayGñkPUmiGaceRbIR)as;)an. CalT§pleXIjfakumar
km<úCaPaKeRcIn)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPasEdlmankMritF¶n; ehIykumarenATIRkug k¾dUcCakumarenAtMbn;
dac;Rsyal kMBugsßitkñúgPaBeRKaHfñak;.

•

rUbPaBGasGaPasEdlkumarkm<úCa)anemIl KWCarUbPaBGasGaPasEdlsßitkñúgkMritF¶n;F¶rbMput. Kµan
rUbPaBGasGaPaskMritRsalNamYyEdlkumar)anelIkykmkBiPakSaenAkñgú r)aykarN_enHeT. CagenH
eTAeTotkumarEdlRtUv)ansMPasn_)anniyayedaycMhrGMBIvIsIuDIGasGaPas EdlsMEdgedayédKU
kMBgu rYmePT karrYmePTCaRkum karrYmePTedaypøas;bþÚr\riyabfsBVEbby:ag nigkarrYmePTCamYystV
karrMelaPedayeRbIGMeBIhigSa karrMelaPkumaredaykardak;fñaM nigkarrMelaPrYcsmøab;CnrgeRKaHecal
CaedIm. enAkñúgdMeNIrRsavRCav mankumarEdlRtUv)ansMPasn_CaeRcIn)anGHGagfa karTsSnaPaBynþ
dUecñHKWCaerOgFmµta .

•

eTaHbIkumarxøH)anemIlRtwmEtrUbPaBGasGaPase)aHBum<k¾eday k¾kumarPaKeRcIn)anemIlrUbPaB
GasGaPastamry³vIsuDI EI dlkumarTaMgGs;cUlcitþCag edaysarvabgðajGMBkI ayvikarrYmePTCak;Esþg.
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eTotesatvIsIuDIGacCYl)anehIymantMélefakCagesovePAGasGaPas. dUcenHenAeBlBYkeKman
R)ak;500erol ehIycUlKñakñúgcMeNam4 b¤5nak; enaHeKGacCYlvIsIuDI nigGacmanlT§PaBGacemIlrUbPaB
GasGaPas)anedayRKan;EtcMNaybnþicbnþÜcbu:eNÑaH .
•

karbBa©aMgPaBynþGasGaPasminRtUv)anhamXat;y:agtwgruwgenAtamhagkaehV b¤pÞHsMNak;enARkug
PñMeBj nigTIrYmextþ. edaysarEtm:asuIncak;vIsIuDI nigTUrTsSn_mantMélefak (TaMgm:asuInfµI TaMgm:asuIn
CCuuH) rUbPaBGasGaPassBVéf¶enHRtUv)aneKTsSnaenAtampÞHTaMgekµg TaMgcas;. sBVéf¶enHsUm,I
EtkumarenAtMbn;dac;RsyalCaeRcInk¾GaceTAemIlEdr minfaenApÞHrbs;xøÜn b¤k¾enApÞHmitþPkþirbs;
BYkeKeLIy. ]bkrN_eGLicRtUnicEdleRbIGaKuy ehIyGacbBa©ÚlfamBlvij)anenAtamPUmienaHGñk
emIlCaTUeTARKan;EtrYmKñaecjmñak;mYyry b¤BIrryerolsMrab;éføbBa©ÚlGaKuyb:ueNÑaH. eKGacnwgKitfa
GñkPUmiPaKeRcInCaGñkRkminGacnwgmanluyRKb;RKan;sMrab;TijrUbPaBGasGaPas)an b:uEnþtamkar
RsavRCavenHrkeXIjfa pÞHxøHhak;dUcCaRkIRkxøaMgNas;ebIemIlBIeRkA b:uEnþenAxagkñúgmanrbs; }mantémø}
dUcCa TUrTsSn_TMenIb viTüú m:aej: GMPøI b¤k¾m:asuIncak;vIsIuDICaedIm .

•

karEckcayrUbPaBGasGaPas minEmnmanEtenAtamtUblk;kaEst b¤haglk;fasvIedGU nigfascMerog
enaHeT. dUcerobrab;xagelIrYcmkehIy GñkrksuItUctacenAtamPUmik¾cab;epþImCYlvIsIuDIGasGaPasEdr
ehIymantémøTabRtwmEt500erolkñúgmYyyb; RBmTaMgmanPsþútagbBa¢ak;famanbNþajEckcay
BIPUmimYyeTAPUmieTotpg. GñkrksIutUctacxøHeTotmanbBa©aMgvIedGUGasGaPasenAkñúgpÞHÉkCneday
ykéføEtbnþicbnþÜcb:ueNÑaHsMrab;mnusSmñak;.

•

yuT§nakarelIkkMBs;sIlFm’ Edl)ancab;epþImeFVIenAcugqñaM2005fµI²enH )aneFIVkar{b®gáab} karlk;dUr
rUbPaBGasGaPasenaH manRbsiT§PaBEtmYycMENkb:ueNÑaH KWEpñkkarRtYtBinitükarlk; nigEckcay
smÖar³GasGaPasTaMgenaH. yuT§nakarTaMgenHmanRbsiT§PaBkñúgkarlubbM)at;vIsIuDI nigesovePA
GasGaPasecjBIkardak;bgðajenATIsaFarN³ cMENkÉksarRsavRCavbBa¢ak;fa edaymankarGnuvtþn_
nUvskmµPaBrbs;b:UlIs karbBa©aMgvIedGUGasGaPasCasaFarN³)anfycuH. eTaHCay:agNak¾eday
vIedGUGasGaPasenAEtmanbBa©aMgenAtampÞHsMNak; ehIyebIeTaHCasmÖar³TaMgenaH BuM)andak;lk;enA
tamTIsaFarN³k¾eday k¾enAEtGacrkTij)anEdr.

•

mnusSeBjv½ymYycMnYn)aneGaydwgfaBYkeKemIlvIedGUGasGaPasCamYykumarEtmþg. eTaHCay:agNa
k¾eday «BukmþayPaKeRcInmincg;eGaykUnrbs;xøÜnemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaseLIy. kñúgkrNICaeRcIn
«BukmþayBuM)andwgfakUn²rbs;xøÜn CaBiesskUnRsI )anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaseT. «BukmþayGacsþI
RbedAkUnTak;Tgnwgkarb:HBal;rbU PaBGasGaPas b¤Tak;TgCamYynwgmnusSEdlemIlrUbPaBGasGaPas
12

)an ehIykarsþIRbedAenHmanRbsiT§PaBx<s;kñúgkarTb;sáat; b¤dak;kMhitkuMeGayekµgRsI emIlrUbPaB
GasGaPasedaysarBYkeKxøacmþayrbs;BYkeKdak;TNÐkmµ rIÉkumaraBuMsUvykcitþTukdak;cMeBaHkarsþI
RbedArbs;«BukmþayeLIy. eTaHCay:agNa enAeBl«BukmþayRtYtBinitüskmµPaBrbs;kUnRbus ekµg
RbusTaMgenaHBusM vU b:HBal;ngw rUbPaBGasGaPaseT. tamkarRsavRCavrkeXIjfakumarEdlmin)anemIl
rUbPaBGasGaPasKWCakumarEdlBuMRtUv)anbeNþayeGayedIrelgenARKb;Rcklðk (edayKµankarRKb;RKg
BIGaNaBüa)al) CamYymitþPkþi.
•

TaMgkumara nigkumarIsuT§EtmanlT§PaBrkemIlrUbPaBGasGaPas)an. CaTUeTAkumaraemIlrUbPaBGas
GaPasenApÞHrbs;xøÜn b¤pÞHmitþPkþi r)aykarN_)anbBa¢ak;fakumaramanTMenaremIlrUbPaBGasGaPaseRcIn
dgsMrab;karsb,ay rIÉkumarIxøHmancMNab;GarmµN_edayectnacMeBaHrUbPaBGasGaPas ehIyBüayam
emIlrUbPaBEbbenHenAeBlmanlT§PaB kumarIPaKeRcIn)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPasEtBIrbIdg b:uEnþ
edaysarkarcg;dwg b¤)anemIledaykarécdnüb:ueNÑaH .

•

sßti Gi BM cI nM nY kumarEdl)anemIl b¤mni )anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPas )aneFVIeGaymankarRsgakcitþy:agxøaMg.
eTaHbImankumarEtmYyPaKenAkñúgshKmn_)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPask¾eday k¾rUbPaBGasGaPas
TaMgGs;enaHman\T§iBleTAelIkumarTaMgGs; PaKeRcInGakb,kiriyarbs;kumarEdl)anTsSna (b¤Gan)
rUbPaBGasGaPasmankarpøas;bÚrþ ehIyGakb,kiriyaenHCH\T§iBleTAelIkumardéTeTotenAkñúgshKmn_.
rUbPaBGasGaPasbeRgonkumaraeGayecHeRbIGMeBIhigSa nigrMelaPbMBanpøÚvePT ehIyk¾beRgonBYkeK
pgEdrfa enHCaerOgFmµtarbs;bursePT nigbeRgonGMBIrebobTak;TgpøÚvePTCamYyRsþI. kumaraPaKeRcIn
eRbIR)as;rUbPaBGasGaPasCa]bkrN_edIm,IbBa¢ak;BIPaBCabursrbs;BYkeKedayGYtGagxøaMg²kñúgcMeNam
BYkxøÜnGMBIGVIEdlxøÜn)aneXIj ehIymanectnaeGaykumarIB¤edayniyayBaküsmþIminsmrmüeTAkan;
ekµgRsI nigeRbIBaküeBcn_KµankarKYrsm nigminBieraHedaymankarb:HBal;xøÜnR)aNekµgRsI nigRBly
BaküeGayekµgRsIdwgfaBYkeKcg;RbRBwtþ (karrYmePT) CamYyekµgRsI. kumarIk¾mankarpøas;bþÚrEdr ehIy
rUbPaBGasGaPasGacnwgmanplb:HBal;GaRkk;TaMgeTAelIrUbrag nigGakb,kiriyarbs;BYkeK. dUcEdl
kumarImñak;)anniyayGMBImitþPkþirbs;nagfa enAeBlBYkeK)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPas {BYkeKElgman

kareGonxµas;eTotehIy} .

•

enAeBlBiPakSaGMBIbBaðaGasGaPasCamYykumara kumarI RkumRsavRCav)anrkeXIjfa mankumarmYycMnYn
)ancat;TukkarGb;rMCasaFarN³GMBIbBaðasuxPaBbnþBUC kmµviFIRbyuT§nwgemeraKeGds_&CMgWeGds_
karpSBVpSayeRsamGnam½y nigQutpSBVpSayRbqaMgnwgkarCYjdUrmnusSfaCaerOgGasGaPas. karenH
bgðajfa karBN’naxøwmsarkñúgbNþajpSBVpSaysaFarN³ TaMgQutpSBVpSay nigkare)aHBum<KYrman
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tulüPaBeTAnwgkarBitEdlkumarGacnwgKitfaCarUbPaBGasGaPas ehIykñúgkrNIenHGacnaMeGay
xøwmsarEdlcg;pþl;CUnBitR)akdenaH EbrCaRtUv)at;bg;eTAvij .
•

enAkñúgcMeNamkumara rUbPaBGasGaPasrYmCamYynwgkareRbIR)as;eRKOgRsvwg GaceFVIeGaykumaraRbmUl
KñaCaRkumCnBal)an. ehIyPaBynþGasGaPasEdlmanQutrMelaPesBsn§v³edayhigSa EdlPaKeRcIn
bgðajBItYsEmþgRbhak;RbEhlnwgExµr nighak;dUcCaftenARsukExµrnaMeGaymankarRbRBwtþGMeBIepSg²
eTAtamlMnaMskmµPaBPaBynþTaMgenaH dUcCakarrMelaPesBsn§v³rbs;RkumBal nigkarrMelaPesBsn§v³
elIkumarCaedIm .

Gnusasn_
•

edaysarplb:HBal;d¾F¶n;F¶rénrUbPaBGasGaPaseTAelICIvit nigkarlUtlas;CaFmµtarbs;yuvCnenaH
bBaðaenHRtUvEtedaHRsayCabnÞan;edayGgÁkareRkArrdæaPi)al¼GgÁkarGnþrCati EdlkMBugeFVIkarenAkñúg
vis½yGPivDÆn_. sMNYrEdl)aneRbIenAeBlsmÖasn_enAkñúgkarRsavRCavenH (manpþl;CUnenAkñúg
]bsm<½n§TI3) manelIkeLIgGMBIbBaðamYycMnYnEdlGacerobcMCakmµviFIENnaMeGayyl;dwgGMBI {karRbqaMg
nwgrUbPaBGasGaPas} EdlrYmTaMgKMeragkmµviFImYyEdlerobcMeLIgedIm,IENnaM«BukmþayGMBIbBaðarUbPaB
GasGaPasEdlGacbgáeGaymankarxUcxatdl;shKmn_ nigGMBIrebobEdl«BukmþayGackarBar
kUnRbus-kUnRsIrbs;xøÜntamry³karGb;rM nigkartamdankUn .
kmµviFIkan;Et{suICMerA}mYyeTotKYrnwgRtUverobcMsMrab;yuvCn kmµviFIenHminKYrRKan;Etpþl;B½t’manEtmYymux
enaHeT b:Eu nþKrY pþl»; kaseGaykumarI nigkumaraBiPakSaKña (manTaMgRkumkumarI¼kumarasuT§ nigRkumcMrHu ePT)
GMBIbBaðaGasGaPasenH. GñkRbwkSa)andwgGMBIÉksarCaPasaéfmYycMnYn EdlniyayGMBIkumarICnCati
éfmñak;EdlCataraPaBynþGasGaPas. nag)anniyayGMBIGarmµN_rbs;nagcMeBaHkar)at;bg;kitþiys
nigQWcab;enAeBlnagsEmþgerOg ehIykargarrbs;nagKWmanPaBpÞúyRsLHrvagrUbPaBQutesñha
EdlbBa©aMgelIkBa©k;TUrTsSn_ nigFatuBiténGMeBIekgRbv½Ba©karQWcab; nigkarrMelaPbMBanEdlenA
BIeRkayqaksEmþg .
eKk¾GaceRbIR)as;RbB½n§pSBVpSaydUcCaviTüú nigkmµviFIEbb {BiPakSa} edIm,IlatRtdagbBaðaGasGaPas
enAkñúgshKmn_km<úCa. TaMgkumar nigmnusSeBjv½yRtUvyl;dwgfa rUbPaBGasGaPasTaMgenaHminEmn
RKan;EtPaBynþFmµtaenaHeT b:uEnþxøwmsarrbs;PaBynþTaMgenaHvaGacmanplb:HBal;yUrGEgVgcMeBaH
buKÁlEdl)anTsSnaPaBynþenaH TaMgeTAelIshKmn_ nigvb,Fm’km<úCaEtmþg. eKalbMNgénkmµviFIenH
KWedIm,Ikat;bnßykarb:HBal;rbs;kumareTAnwgrUbPaBGasGaPas nigkat;bnßyplb:HBal;énkaremIl
rUbPaBGasGaPaseGayenAticbMput .
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•

CaRbeyaCn_sMrab;GgÁkarTsSn³BiPBelakkm<úCa nigGgÁkareRkArdæaPi)aldéTeTotkñúgkarBinitüemIl
bBaðaepSg²EdlxøÜnkMBugEteFVIkarbc©úb,nñenH rYcehIyvaytémøedIm,IBRgIkkmµviFIrbs;xøÜnEdlrYmbBa©Úl
TaMgbBaðarUbPaBGasGaPas nigkareRbIR)as;eRKOgRsvwgEdlCabBaðaF¶n;Fr¶ enAkñgú tMbn;kargarrbs;xnÜø .
ebIemIleTAtamTsSn³énkmµviFI ebIGgÁkareRkArdæaPi)alnanaeFVIkarEtmYyEpñkeTAelIkarkat;bnßyGMeBI
higSaEpñkeynD½r RbsinebIkargarenaHCanic©CakalsarenaHminRtUv)ankMNt;c,as;las;GMBIplb:HBal;
énrUbPaBGasGaPas b¤GMBIplvi)akénkareRbIR)as;eRKOgRsvwgenaH kmµviFInwgminmanRbsiTi§PaBeT.
kñúgkrNIxøH kic©karenHGactRmUveGaymankarRsavRCavbEnßm (sUmemIlEpñkbnÞab;) eTaHCay:agNa
k¾eday kñúgkrNIepSgeTot KWtRmUvRtwmEtkardak;bBa©ÚlktþaTaMgenaHeTAkñúgEpnkarénkmµviFIb:ueNÑaH.

•

GgÁkarTsSn³BiPBelakkm<úCa nigGgÁkardéTeTotEdlkMBugeFVIkarenAfñak;PUmi nigfñak;RsukKYrEteGay
buKÁlikrbs;xøÜnyl;dwgGMBIbBaðaGasGaPas nigGMBIrebobEdlbBaðaenHmanTMnak;TMngeTAnwgbBaðasgÁm
dUcCaemeraKeGds_&CMgWeGds_ karbMBanpøÚvePT nigGMBIhigSakñúgRKYsar. buKÁlikKYrBüayamRtYtBinitü
nUvral;bBaðaenH eTaHbICakargarrbs;BUkeKminmanBak;Bn½ e§ TAnwgkmµvFi EI dlBYkeKkMBgu eFVkI e¾ day. ehIyKYr
erobcMCavKÁbNþúHbNþalxøImYysMrab;buKÁlikKMerag nigsmaCikKN³kmµaFikarGPivDÆn_PUmieGayyl;dwg
kan;Etc,as;BIbBaðaenH .

•

enAfñak;shKmn_KYrxitxMCMrujelIkTwkcitþTaMgb:UlIs RbFanPUmi nigemXuM CaBiessRbFanPUmi nigemXuM
mantYnaTIy:agsMxan; EdlRtUvdwgfaetInrNaxøHmanCYlvIedGUGasGaPas ehIyBYkKat;manGP½yÉksiT§i
edIm,IeFIVkaresuIbGegátGMBIbNþajCYlvIsuIDIBIPUmimYyeTAPUmimYy. eTaHbICaBYkKat;minGacdwgGMBIGVI
EdlkMBugEtekItmaneLIgenAkñúgkEnøglak;kM)aMgk¾eday y:agehacNas;k¾BYkKat;manlT§PaBkñúgkar
Tb;sáat;karbBa©aMgvIedGUGasGaPasCasaFarN³)anEdr .

•

eTaHbICaskmµPaBrbs;buKÁl nigbNþajrbs;eKkñúgkarEckcayvIsIuDIGasGaPasTaMgenaHman\T§iBl
CaGviC¢mankþI k¾b:uEnþtamBitkarenHbBa¢ak;eGayeXIjfaBYkeKmanKMnitx<s;kñúgkarrksIu. CMnYsedaykar
eRbIviFIdak;TNÐkmµeTAelIBYkeKeTAelIskmµPaBrksIulYclak;muxrbrenH eyIgKYrEtBicarNafaeFIVrebob
NaedIm,IbEgVrBYkKat;mkRbkbGaCIvkmµepSgvijedayEp¥kelIkMlaMg nigKMnitécñRbDitrbs;BYkKat;.
RbEhlCaeyIgGacbBa©ÚlBYkKat;eTAkñúgskmµPaBGaCIvkmµhirBaØvtßúxñattUc EdlmanRsab; b¤skmµPaB
RsedogKñadéTeTot EdlmanenAkñúgRsukrbs;BYkKat;.

Gnusasn_sMrab;karRsavRCavnaeBlGnaKt
•

RbsinebImanfvikarRKb;RKan; eKGaceFVIGegátRTg;RTayFMTUTaMgRbeTs edIm,IkMNt;GMBIcMNucd¾ekþAKKuk
EdlTak;TgnwgrUbPaBGasGaPas ehIyGackMNt;BIcMNucEdlRtUveFIVkarkat;bnßyGMeBIGasGaPas
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TaMgenaH. eTaHCay:agNak¾eday GñkRbwkSayl;eXIjfa karRsavRCavRTg;RTayFMenHminEmnCa
GaTiPaBeT EtKMeragsegçbTaMgBIrxageRkamenHeTIbCaGTiPaBCag .
•

karrMelaPesBsn§v³elIkumarIedaykumaraEdlBYkeKCaGnItiCn nigkarrMelaPesBsn§v³elIyuvtIeday
yuvCnEdlsßitkñúgGayuEk,rémÖqñaMKWCabBaðad¾FMenAkñúgsgÁmkm<úCa. r)aykarN_B½t’manTaMgenAkm<úCa
k¾dUcCaRbeTséfbgðajfaPaKeRcInénCnelµIsGHGagfa xøÜnRKan;EteFVItamlMnaMEdlxøÜn)aneXIjenAkñúg
vIedGUb:ueNÑaH. karRsavRCavfµI²enH enARbeTséfk¾)anrkeXIjfa mankareRbIR)as;rUbPaBGasGaPas
kñúgkMritx<s;kñúgcMeNambursEdlRtUvCab;eTasBIbTsµn§karCamYysac;jatixøÜnÉg. karenHbBa¢ak;faRtUv
manKMeragRsavRCavRbkbedayKuNPaBenAkm<úCakñúgcMeNamCnelµIspøÚvePTEdlCab;XuMXaMgenAkñúgv½y
eRkamémÖqñaM nigEk,rémÖqñaM edIm,IGegátGMBIkMritEdlrUbPaBGasGaPasmankarBak;B½n§naMeGayBYkeK
RbRBwtþibTelµIs. lT§plénkarRsavRCavenHGacnwgCYyeGaymannUvGnþraKmn_enAfñak;PUmi edIm,I
Tb;sáat;karrMelaPesBsn§v³elIkumar ehIyk¾Gacnwgpþl;CaPsþútag nigB½t’manbEnßmEdlBak;B½n§
dl;karBiPakSaerobcMeKalneya)ayenARKb;Can;fñak;pgEdr. CagenHeTAeTotGacCaB½t’manEdlBak;B½n§
y:agCitsñiT§cMeBaHkarsþarnItism,Tarbs;CnelµIs .

•

karRsavRCavenH)anbgðajeGayeXIjfa mankareRbIR)as;eRKOgRsvwgkñúgbrimaNy:ageRcInkñúgcMeNam
RkumEdl)anRsavRCav nigbgðajfaeRKOgRsvwgCaerOy²RtUveKeRbIR)as;enAmun b¤kñúgGMLúgeBlemIl
rUbPaBGasGaPas. enAeBlEdlkMeNInesdækic© nigkarGPivDÆn_ecHEtbnþdMeNIreTAmuxenaHlT§PaB
énkareRbIR)as;eRKOgRsvwgk¾GacnwgekIneLIgEdr. km<úCakan;EtkøayCamuxsBaØarbs;Rkumhu‘nePsC¢³
TaMgkñúgtMbn; nigGnþrCati. dUecñHehIybBaðaTak;TgnwgeRKOgRsvwgnwgbnþekIneLIgeTotrYmTaMgbBaða
Tak;TgnwgkarbMBanpøÚvePTpgEdr. KMeragRsavRCavmanlkçN³TUlMTUlayCagenH ehIyepþateTA
elIkarpwkeRKOgRsvwgkñúgcMeNamkumar nigyuvCn GacCYyeyIgeGay)anyl;GMBIbBaðaenH. KMeragdUcenH
KYreRbIR)as;bec©keTsEp¥kelIbrimaN nigKuNPaBcMruHKña ehIyKYrepþatCaBiessGMBITMnak;TMngrvag
kareRbIR)as;eRKOgRsvwg nigsBaØaNGMBIPaBCaburs nigPaBTMenIbkñúgcMeNammnusSCMnan;fµIenH .
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esckþIsnñidæan ³ segçblT§pl nigviFIsaRsþeq<aHeTAmux
esckþIepþIm
eRkayBI)anBiPakSaCabzmGMBIeKalbMNgrYm viFIsaRsþ nigrebobGnuvtþ énkarRsavRCavenH r)aykarN_
enH)anBiPakSaGMBIkarRsavRCavEbbsikSaGMBIrUbPaBGasGaPas nigviFIsaRsþEbbRTwsþIepSg²edIm,IedaHRsay
bBaðaGasGaPas. vaCakarsMxan;EdlRtUveFVIEbbdUecñH edaysarviFIsaRsþedaHRsaybBaðarUbPaBGasGaPas
manTMenarTak;Tgnwgneya)aypg nigCaerOgKYreGayrMCYlcitþpg. eyIgsgÇwmfatamry³CMBUkenHGñkGan
r)aykarN_ nwg)anyl;kan;EteRcInEfmeTotGMBIkareqøIytbrbs;xøÜnpÞal;EdlCaerOy²ekItmaneLIgCasV½yRbvtþi
cMeBaHxøwmsarenAkñúgr)aykarN_. sar³sMxan;mYyeTot GñkGannwg)anyl;GMBIkareqøIytbrbs;GñkdéT ehIykar
eFIVEbbenHnwgGacpþÜcepþImkic©BiPakSa rkviFIsaRsþedIm,IeqøIytbcMeBaHbBaðad¾sMxan; ehIyxusEbøkBIbBaðadéTeTot.
karGnuvtþn_KMeragRsavRCavenH)anbgðajeGayeXIjGMBIbTBiesaFn_ kumarkm<úCaFøab;CYbRbTHrUbPaB
GasGaPas ehIyRbEhledaysarlkçN³xusEbøkKñaenHÉgEdl)anbiT)aMgkarBitfa bc©úb,nñenHmankumarkm<úCa
mYyPaKFMFøab;)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaskMritF¶n;F¶r. eyIg)andwgBIcMNucxusKñaBIrénbTBiesaFn_rbs;kumarEdl
kñúgkMritmçagenaH KWkumarmanlkçN³ {søÚtRtg;}. cMNucenHkt;sMKal;edaykumarImñak;Gayu13qñaM enARsukelIkEdk
enAeBlkMBgu bMeBjkMrgsMNrY Gegátrbs;nag nag)anmkCYbRkumRsavRCaveGayCYy. nagsYrfa {etIeKsresrBakü
fa {efIb} y:agem:ceTA?}. nagFøab;)aneXIjRbus nigRsIefIbKñaenAkñúgTUrTsSn_ ehIycat;TukfakarefIbKñak¾CaerOg
GasGaPasEdr. kñúgkMritmçageTotmankumarICaeRcIn (cemøIycMeBaHkMrgsMNYr nigbTBiesaFn_ BYkeK)anRtYtBinitü
nig epÞógpÞat;y:aghµt;ct;enAeBlsmÖasn_) Edl)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaskMritF¶n;F¶rbMput dUcCaskmµPaB
rYmePTrvagmnusSnwgmnusS nigrvagmnusS nigstVCaedIm 2 .
Tinñn½y
Tinñn½yEdlTTYlenAkñúgKMeragRsavRCavenH nigkarviPaKxagelIenHbBa¢ak;fa Tinñny½ EdlRbmUlenAkñgú
karRsavRCavGMBrI bU PaBGasGaPasenARsukkNþalsÞgw kalBIqañ 2M 005 rbs;GgÁkarTsSn³BiPBelakkm<úCa nigkar
RsavRCavGMBIrUbPaBGasGaPasknøgmkedayRkumsuxumalPaBkumar (Child Welfare Group) BitCaRtwmRtUv.
manPaBxusKñabnþicbnþÜccMeBaHsßitiEdl)anrkeXIjtamry³karRsavRCavenHenAkñúgRsukepSg²énRbeTskm<úCa.
eTaHCay:agNa sUmbBa¢ak;fasßitiEdlxusKñaEtbnþicbnþÜcenH minpøas;bþÚrkarBitEdlfa bc©úb,nñenHyuvCnkm<úCamYy
PaKFMkMBugEtemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaskMritF¶n;F¶renaHeT. CagenHeTAeTotKµanehtuplNaEdlmanlkçN³Rsedog
KñarvagsßitiénkaremIlrUbPaBGasGaPasrbs;kumarenAtamRsuk PUmiepSg²énRbeTskm<úCa b¤kñúgry³eBlxusKña
2

sUmemIl]bsm<½n§niyaylMGitGMBIrUbPaBGnacarsuICMerAmYycMnYn EdlsBVéf¶enHGacrk)anenAkm<úCa EdlrUbPaBTaMgGs;enHRtUv)anGHGagfa
mantamry³karTijenAeBlRsavRCavenAtamRsuknana .
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eLIy. enAkñúgBiPBsklPavUbnIykmµenH km<úCakMBugEtGPivDÆy:agqab;rh½s. sßanPaBsgÁm nigesdækic©kMBug
EtRbesIreLIg sUm,IEtenAtMbn;dac;Rsyalk¾manPaBRbesIrEdr. bec©kviTüa TUrTsSn_ GaceRbI)anedayGaKuy
]bkrN_bEM lgGKÁsi nIecjBIGaKuyEdlGacbegátI famBl 240v:lu nigm:asunI cak;vIsDIu IenH mantémøefakeTaHbIva
Cam:asIunfµI smÖar³TaMgenHmantémøefakNas;enAelITIpSarCCuHdUcEdlGñkpþl;B½t’man)anbgðaj. CamYyKñaenH
Edr dUc)ancg¥úlbgðajxagelIrYcmkehIy {\T§iBltUctac} GacnaMeGaymanbBaðasgÁmFMduM)an ehIykarENnaM
nUvm:asuIncak;vIsIuDImYycMnYntUccUleTAkñúgPUmimYy GacbgáeGaymanplb:HBal;y:agF¶n;F¶reTAelICIvitRbCaCny:ag
qab;rh½s .
xN³EdlsklPavUbnIykmµ)annaMeGayRbeTskm<úCakøayCaRbeTspÁt;pÁg;semøókbMBak;d¾FMdl;TIpSar
BiPBelakenaH vak¾bNþaleGaykm<úCa nigyuvCnkm<úCa (KYrbBa¢ak;pgEdrfa karN_enHk¾rYmbBa©ÚlTaMgmnusS
eBjv½y) gaynwgrgeRKaHfñak;BIrUbPaBGasGaPasEdlmanplitRKb;RcklðkénBiPBelak. cMeBaHRbkarenHCa
karcaM)ac;bMputenaH KWeKRtUvedaHRsaybBaðarUbPaBGasGaPasenAkm<úCa CabBaðaEdlmanlkçN³Carcnasm<½n§.
kareFVIpÞúyBIenHGaccat;TukCakaryl;RcLMGMBIbuBVehtuEdlbNþaleGay{pÞúH}nUvrUbPaBGasGaPasEdlkumar
km<úCamYyPaKFMkMBugEtrgkarb:HBal;bc©úb,nñ dUcEdlmanbgðajRsab;enAkñúgr)aykarN_enH. TsSn³EdlTMlak;
kMhuskareRbIR)as;rUbPaBGasGaPaseTAelIbuKÁlfa {GaRkk;} kumarRtUvTTYl {karGb;rM} b¤ {EklMGeLIgvij}
enaHminEmnRKan;Etxkxanmin)anemIleXIjBIkMritEdlkumar)anBak;B½n§kñúglkçN³CaCnrgeRKaHedaypÞal; b¤eday
Rbeyalb:ueNÑaHeT b:uEnþk¾GacnaMeGaymankarRbfuyRbfankñúgkareRbIR)as;GnþraKmn_ edayEp¥ktamkarTMlak;
kMhus nigkardak;TNÐkmµpgEdr3. ehIyRbsinebIRtUv)aneCosvagviFIdak;TNÐkmµ ehIyGnþraKmn_ epþatEteTAelI
buKÁl CaCagbBa©ÚlkarepþateTAelIkarcUlrYmCalkçN³rcnasm<½n§ enaHGacnwgmaneRKaHfñak;edayeFVIeGay
GnþraKmn_ enaHminmanRbsiT§PaB 4.
KWbNþalmkBIktþaxagelIenHehIyeBalKWkarpøas;bþÚrEpñkbec©kviTüa nigsgÁmelOnxøaMgeBk rYmCamYynwg
plb:HBal;én{\T§iBlbnþicbnþÜc}TaMgenaHehIy Edl)annaMeGaymankarpÞúHeLIgnUvbBaðarUbPaBGasGaPasenA
km<úCa. eTaHCay:agNak¾edaybBaðakumar (mnusSeBjv½y) Edl)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPashak;dUcCakMBugEt
rIksaybnþicmþg²køayCabBaðasgÁmenAkñúgTsvtScugeRkay nigeRcInTsvtSxagmuxeTot. enAGMLúgeBlenH
karepþatsMxan;rbs;rdæaPi)al nigGgÁkareRkArdæaPi)al KWeTAelIbBaðadUcCakarCYjdUrmnusS karrMelaPbMBankumar
3>

elIkcMNucRsedogenHTak;TgnwgyuvnarIEdllk;ePTenAGasuIGaeKñy_ nigxagekIt . A. McCocoy {karbenÞaskumarcMeBaHkarekgRbv½Ba© xøÜnÉg ³
sßanPaBenAGasIuxagekIt .} r)aykarN_elIkTI 7 sþIBIkarGnuvtþrebobvar³sMrab;skmµPaBRbqaMgnwgkarekgRbv½Ba©pøÚvePTelIkumarrbs; ECPAT . PñMeBj
qñaM2003 .
4
sMrab;karBiPakSaGMBIbBaðaCarcnasm<½n§EdlBak;B½n§ sUmemIlkargarrbs;GgÁkarTsSn³BiPBelakqñaM2005 elIEpñkGMBIhigSaeynD½r nigrUbPaBGnacar . Graham
Fordham . {RtUvQøasév} munnwgdl;eBl ³ yuvCn GMeBIhigSaeynD½r nigrUbPaBGnacarenARsukkNþalsÞwg . ¬PñMeBj ³ GgÁkarTsSn³BiPB elakkm<úCa
qñaM2005¦ .
McCocoy
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nigkarRbRBwtþiGMeBIGnacarCamYykumar RBmTaMgtYnaTIrbs;bNþajGuInFWNit enAkñúgskmµPaBTaMgenH5 .
dUecñHkarP½ytk;søútEpñksIlFm’GMBIbBaðaTaMgenHkMBugRKbdNþb;karykcitþTukdak;TaMgrdaæPi)al GgÁkareRkA
rdæaPi)al¼GgÁkarGnþrCatinana ehIy)anbEgVrkarykcitþTukdak;enaHecjGMBIbBaðaénkaremIlrUbPaBGasGaPas
rbs;kumarkm<úCaeTACaTRmg;fµIénkarrMelaPbMBankumar6 .
lT§plénkarRsavRCav
pÞúyBIkaryl;dwgrbs;eyIgGMBIkaremIlrUbPaBGasGaPasrbs;kumarkm<úCaEdlTTYl)anenAGMLúgKMerag
RsavRCavknøgmk KMeragqñaM2006enH)anbegáInkaryl;dwgrbs;eyIgy:ageRcInGMBIbBaða nigrebobEdlkumarkMBug
EtemIlrUbPaBGasGaPasnaeBlbc©úb,nñenH. edayRKan;EteFVIeLIgCaEpñktUcénKMeragd¾FMmYy epþateTAelIGMeBI
higSaEpñkeynD½renaH karRsavRCavqñaM2005rbs;GgÁkarTsSn³BiPBelakGMBIrUbPaBGasGaPas )anTTTYlyk
karBitCaeRcInEdleKminykcitþTukdak;famanmnusSenAkñúgmCÄdæanGPivDÆn_ {)andwg} GMBIrUbPaBGasGaPas.
eTaHbIkarRsavRCavGMBIrUbPaBGasGaPasrbs;KMerag)anbBa¢ak;fa bBaðakumar)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPas KWCaehtu
bgábBaðasgÁmeGaykan;EtrIkFMeLIgk¾edayk¾vaBuMTan;manlkçN³TUlMTUlayRKb;RKan;edIm,ITb;Tl;nwgbBaðamYy
cMnYnEdlRKb;Kña{)andwg}rYcehIyenaHEdr. dUecñHehIyeK)ansnµt;eRkayBIkarRsavRCavxagedImfa kEnøgEdlkumar
)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPasmanenAEttamkEnøgsaFarN³ dUcCahagkaehV )ar xara:GUex EdlbBa©aMgkunGasGaPas
edIm,ITak;TajGtifiCnb:ueNÑaHedayBuM)anykcitþTukdak;esuIbGegátGMBIkMritEdlGñkPUmicab;epþImTij]bkrN_edIm,I
cak;vIedGUenaHeLIy.
rbkKMehIjBIrénKMeragRsavRCavqñaM2006 )anpøas;bþÚrkaryl;dwgrbs;eyIg GMBIlT§PaBEsVgrkrUbPaB
GasGaPasrbs;kumarkm<úCa. rbkKMehIjTImYyKWGñkPUmikMBugEtcab;epþImTijm:asuIncak;vIedGUedIm,IbEnßm
]bkrN_eGLicRtUnicEdlxøÜnmanRsab; CalT§pl bc©úb,nñenHCaerOy²kumarGacemIlkunGasGaPassuICMerAenA
kñúgpÞHrbs;xøÜn nigpÞHGñkCitxag)an ehIy«Bukmþayrbs;BkY eKBuM)andwgeLIy. rbkKMehIjTIBIrKW GñkrksuIenAtam
PUmikMBugEtcab;epþImCYlvIedGUGasGaPaskñúgtémøefak ehIyGñkrksuITaMgenaHedaHdUrtamry³bNþajBIPUmimYy
eTAPUmimYy. karpøas;bþÚrlMnaMénlT§PaBEsVgrkemIlrUbPaBGasGaPas mann½yfabc©úb,nñenHkumarmanlT§PaB
(mincaM)ac;xVl;)gayCagmunkñúgkarrkemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaskñúgkMritF¶n;F¶r
dUecñHehIybBaðaEdlkumar)anemIl
5

{karsVaKmn_cMeBaHkare)aHCMruMBiPakSaGMBIkarrMelaPesBsn§v³ {karCYjdUrpøÚvePTtambNþajGuInFWNitenAkm<úCa} . TsSnavdþIrMelaP pøÚvePT} v:ul
6¼1-2 ¬2000¦ TMB½r 1-23 .
6
sMrab;GñkviTüasaRsþsgÁm karP½ytk;søútEpñksIlFm’ KWCasßanPaBmYyEdlekIteLIgyUrmþg² enARKb;sgÁmCatiTaMgGs; enAeBlEdllkçxNÐ yuKsm½y buKÁl
b¤RkummnusSRtUv)aneKkMNt;faCakarKMramkMEhgcMeBaHtémø b¤plRbeyaCn_sgÁm ehIyFnFansgÁmRtUveKclnaedIm,IedaHRsaykarKMramkMEhgenH . sUmemIl
Éksareday S. Cohen, S. mancMNgeCIgfa Folk Devils and Moral Panics: The Creation of the Mods and Rockers. (St Albans, Herts:
Paladin.1973). . eTaHCay:agNak¾eday ebItamkarBnül;rbs;elak Jenkins bBaðakarP½ytk;søútEpñksIlFm’ nigkareqøIytbrbs;sgÁmEdleK
R)afñacg;Bak;B½n§nwg {neya)ayCMnYs} nigkarbEgVrkar ykcitþTukdak;eTArkbBaðaepSgeTot . sUmemIlsñaédrbs;elak Jenkins, P.man cMNgeCIgfa sRtUv
CitsñiT§ - karP½ytk;søútEpñksIlFm’enAcRkPBGg;eKøsbc©úb,nñ ¬Intimate Enemies - Moral Panics in Contemporary Great Britain (New York: Aldine
de Gruyter. 1992) .
Hughes, D.M.
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rUbPaBGasGaPaskMBugEtkøayCabBaðakan;EtF¶n;F¶reLIg. sBVéf¶enHeKminRtUvRKan;EttamdankumarEdlman
lT§PaBeRbIR)as;kuMBüÚT½renAtampÞH b¤enAtamhagGuInFWNitenaHeLIy .
cMNucsMxan;EdlRtUveFVIkarkt;sMKal;pgEdrenaHKWkumar nigmnusSeBjv½ymanlT§PaBGacrkrUbPaB
GasGaPas)an enAeBlbc©úb,nñenH PaKeRcInKWenAtamkEnøgÉkCnEdlbNþaleGaykarRKb;RKgskmµPaB
enHkan;EtlM)akCagrUbPaBGasGaPasenAtamTIsaFarN³. knøgmkkarbBa©aMgrUbPaBGasGaPasenAkEnøg
saFarN³dUcCahagkaehVCaedIm KWma© s;hag)aneRbIR)as; {l,ic} epSg² edaym©as;hageRbITUrTsSn_BIreRKOg
b¤m:asuIncak;vIedGUBIreRKOg (mYyeRKOgbBa©aMgerOgFmµta ÉmYyeRKOgeTotbBa©aMgerOgGasGaPas) rYcehIy
bþÚreTACaerOgFmµtaedIm,IeKcBIkartamdanrbs;b:UlIs. Gñkpþl;B½t’manenAGgÁkareRkArdæaPi)almñak;enARkug
PñMeBj)anBnül;fa bc©úb,nñenHmankEnøgxøHQandl;bBa¢ÚnrUbPaBGasGaPasdl;TrU TsSn_enAkEnøgepSg²tam
ry³m:asuIncak;vIedGUecjBIGaKardac;edayELkedIm,IeKcBIkartamdanrbs;b:UlIseTotpg. lMnaMfµIénkarTsSna
rUbPaBGasGaPasenAtampÞH minEmnRKan;Etpøas;bþÚrkarRKb;RKgrUbPaBGasGaPasedayb:UlIsb:ueNÑaHeT KWGac
pøas;bþÚrTaMgbBaðapøÚvc,ab;Tak;Tgnwgkarb®gáabpgEdr. cMNucEdlmansar³sMxan;enaHKWrbkKMehIjTaMgenHGac
Bak;B½n§nwgkarerobcMkmµviFIGnþraKmn_edIm,IsRmal]btþiehtu nigplb:HBal;énkaremIlrUbPaBGasGaPasrbs;
kumar.
rbkKMehIjGMBIrebobEdlkumarb:HBal;bNþajB½t’manrUbPaBGasGaPasbc©úb,nñenH KWCarbkKMehIjsñÚl
énKMeragenH. eTaHCay:agNak¾eday cMNucEdlmansar³sMxan;dUcKñaEdrenaHKWtamry³karsmÖasn_y:ag
TUlMTUlayCamYykumar eKGackMNt;)anCarYmfa yuvCnkm<úCamYyPaKFM (TaMgRbusTaMgRsI) )anemIlrUbPaB
GasGaPas ehIyrUbPaBGasGaPasenaH KWCarUbPaBGasGaPasEdlmankMrti F¶n;Fr¶ eTotpg ehIyvaBitCamanpl
b:HBal;y:agBitR)akdeTAelICIvitrs;enArbs;BYkeK eTaHbIyuvCnTaMgenaH)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPasedaypÞal;kþI b¤
edayminpÞal;kþI .
etIRtUveFVIdMeNIrtampøÚvNa ? karcg¥úlTissMrab;GnþraKmn_
eyIgsUmesñIeGayeRbIGnþraKmn_CaTRmg;epSg² kñúgeKalbMNgkat;bnßykaremIlrUbPaBGasGaPas nig
plb:HBal;rbs;va edaysMedAeTArk«Bukmþay nigkUnrbs;BYkeK. kmµviFIGacpþl;CaRkumenAfñak;PUmi eTaHCay:agNa
k¾edayRtUvBicarNakareRbIR)as;bNþajB½t’maneGLicRtUnikdUcCaviTüúCaedImpgEdr edIm,IeGaymankarBiPakSa
edayebIkcMhenATUTaMgRbeTsGMBIbBaðarUbPaBGasGaPaskñúgkMritF¶n;F¶r nigkareRbIR)as;rUbPaBTaMgenaHkñúgsgÁm
nigplb:HBal;rbs;vaeTAelIsgÁmkm<úCaTaMgmUl.

«Bukmþay ³ eTaHbIBYkeKemIl b¤minemIlrUbPaBGasGaPask¾eday k¾karRsavRCavenH)anrkeXIjfa «Bukmþay

PaKeRcInmincg;eGaykUn²rbs;BYkeKemIlrUbPaBGasGaPasenaHeLIy kumartUc²GacGnueRKaHeGaycUlenAkñúg
RkummnusSFMEdlkMBugemIlrUbPaBGasGaPas b:uEnþ«BukmþayminGnuBaØateGaykumarCMTg;emIlrUbPaBGasGaPaseT.
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eKEtgR)ab;eGaykumarCMTg;eGaycakecjBIbnÞb; b¤minGnuBaØateGaycUl cMENkÉkumarIRtUvmþay«Bukhammin
eGayemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaseLIy. karRsavRCavenHk¾)anrkeXIjpgEdrfa «BukmþayPaKeRcInmindwgfakUn²
rbs;xøÜn)anemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaseT edaysarkUn²TaMgenaHemIlrUbPaBGasGaPasenAeBlEdl«Bukmþay
minenApÞH (CYnkaleBl«BukmþayeTAniyayelgCamYyGñkCitxag) b¤BYkeKemIlrUbPaBGasGaPasenApÞHrbs;
mitþPkþiEdl«Bukmþayrbs;BYkeKminenApÞH. CamYyKñaenHdUcEdlmanbgðajCUnenAkñúgCMBUk4 eTaHbImnusSeBj
v½ymYyPaKFMmincg;eGaykUn²rbs;xøÜnemIlrUbPaBGasGaPask¾eday BYkeKminsUvtwgruwgkñúgkarhamXat;min
eGaykUn²rbs;GñkdéTemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaseT CaBiessRbsinebIkumarTaMgenaHenAtUc² nigCakumara. cMNuc
enHbgðajfaRtUveFVIeGay«Bukmþayyl;GMBIkarTTYlxusRtUvcMeBaHkumarTaMgGs; minEmnTTYlxusRtUvcMeBaHEtkUn
rbs;xøÜnpÞal;eLIy .
kmµviFIsMrab;«BukmþayKYreFVIeLIgkñúgeKalbMNgedIm,Ipþl;B½t’mandl;BYkeKGMBIkMriténrUbPaBGasGa
PasenAkñúg shKmn_rbs;xøÜn nigGMBIlkçN³énrUbPaBGasGaPasenaHpgEdr. kmµviFIk¾KYrsMedAbegáInkaryl;dwg
rbs;«BukmþayGMBIlT§plGaRkk;rbs;rUbPaBGasGaPasenAkñúgCIvitbuKÁl nigshKmn_. manrbkKMehIjGviC¢man
mYycMnYnEdl)ankt;sMKal;enAkñúgÉksarsikSaenAkñúgCMBUk2. «BukmþayKYrman»kasedIm,IBiPakSafa etIkm<úCa
RbePTenHb¤EdleKcg;)anenAeBlGnaKt nigBiPakSaGMBIrebobEdlBYkeKGaceqøIytbcMeBaHkarKMramkMEhg
rbs;rUbPaBGasGaPascMeBaHkUn²rbs;BYkeK nigshKmn_km<úCaTaMgmUl. kareqøIytbrbs;BYkeKKYrsMedAeTA
rkkarCMrujRbFanPUmi nigRbFanXuMeGayeFVIskmµPaBb®gáabrUbPaBGasGaPas ehIycat;viFankarcMeBaHGñkEdl
Bak;B½n§ nwgkarEckcay b¤bBa©aMgrUbPaBGasGaPasenATIsaFarN³ b¤GacsMedAeTArkkarBiPakSaCamYykUn²
rbs;xøÜnGMBIeRKaHfñak;énrUbPaBGasGaPas. kareqøIytbCak;EsþgmYyenaHKW«Bukmþay GacKitKUrGMBImeFüa)ay
eFVIkuMeGaym:asuIncak;vIedGUGacdMeNIrkarekItenAeBlxøÜnminenApÞH. cugeRkay«BukmþayKYrTTYl)ansiT§iGMNac
edIm,IkuMeGaymanGarmµN_faxøÜnCamnusShYssm½y b¤CamnusSRbtikiriyaenAeBlR)ab;kUn²rbs;xøÜnmineGayemIl
rUbPaBGasGaPasenaH .

kumar ³ CakarKYreGaykt;sMKal;enAGMLúgeBlsmÖasn_enaHKW eTaHbIGñkpþl;B½t’manniyayGMBIrUbPaBGasGaPas

kñgú n½y {Gs©arü} manlkçN³KYreGaycg;dgw cg;B¤ nigmanlkçN³Tak;TajxagrUbkay nigxagGarmµNk_ ¾eday
k¾kumarmYyPaKFM)ancat;TukrUbPaBGasGaPasfa {GaRkk;} cMeBaHGñkEdl)anemIl nigcMeBaHRbeTskm<úCa
TaMgmUl. mYyPaKFMénkumara nigkumarImincg;erobkarCamYyGñkEdlemIlrUbPaBGasGaPaseT ehIyBYkeKk¾min
cg;eGayGnaKtkUnrbs;xøÜnb:HBal;rUbPaBGasGaPasEdr. pñt;KMnitTaMgGs;enHcMeBaHrUbPaBGasGaPaspþl;Ca
mUldæand¾rwgmaMsMrab;EsVgrkyuT§nakarGnþraKmn_ sMrab; kumar .
eyIgsUmesñIfaTidæPaB {Bit} énvIedGUGasGaPasKYrEtbgðajpgEdr. GaceRbICa]bkrN_
(edaymankarbkERb) nUvÉksarmYycMnnY CaPasaéfEdlmankt;sK
M al;enAkñúgCMBUk4. edIm,IbgðajerOgBiténkar
ekgRbv½Ba© karQWcab; nigkarrMelaPbMBanenABIeRkayEl,gesñhabMP½nþEPñkénrUbPaBGasGaPasdUcman
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bgðajCUnenAkñúgCMBUk4Rsab; CaBiesskumara)anbgðajnUvkgVHkaryl;citþy:agxøaMgcMeBaHkumarIEdlxøÜn)aneXIj
enAkñúgvIedGUGasGaPasTaMgenaH. enHCaRbFanbTmYyEdlRtUvedaHRsay. karBitNas;EdlfamnusSmñak;
RtUveKekgRbv½Ba© (ehIykMBugEtekgRbv½Ba©xøÜnÉg) RbsinebIeKcaj;e)akrUbPaBEkøgkøay GacCaRbFanbTmYy
eTotd¾sMxan;pgEdr .
CYnkalhak;dUcCabgðajfakaregOgq¶l;cg;dwgcg;B¤GMBIxøÜnR)aN nigerOgePT CaBiesskrNIkumarI
CaktþaEdlCMrujeGayyuvCneRbIR)as;rUbPaBGasGaPaspgEdr. enHCakrNIekIteLIgy:agBitR)akd ehIykar
Gb;rMGMBIerOgePTeGay)anRtwmRtUvGacnwgCYykat;bnßykaregOgq¶l;)an. eKminR)akdfakmµviFIdUceBalenHman
PaBsmRsbcMeBaHGMeBIGnacarR)ascaksIlFm’d¾suICMerAEdlGacnwgekItmaneLIgb¤y:agNaenaHeT EteTaHCa
y:agNak¾eday eKGaceRbIkmµviFIenHedIm,IebIk»kaseGaymankarBiPakSaGMBIbBaðaenHEdr .
CaTIbBa©b; tamesckþIsnñidæaneyIgsUmsgát;F¶n;fa enAeBlKitKUrGMBI\T§iBlGaRkk;énrUbPaBGasGaPas
eKminKYrkat;bnßy\T§iBlTaMgenHRtwmEtbBaðasIlFm’ nigplb:HBal;énrUbPaBGasGaPaseTAelIkarRbRBwtþi nig
vb,Fm’km<úCab:ueNÑaHeT. karbegáInkamKuNenAkñúgCIvitkumarmuneBlevlasmRsb nigxusbribTTMnak;TMng
CabuBVehtunaMeGaymanbBaðaepSg²dUcCabBaðaGaCIvkmµpøÚvePT karqøgraldalemeraKeGds_ karrMelaP (rYmTaMg
karrMelaPelIGnItCi n) karekIneLIgénmþayEdlmin)anerobkar nigkarmankUnEdleKmincg;)anCaedIm (r)aykarN_
GMBIerOgenHmanB¤niyayenAGMLúgeBlRsavRCav) cMENkÉenAkñúgCivitGaBah_BiBah_vijkMriténGMeBIhigSakñúgRKYsar
)anekIneLIg. dUcKñaEdrkareFVIeGaymankamKuNenAkñgú CIvti kumartaMgBIv½yekµg nwgrYmcMENkeFVIeGaymanPaB
gayRsYlkñgú karGUsTajkumarIeGayFøak;eTAkñúgkarCYjdUr b¤]sSahkmµCYjdUrpøÚvePTpgEdr. dUecñHkMritekIneLIg
énkaremIlrUbPaBGasGaPasrbs;kumar (nigmnusSeBjv½y) KWCabBaðasuxPaBsaFarN³pg nigbBaðasNþab;Fñab;
sgÁmpg ehIydUcKñanwgbBaðasuxPaBsaFarN³ b¤bBaðarcnasm<½n§sgÁmdéTeTotEdr KWRtUvEtmandMeNaHRsay
EdlmanlkçN³Carcnasm<½n§RtwmRtUv 7.
enAeBlbBaðamenaseBa©tnaruMB½T§edaybBaðarUbPaBGasGaPas nigkarb:HBal;rbs;kumarnwgrUbPaB
GasGaPasRtUv)anedaHRsayehIyenaH bBaðasMxan;KWkarkat;bnßyeRKaHfñak;EpñkbrisßanedIm,IbegáIteGayman
briyakasRbkbeday suvtßiPaBsMrab;yuvCnkm<úCa .

7

¬GnþraKmn_Edlmanrcnasm<½n§RtwmRtUvenAkñúgsuxPaBsaFarN³} . AIDS. Vol. 14 (Supp 1.).
(2000). pp. S11 S21 . cMeBaHvis½yCaeRcInEdlrUbPaBGnacarbgáeGayman\T§iBlGviC¢man KMeragepþatkarykcitþTukdak;l¥itl¥n;kñúgkarkat;bnßypl
b:HBal;énrUbPaBGnacarGacnwgbegáIteGayman {cugmutRsYc} b¤ {\T§iBlkan;EteRcIn} enAkñúgvis½yCaeRcIneTot dUcecñHehIykargarkat;bnßykarb:Bal; rbs;
kumareTAnwgrUbPaBGnacar nigkarkat;bnßyplb:HBal;rbs;va GacnwgmanRbsiT§PaBcMNayx<s; ebIeRbobeFobCamYynwgKMeragEdlepþatEteTAelIbBaða EtmYy .
K.M. Blankenship, S.J. Bray and M.H. Merson.
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Preface
The title of this report, “As if they were watching my body” is taken from the comments of a 14year-old girl living in a remote rural village in Chulkiri district, Kampong Chhnang province.8
Discussing how she feels when boys who have been watching hard-core pornography talk loudly
about the things they have seen in films—with the intention that girls will hear them—she said of the
female performers on the videos, “Those girls are like me, it’s as if they [the boys] were watching my
body.” This comment illustrates not only the discomfort young women feel when they encounter
such harassment, but also the fact that when hard-core pornography enters a community, gender
relations, even amongst children, are increasingly sexualised—and that even though many members
of the community may not be directly exposed to pornography, they are nevertheless affected by it.
Pornography research is highly sensitive, and especially so when the topic concerns the exposure of
children to pornography. Accordingly, considerable effort was expended to ensure the highest level
of ethical practice at each stage of the project. However, given the findings of this research, that a
substantial portion of the children surveyed have been exposed to various forms of hard-core
pornography and often at an early age, this report is likely to be controversial. Many, whether in the
NGO/IO sectors or in government, may hope that the results represent only small groups of
children and not the situation of Cambodian children as a whole. It is true that only a much more
ambitious research project could provide an accurate statistical portrait of the degree to which
Cambodian children in each province are exposed to pornography.
Yet, on the basis of more than 20 years of research in the region and study of pornography’s effects
on remote northern Thai villages during the 1990s, the consultant would urge that this report be
taken with the utmost seriousness. This is now the third research project to address the exposure of
Cambodian children to pornography. The data from each project have shown that a significant
percentage of Cambodian boys and girls are exposed to hard-core pornography—and it must be
stressed that the pornography with which this report is concerned is extremely hard-core. Moreover,
there are now more avenues of exposure than in the past. Technological advances have made the
distribution and copying of pornographic materials increasingly easy. There has been a reduction in
the cost of both pornographic films and the machines on which they are played. And, as this report
details, the overnight rental of pornographic VCDs and the public showing of pornography under or
behind private homes is now a new business niche for village-level entrepreneurs.

8. Almost identical comments were made by several other girls. A 16-year-old, for example, noted that looking
at pornographic books made her feel afraid, because she felt that when boys looked at the pictures of naked
women, it was as if they were looking at her.
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Pornography is directly implicated in issues such as gender-based violence, the use of commercial sex
workers and the spread of HIV/AIDS and the rape of children by perpetrators who are themselves
often minors. It may also predispose young women to being trafficked or being lured into the sex
industry. Most importantly, it has the potential to exert a malign influence on the normative sexual
development of Cambodia’s young people, on their future and that of their country. The problem is
too important not to be taken seriously and addressed with all possible speed.
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Executive Summary

Overview
This report presents research about young Cambodians’ exposure to pornography. The research
was conducted between March and May 2006, in two rural districts and one urban commune,
using a combination of quantitative and qualitative research techniques. Previously, most research
on pornography in south-east Asia has focused on children and women as the objects of
pornographic representation. Thus, in Cambodia paedophilia and child pornography have been
issues of extreme concern over recent years. However, this project (and two earlier projects
that formed the basis of this project) represents a new approach because it moves from treating
Cambodians as victims of other’s representations to an investigation of how representation of
the sexual practices of others, as depicted in pornographic media, affect Cambodian children and
their developing gender identities.

Research Outcomes
•

As a result of technological advancement and economic growth in Cambodia, pornographic
video disks and the equipment to play them are now available in many districts, as single
villages often have one or two homes with a vcd machine which other villagers can
sometimes utilize. As a result, there appears to be a significant level of exposure of
Cambodian children to hard-core pornography, and children in both urban areas and remote
rural areas are at risk.

•

Cambodian children are exposed to hard-core pornography of the most extreme kind. None
of the pornography discussed in this report could be labelled soft-core or erotica. Rather,
the children interviewed talked openly about pornographic VCDs that featured couples
having sex, group sex, sex in every possible permutation, including bestiality (humans having
sex with animals), violent rape, the rape of drugged girls and the rape and subsequent killing
of the rape victim. In this research process, many interviewed children claimed that the
watching of such movies was normal (tommodar).

•

Although some children are exposed to print pornography, most are exposed to
pornography via VCDs, which they prefer because of their appearance of reality. Because
VCDs are usually hired/rented from local village-level suppliers, the cost of watching VCDs is
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cheaper than books. When the 500 riels cost of VCD rental is shared between four or five
children, the cost of accessing pornography is negligible.
•

The playing of pornographic movies is no longer restricted to coffee shops or guest-houses
in Phnom Penh and the provinces. Because the prices of VCD players and television sets
(both new and second hand) have fallen, pornography is now watched in private homes by
adults and children. Even many rural children now have access to VCD players, either at
their own house or at friends’ houses. The electronic equipment is powered by batteries
recharged locally, and those watching the videos generally contribute one or two hundred
riels each towards the cost of recharging the battery. It might be thought that because most
villagers are poor they would not have enough money to purchase and use pornography, but
the research found that even though some houses appeared to be extremely poor from the
outside, inside were found prized possessions such as televisions, radio cassette players,
amplifiers or VCD players.

•

Pornography is no longer distributed solely through newspaper stalls or small shops selling
video and music CDs. As mentioned above, in the village, entrepreneurs have started hiring
out pornographic VCDs, usually at a cost of 500 riels per night, and the evidence suggests
inter-village distribution networks. Other small-scale entrepreneurs conduct public
screenings of pornography under or behind private homes for a small fee per viewer.

•

State-led morality campaigns to crack down on the sale of pornography, the most recent of
which began in the latter part of 2005, are only partially effective in controlling the
distribution and sale of pornographic materials. These campaigns have been effective in
removing pornographic VCDs and books from public display, and the research indicated that,
as a result of police activity, the showing of pornography in public venues such as coffee
shops has decreased. Nevertheless, pornographic videos are still shown in guest-houses, and
although pornographic materials are not on public display, they are still available for sale.

•

Some adults reportedly watch pornographic VCDs together with children. However, the
majority of parents do not want their own children exposed to pornography. In most cases,
parents were not aware that their own children—particularly their daughters—are being
exposed to pornography. Parents may admonish their children regarding contact with
pornography or with people who watch pornography. Such admonitions are highly effective
in preventing or limiting the exposure of young women to pornography because they fear
punishment by their mothers. Boys pay less attention to parental admonitions. However,
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when parents monitor their sons’ activities, those boys are less likely to be exposed to
pornography. The research found that the boys who had not been exposed were those who
were not allowed to dar leng, to wander about unsupervised with their friends.
•

Both boys and girls have access to pornography. However, boys usually watch pornography
at their houses or the houses of friends, and report that boys tend to view pornography
multiple times as a form of entertainment. By contrast, although some girls develop an
intense interest in pornography and attempt to view films whenever possible, most view
pornography only a few times out of curiosity or are exposed to it by accident.

•

Statistics about how many children have or have not been exposed to pornography are
highly misleading. Even though only a proportion of the children in a community may be
directly exposed to hard-core pornography, that pornography affects all children in as much
as the behaviour of children who have watched (or read) pornography changes—and this
behaviour affects the other children in the community. Pornography is teaching male children
violent and abusive sexual scripts, and teaching them that these are normative ways of being
male and of relating sexually to women. Boys use pornography as a tool to assert masculine
dominance by boasting loudly among themselves of the things they have seen with the
intention that girls will hear them, by speaking roughly to girls and using impolite and rude
words to them, by touching girls and by suggesting what they would like to do (sexually) with
them. Girls also change, and pornography is likely to be having a detrimental impact on their
self-image and on their behaviour. As one girl said about her peers, when they have watched
pornography, they are not shy any more.

•

Discussing the issue of pornography with both boys and girls, the research team found a
number of children who considered public service messages like reproductive health,
HIV/AIDS and condom promotion and anti-trafficking “spots” to be pornographic. This
suggests that the desire to depict reality in public service messages in broadcast and print
media needs to be balanced with the fact that they may be interpreted as pornographic, and
that much of their intended message is being lost.

•

It is likely that among boys pornography, along with the consumption of alcohol, plays a role
in male bonding in gangs. It is also likely that pornographic films based on violent rape
scenarios, many of which feature Cambodian actors and appear to have been filmed in
Cambodia, contribute to acts such as gang rape and the rape of children.
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Recommendations
•

Given the extreme adverse effects that pornography has on the lives and development of
young people, this issue must be addressed as a matter of some urgency by NGOs and IOs
working in development. The questions used in the research (see Appendix 3) address a
number of ideas that might be useful in an anti-pornography programmes—which could
include a project to alert parents to hard-core pornography, the manner in which it can
cause damage to their community and how they can protect their children through education
and vigilance.
A more in-depth programme could be developed for young people. It is suggested that such a
programme should not just provide information, but should provide a space for girls and
boys (both as same-sex and mixed groups) to talk about the issues. The consultant is aware
of some Thai-language material in which a Thai pornographic-movie star talks about her
feelings of degradation and pain as she performed, which makes a powerful contrast between
the erotic images and the reality of exploitation, pain and abuse that lie behind the screen.
It may also be possible to utilise media such as radio and discussion-style programmes to
open up the issue of pornography in the Cambodian community. Both children and adults
need to be aware that these are not just movies, but will likely have long-term effects on the
individuals who watch them, on the community and on Cambodian culture. The aim of such
programmes should be minimising children’s exposure to pornography and also minimising
the impact of that exposure.

•

It would be useful for World Vision Cambodia and other NGOs to examine the various
issues on which they are working and assess the extent to which pornography and alcohol
use might be exacerbating problems in their areas. From a programme perspective, it is not
effective if NGOs are working to reduce gender-based violence if that work is constantly
being undermined by the messages implicit in pornography or by the effects of alcohol. In
some cases this might require further research (see following section); however, in other
cases it would require no more than taking account of these factors in programme plans.

•

World Vision Cambodia and other organisations working at district and village levels should
make staff aware of pornography and how it is linked to social problems such as HIV/AIDS,
sexual assault and domestic violence. Staff should endeavour to monitor the issue even
though it may not fit directly into existing programmes. A short training package should be
developed for project staff and for village development committee members.
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•

At the community level, efforts should be made to motivate police and village and commune
chiefs. Village and commune chiefs, in particular, are well placed to know who is renting
pornographic videos, and they have the authority to investigate inter-village VCD rental
networks. Even if they cannot know what is taking place behind closed doors, they should be
able to prevent the public showing of pornographic VCDs.

•

Even though the influence of their activities is negative, in reality those distributing
pornographic VCDs in rural villages show a high level of entrepreneurial acumen. Instead of
driving their activities further underground by adopting a punitive approach, consideration
should be given to how their energies might be diverted into other entrepreneurial efforts.
Perhaps they might be included in existing micro-finance or other activities in their districts.

Recommendations for Future Research
•

If sufficient funding is available, a country-wide survey could be conducted to identify
pornography hot spots that could be targeted with pornography reduction programmes.
However, the consultant believes that a country-wide survey is less a priority than the two
projects outlined below.

•

The rape of girl children by boys who are themselves minors, and the rape of teenage girls by
men in their early 20s is a significant problem in Cambodian society. Media reports both in
Cambodia and Thailand suggest that pornography is implicated in these rapes, because some
offenders claim that they were copying what they had seen on videos. Recent research in
Thailand has also identified a high rate of pornography use among men convicted for incest. It
is suggested that a qualitative research project be carried out in Cambodia among
incarcerated sexual offenders in their teenage years and early 20s, to investigate the extent
to which pornography is implicated their offences. The results of this research would help
with village interventions to prevent further child rapes. It would also provide further
evidence and information relevant to policy discussions at all levels. Additionally, it would
provide information highly relevant to the rehabilitation of offenders.

•

The research revealed a significant level of alcohol use among the research group and
revealed that alcohol is sometimes consumed prior to or during watching pornography. As
economic growth and development proceed, it is likely that alcohol consumption will rise.
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Cambodia is increasingly being targeted by regional and international beverage companies.
Accordingly, alcohol-related problems will increase, including those related to sexual assault.
A more extensive research project focusing on drinking among children and teenagers would
help address the problem. Such a project should use an appropriate mix of quantitative and
qualitative research techniques, and should focus in particular on the link between alcohol
consumption and notions of masculinity and modernity amongst the new generation.
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Chapter One
Introduction

This chapter discusses the scope of the research project, the focus of the research and the research
methodologies. Chapter Two addresses scholarly approaches to pornography research and the
political context in which these approaches have developed. Chapters Three and Four discuss the
research findings about Cambodian children’s exposure to pornography and the effects of that
exposure. Chapter Five addresses alcohol use among Cambodian children and the relationship
between alcohol use and pornography.
The Research Project
The research project aimed at examining the effects of exposure to pornography on youth in
Cambodia, and how this has influenced the development of the sexual attitudes and behaviours of
both boys and girls.
The consultant engaged for the project is a specialist in Thai society, with 20 years’ experience in
Thailand and six years’ research experience in Cambodia, as well as experience in a range of culture
areas. He specialises in the study of masculinity, alcohol use and pornography, and has worked with
children and teenagers in the north of Thailand for over a decade. He speaks, reads and writes some
Khmer, but prefers to work with a research assistant cum translator to facilitate complex
conversations.
The research project was developed on the basis of research conducted by the consultant for World
Vision Cambodia in 2005, the results of which suggested that Cambodian youth had a significant
exposure to hard-core pornography, and that such exposure often began during prepubsecent
years.9 Drawing on a wide body of social research in Cambodia by non-governmental organisations,
as well as research reports produced by respected Cambodian women’s organisations, World
Vision’s 2005 research suggested that pornography was implicated in a wide range of social problems,
including gender-based violence, rape and, more generally, men developing callous attitudes and
violent sexual practices with women.
The 2005 project, however, focused on gender-based violence, and the issue of pornography formed
only a small part of the project. It was designed only to give an indication of the extent to which

9. Fordham (2005a). This project was designed to further advance an earlier pornography research project,
reported in Child Welfare Group/World Hope (2003).
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pornography is a problem at village level in respect to issues such as masculinity, the development of
alternative sexual scripts copied from pornographic videos and gender-based violence. This 2006
research project was designed to focus directly on children’s exposure to pornography, and aims to
provide a much more comprehensive understanding.
The project was developed by the consultant in concert with World Vision Cambodia staff and
representatives of the donor (AusAID). It was primarily designed as qualitative research into
Cambodian youths’ experience of and understandings about pornography. It also aimed to collect
quantitative data about the percentage of Cambodian youth in the research districts exposed to
pornography. Although the 2005 project suggested that children are often exposed to pornography
before 12 years of age, given the sensitivity of the issue, it was decided to work with children
between the ages of 13 and 17.
The Project Aims
1. To develop understanding of the factors which predispose Cambodian youth to exposure to
pornography.
2. To understand more about how Cambodian youth understand pornography.
3. To develop a greater understanding of the impact of pornography on the sexual attitudes and
behaviour of Cambodian youth.
4. To gain an understanding of gender differences in boys’ and girls’ exposure to and use of
pornography.
5. To identify directions for future research about the effects of pornography in Cambodia.
6. To make preliminary suggestions for intervention programmes aimed at reducing the
influence of pornography on young people’s behaviour.
The Research Sites
The project initially involved research in two rural sites, Chulkiri district in Kampong Chhnang (about
two and a half hours north of Phnom Penh), and Luek Daek district in Kandal (about two and a half
hours south of Phnom Penh). Later it was expanded to include an urban site, for urban-rural
comparison purposes, and Stung Meanchey district in Phnom Penh (on the outskirts of Phnom Penh)
was added. All three sites were chosen because World Vision Cambodia has long-term communitybased area development programmes (ADP) located there, allowing the consultant to draw on the
local knowledge and assistance of ADP staff and village development committee (VDC) members
during the research.
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In both Chulkiri and Luek Daek, survey respondents were drawn from three villages, and in urban
Stung Meanchey they were drawn from seven (urban) villages.10 It was initially intended to have an
approximately equal sample in each district. However, as Table 1 indicates, the number of survey
returns varied slightly from this because some children selected for surveying were later found not
to meet the age criteria for the research (see below for a more comprehensive discussion).

Sex
Male
Site

Chulkiri
Stung Meanchey
Luek Daek

Total

Total

Female
58

85

143

102

78

180

50

85

135

210

248

458

Table 1: The survey according to sex and district
Ethical Issues in the Conduct of the Research
Because of the age of the children involved in this and other World Vision Cambodia research
projects, at the suggestion of AusAID, prior to the beginning of the research a joint ethics review
panel was established between World Vision Cambodia and Save the Children Australia. The panel
seeks to guide the ethical implementation of this and other similar projects. Panel members
comprised both local and international specialists on research involving children and on research in
Cambodia. The research protocol was discussed with the panel, and specific problems, potential
problems and ways these might best be resolved were addressed.
Specific issues of concern to the donor (AusAID) were: consent, confidentiality, the use of a female
research assistant when working with girls and fears that talking to children about pornography might
lead them to view pornography.11 The ethics review panel suggested that a special effort be made to
monitor the age of respondents—and this proved to be good advice. A great deal of effort was put
into addressing these issues, and a more detailed explanation of the methods used to do so follows.
At the conclusion of the project, the consultant was extremely satisfied with the overall ethical
standard of the project.
Consent: Ensuring that children and parents understood consent issues was addressed with a multilevel approach. When the research team first visited the research district, they discussed consent
with ADP staff. They then talked with commune and village chiefs in the areas from which the
10. In each research site, a purposive sample was drawn from district schools utilising the entire available age
cohort of children.
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samples would be drawn so they could explain the aims of the research to parents at village
meetings, and could ensure that parents knew that their children’s participation in the research was
absolutely voluntary. ADP staff also spoke with school principals, emphasising the voluntary nature of
participation, and in one case the researchers reinforced this by discussing the research and related
ethical issues in more detail with the principal of the local school.
Then, prior to children completing their survey forms (see below), it was again explained to them
that World Vision would value their participation in the research (because this would help the
organisation to understand more about pornography in their district), but if they did not want to
participate in the survey, they were not obliged to do so. Children were also told that they could
change their minds during the completion of the survey if they did not like the questions they were
being asked. In total, four children declined to participate in the survey, leaving before beginning it.
They said they felt shy about doing the survey, and it was the researchers’ opinion that they felt shy
about participating in the survey rather than its content.
Because the majority of interviews were carried out at the respondents’ homes, in many cases the
researchers had the opportunity to talk with one or both parents and to ensure they were
comfortable with consent issues. No parent raised any objection to their child’s participation in the
research. Children being interviewed were also told that their participation was voluntary and that if
for any reason they did not want to participate, or wished to cease participation during the course of
the interview, then this was their right. The researchers were pleased that on several occasions
during the interviews, respondents felt confident enough to ask what would be done with the data
collected. Two girls and one boy declined to be interviewed, but no participants asked that an
interview be terminated, probably because the principal researcher and his research assistant are
both highly experienced and well aware of the signs of incipient stress, embarrassment or boredom,
and conducted the interviews as appropriate for each child.
Confidentiality: Given the age of the respondents and the sensitivity of the issue of pornography,
confidentiality was considered paramount. Prior to completing survey forms and prior to interviews,
respondents were assured that their responses were confidential and that their answers would not
be revealed to parents or teachers or any other person beyond those directly involved in the
research. They were also told that the report based on the research would not identify any
respondent by name. Indeed, the survey instrument did not identify respondents by name or address.
The survey was, however, used to recruit respondents for interviews, and individuals who indicated
11. The consultant had requested that issues of gender balance be set aside for this project because the 2005
research project had shown that the heaviest consumers of pornograpy were boys and suggested that for this
reason a male research assistant should be the primary assistant for the majority of the the research period.
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that they were willing to be interviewed were asked to give their name and address so that they
could be contacted later.
During interviews, the confidentialityy of the information was given particular stress. This was found
to be important when discussing pornography with girls who had been watching VCDs without the
knowledge of their parents and were fearful that their activities would be discovered.
Attracting Children to View Pornography: It was decided that, given the ease of access to pornography
suggested in previous research, this was unlikely to be a problem. The ubiquity of pornography in
both public and private spaces means most children at some stage make a decision to allow
themselves to be exposed to pornography or to avoid it as far as possible. However, with this issue
in mind, during interviews no leading questions were asked when discussing the pornography to
which children had been exposed.
Female Interviewer for Girls: Interviews with girls were carried out with the assistance of a Cambodian
woman in her early 20s. Grown up, but not a lot older than many interviewees, she had
interpersonal skills that allowed her to produce a comfortable environment for interviewees.
Age of Respondents: Given the sensitivity of the research topic, the age of respondents was considered
highly important. Although the World Vision Cambodia ADP facilitators and schools aimed to
provide children between 13 and 17, when ages were checked prior to surveying, it was found that
more than 30 children who were younger than 13 or older than 17 had come along to accompany
friends. They were thanked for their willingness to participate in the research, but advised that, due
to their age, they could not do so.
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Research Methods
Quantitative Research
The quantitative component of this project aimed to survey a total sample of 500 children over the
three sites. When it came to administering the survey, it was found that in each case some children
were below 13 years of age and had to be excluded from the survey. They were not replaced
because we were already working with the total available age cohort in the survey village. After a
handful of children were excluded from each survey round, the total sample was 458 people.
World Vision Cambodia ADP staff and VDC members assisted with the survey by marshalling
respondents to the survey locations and directing them to the researchers if they had questions.
Surveying was conducted in temple salas (roofed but usually open-sided structures) in temple
grounds in each district. Children were surveyed in two rounds, morning and afternoon, of
approximately 70 children each round. In one case (Chulkiri), one morning and two smaller
afternoon rounds were used. Prior to the survey, the respondents were advised of the aims and of
their rights in regard to consent and confidentiality. Much effort was spent to ensure privacy for
respondents as they filled in their surveys. This entailed moving friends away so that each child had
enough space, asking them not to discuss their thoughts with friends and moving younger village
children and village seniors out of the immediate area while the respondents were writing.12
The survey instrument was based on the survey used in WVC’s 2005 research about children’s
exposure to pornography, itself based on an earlier survey on the incidence and understandings of
violence among Cambodian youth.13 Because some of the current survey questions are compatible
with both earlier surveys, it is possible to make meaningful comparisons between them. This is
particularly valuable when, as seen in Chapter Three, the outcomes of this research support the
findings of earlier projects.
The survey comprised tick-the-box questions aimed at collecting gross data about exposure to
pornography, and open-ended questions about respondents’ attitudes towards and perceptions of
pornography. The final survey was drawn up in English and then, after discussion about terminology,
was translated into Khmer by an experienced translator, then shown to the consultant and other
World Vision Cambodia translators for comment. Before the main survey began, the survey
instrument was given a one-day pilot evaluation in Stung Meanchey district to check completion time
and usefulness; as a result, some of the questions that respondents found difficult to understand were
modified.
12. Temples and temple salas are public spaces, and individuals and groups continually wander through. Thus, as
we conducted the survey, villagers were interested in what was taking place and wandered in for a chat.
13. See note 1.
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Compared with earlier surveys about children’s exposure to pornography, the survey instrument is
much more detailed, because it was designed to collect data about children’s exposure and their
understanding of the material to which they had been exposed and, in concert with the interviews, to
provide some guidance as to how interventions might be developed. Because of the complexity of
the survey questions, it was decided that the survey form should be simple, and the children were
asked to tell the researchers if they had any difficulties as they completed the form. Many children
did so, and this provided an opportunity both to guide their next questions and to make a quick spot
check to see that they had given complete answers to earlier questions. When children had provided
tautological answers—for instance, by saying that pornography was bad for Cambodian society
because it is pornographic—we were able to ask them to try to give a little more detail.
The survey generally took a little over one hour to complete. The first students to complete it
usually finished in about 45 minutes; however, when their survey form was checked, it invariably
revealed that they had omitted one or more questions and they were asked to complete these prior
to leaving. The trajectory that the children’s completion of the survey followed was interesting in as
much as it was very similar in each round and in each district. The children were, naturally, excited
about participating in the survey. During the first 15 minutes, as they completed the personal data
section on page one, they often had questions about how to record their data. Then, for the next
half hour or so, the area was noticeably quiet as they filled in the complex body of the survey, which
required them to think about their responses. Then, the remaining 20 minutes were invariably noisy
while they completed final questions, had them checked by the research team and left the site. All
respondents appeared to take the filling in of their forms very seriously indeed, and this impression
was reinforced when helping them answer their questions and checking their surveys for
completeness.
Surveying took a day in each location, and, following the design of a database, data entry took
approximately two weeks.
Qualitative Research:
The primary qualitative research method constituted long open-ended interviews. Because the
consultant’s Khmer language level was adequate for catching the gist of conversations but not up to
following complex conversations, interviews were conducted with an experienced translator cum
research assistant. Notes were taken down verbatim in a combination of English and Pitman-script
shorthand, Khmer and Central Thai. Key concepts and key words were taken down in Khmer.
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Thanks to their long-term presence in the district and personal relationships with village and
commune chiefs, as well as with some of the children in each district, World Vision Cambodia ADP
staff were able to help organise the interviews. In line with best practice, participants were not paid
for participation in the surveys or interviews, but children who responded to the surveys were
allowed to keep the pencils we provided, and in one case (Stung Meanchey), in accord with local
project practice, after completing their survey forms, children were presented with a small gift pack
containing soap, toothpaste and a toothbrush.
In addition to the interviews with the children, more general interviews concerning pornography in
their district were held with the staff of one ADP and with a range of local level leaders: a school
principal, three commune council chiefs, a commune council committee and a Village Development
Committee, and two village chiefs. The interviews with commune chiefs and village chiefs were
particularly interesting and useful. In the opinion of the consultant, they all seemed to take the
research topic and the problem of pornography more seriously than other research topics he had
discussed with such leaders on earlier occasions. All of them considered pornography to be a
problem in their district and, following discussions with the children, it became clear that when
commune and village chiefs crack down on pornography, they significantly reduce its use in public
venues such as coffee shops and at funerals and other ritual or festive occasions.
The interviews were conducted two weeks after the survey, the time being used to recruit and
locate children for interviews. The final survey questions asked if respondents would be willing to
undertake an interview and, if they were willing, asked them to give their name and address. Just over
one-third of respondents (36.4%) indicated that they would be willing to be interviewed.
Interestingly, the percentages of boys (36.5%) and girls (36.3.%) who agreed to be interviewed was
very similar.14 World Vision Cambodia ADP staff, sometimes working in concert with a VDC
member, assisted in locating interviewees and scheduling interviews. The bulk of the interviews were
conducted with children who had been exposed to pornography. However, a small group who had
not been exposed were interviewed, and a small proportion of children who indicated that they had
been exposed to pornography had in fact not been. Rather, they had seen HIV/AIDS educational
material, reproductive health films, anti-trafficking TV spots or explicit, but certainly not
pornographic, films on television.

14. Of the respondents who indicated they were available for interview, those interviewed were a selection of
those whose survey responses suggested that they would be useful informants. However, of this group, those
who were actually interviewed were those children whose name and address were clear enough to be read,
whose address was detailed enough to find them and, finally, who were actually in the village or near vicinity on
the days allocated for interview.
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Initially, we intended to conduct 20 interviews over all three research sites, however, given the
extraordinarily rich nature of the data provided by interviewees, we decided to use all available time
to conduct additional interviews. Ultimately, 33 interviews were conducted, 17 with boys and 16
with girls. Of these, two boys and two girls had not been exposed to pornography. They were
interviewed to ascertain if their experiences and perspectives were different from those who had
been exposed, and also to ascertain to what extent they were aware of their peers’ exposure. The
other 15 boys and 14 girls claimed in their surveys that they had been exposed to pornography.15
The large number of interviews to supplement and substantiate the survey data, and the detail
provided by the children interviewed, allow a high degree of confidence in the results of the
research.
The researcher has long experience working in gender and sexuality and with young people and,
together with the female research assistant, had conducted the 2005 World Vision Cambodia
research that also addressed pornography. That research proved that pornography and access to and
use of pornography could be easily discussed with Cambodian children with few problems. This again
proved to be the case during the 2006 research. Both the consultant and his research assistants were
impressed with the seriousness with which informants addressed the issue. Neither boys nor girls
proved to be better informants. Some boys were a little shy and, similarly, some of the girls were
shy. In the majority of cases, both had had a significant degree of exposure to pornography.
However, as discussed in Chapter Three, the nature and depth of that exposure differed.
Mindful of the ages of the children involved, questions were asked in an open-ended fashion. The
children were asked, “What did you see?”, rather than, “Have you seen xx?”. At least two-thirds of
the interviewees who had been exposed to pornography immediately gave explicit answers about
what they had seen—sex acts and the style of sex acts. In the case of rape movies, they related the
story line. With the other third, who provided less explicit detail (such as, “I saw a man and a woman
on a bed holding each other”), it was not always clear that the children had indeed been exposed to
pornography and the question required further probing. We developed what we called the action
movie test, asking questions like, “Was there shooting or fighting or a car chase?”; the underwear
test, “Were they wearing underwear?”; and, finally, the objective test, “What were they doing
there?”. Ultimately, in the case of all the interviews with children who had indicated they had been
exposed to hard-core pornography, both the consultant and his assistants were satisfied that the
children had indeed been exposed to such material. Two or three girls initially claimed that they had
15. During the survey, and even more so during the interviews, it became apparent that a great many of these
children (the rural ones in particular) even though aged 15 or 16, were prepubescent, and were physically very
underdeveloped. Their age and size seemed very out of step with the graphic portraits they related of hard-core
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seen no pornography (a claim that contradicted their survey forms), and then proceeded to relate
highly explicit details of a pornographic VCD to which “a friend” had been exposed. However, in all
but one case, as our relationship developed during the course of the interview (and as they became
confident we would not tell their mothers about their activities), they admitted it was actually they
who had watched the movie(s), and that the movie(s) were hard-core pornography.
Given the sensitivity of the data, it was considered that interviews should be carried out at or near
children’s homes, where, it was felt, they would be most comfortable. This also allowed the
researchers to ensure that respondents’ parents had indeed been informed about the research and
related consent and confidentiality issues. Initial interviews were conducted in or under the house.
However, as neighbours and siblings invariably attempted to join in, subsequent interviews were
carried out in quiet shady spots beside rice fields. One interview was also conducted deep in the
fields where the respondent was threshing rice. In urban Stung Meanchey, interviews were carried
out in a borrowed room or while sitting in quiet spots on vacant blocks close to interviewees’
homes. No parent raised any objection to the team interviewing their children. However, two boys
in Chulkiri declined to be interviewed because they said they were shy, and one girl in Stung
Meanchey declined to be interviewed because, as she put it, “I don’t trust you”.16 One interview with
a Luek Daek boy was terminated early because the interview was disrupted by a host of younger
children from the neighbourhood and an alternative location could not be organised.
Interviews ranged from about 15 minutes with children who had had no exposure to pornography
and who generally knew very little about the topic, to an hour and a half with children who had had
significant exposure and provided a great deal of information. Most interviews took more than one
hour. However, it was found that after about an hour and a half, both the interviewers and
interviewees were losing concentration, and most interviews started to wind down at this point. The
richness of data available from informants suggests that future research should allow time to
interview children two or even three times. This would allow the researchers to build a deeper
relationship with the children and to explore their world and how pornography fits into that world in
more depth.

pornography from all corners of the world. In the words of the title of WVC’s 2005 gender-based
violence/pornography research, they were indeed “‘Wise’ Before Their Time”.
16. This particular individual had already been identified by other girls in the district as one whose family
posessed good VCD playing equipment and who was not only a core person in a group of girls who had
clubbed together to purchase and watch a pornographic video, but whose brother also watched pornographic
videos and who had engineered what, to the researchers, seemed like a plot to entrap a naïve younger girl into
the watching of pornography together with groups of boys and the possibility of later sexual assult. This
incident is disccused in more detail in the Chapter 3.
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An important additional outcome of the interviews was that they revealed the limitations of survey
research when dealing with such a complex issue as pornography. Even though the survey instrument
provided ample opportunity for respondents to answer at length, including open-ended questions, it
was not able to encompass either the complexity or diversity of the ways in which children were
exposed to pornography. Neither could it record the depth of their exposure and the effect on their
behaviour. It is the consultant’s opinion that the survey data have provided an accurate indication of
the percentage of children exposed to pornography and at least one of the avenues of exposure.
However, in the light of the interviews, it understated the degree of their exposure, because many
children are repeatedly exposed over a long period of time and their exposure may be via multiple
avenues.
In this respect, although many children had indicated in response to survey question 11 that they had
been exposed to print pornography, during their interview they indicated that they had in fact been
exposed to both print and video pornography and that their exposure to video pornography had
been more significant in terms of frequency and vividness of images. This may have occurred because
the question came near the beginning of the survey, and respondents, not yet accustomed to filling in
the form, ticked only the initial box (print pornography), not realising that they could also tick the
second box (film pornography).
Difficulties Encountered During the Research
Overall, within the context of the conditions noted below, the research proceeded very smoothly.
Time Limitations: The period allocated for the project was 10 weeks. Because the research was
conducted in three sites, it was impractical for the research team to live at any of the research sites.
For example, following the initial visit to Chulkiri to plan the project with WVC representatives and
local officials, the team had to move immediately to Luek Daek and then to Stung Meanchey. The
same process was then repeated in the survey and interview phases of the research. This meant at
least five hours a day (and in wet weather even more) spent travelling, on top of the time spent on
data collection at each site. Slightly more time would have allowed more flexibility and additional
follow-up interviews with children who had particularly rich information to offer.
The Limitations of the Hot Season: Two of the difficulties of field research in Cambodia, as in many
other parts of south-east Asia, are the weather and the roads. This research was conducted at the
peak of the hot season, when the temperature rarely fell below 36 degrees Celsius and on several
days was as high as 40. Working in the villages, there is literally no escape from the heat, and energy
levels and concentration spans are reduced. Under these conditions, respondents tend to be less
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voluble, a fact that is evident when comparing morning interviews with those conducted in midafternoon.
Rain: In Cambodia, when it rains the dusty rural roads of the hot season are turned into impassable
quagmires of deep mud. On one occasion while working in Luek Daek district, the research team
was caught in a light rain storm; the consultant dismissed this as a passing shower and chose to
complete a full day of interviews rather than return to Phnom Penh. However, on our return journey
we found that the passing shower had turned a section of unsealed road into deep sticky mud that
took almost two hours to traverse in first gear. Similarly, while we were working in a remote village,
a few minutes of heavy rain turned the access road into a quagmire from which the research vehicle
was extracted only with the assistance of a group of muscular villagers.
Sensitivity about Pornography: In late 2005, the government implemented a crackdown on the sale and
display of pornographic materials of all kinds, which was accompanied by an anti-pornography media
campaign. Children’s statements to the effect that pornography is bad because it is bad for Cambodia
likely reflect the messages of the anti-pornography campaign more than their own sentiments.
Additionally, to some extent, the anti-pornography campaign may have made some children more shy
about discussing the issue, and may have limited the data given by those involved in the networks
through which pornographic VCDs are distributed and rented.
The issues concerning the research timing and weather were anticipated, but are noted here as a
reminder of the pressure they can put on field research. Research timetables should not be too
ambitious and should have some flexibility to allow for the effects of high temperatures and
unseasonable rain. It is good research practice, too, to allow time for gathering serendipitous data
that come to light when there is time for casual conversations with villagers. The anti-pornography
campaign was not anticipated at the time the research project was developed, and it is not yet
possible to quantify its effect on informants. However, it community members contacted in this
research claimed it has affected the open sale and display of pornographic media in the research
districts, which was confirmed through the observations of the researcher.
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Chapter Two
Pornography Research and the Politics of Pornography

This chapter addresses the scholarly approaches to pornography research and the political context in
which these approaches have developed. It is hoped that this chapter will put readers in a better
position to understand their own and others’ response to the material contained in this report, and
in doing so will equip them for dialogue about how to respond to the findings.
The Business of Pornography
The seedy reputation that surrounds pornography, and the publicity this business has experienced
over the past decade as a result of technological developments (in particular the internet and VCDs),
have obscured the fact that the production and distribution of pornography are now one of the
biggest businesses in the world. Forbes Magazine recently pointed out that, globally, pornography is a
US$56 billion industry—and that some internet pornography companies are now listed on the
NASDAQ stock exchange.17 Moreover, in addition to the companies which produce pornography
and the many businesses which have internet web sites, many other commercial organisations also
benefit. These range from major hotel chains that receive a profit percentage by offering in-room xrated movies, to satellite and cable companies,18 to the Cambodian coffee shops that play
pornography to attract customers, to the small internet shops and CD and VCD shops for which the
copying and distribution of pornography is a lucrative sideline.19 As far as the internet itself is
concerned, as Parker and Wampler point out, “adult orientated web sites account for the majority of
web commerce”.20 Pornography is very big business indeed.
There is, then, a great deal at stake when criticising the production and distribution of pornography,
and there are some very powerful pressure groups involved.21 There are strong pressures not only
towards the justification of its use on the grounds of individual rights, but also towards ”definition
creep”—a slow blending of the boundaries between what is considered mere erotica or sexually
explicit material and hard-core pornography. Some contemporary researchers in the area of
pornography, particularly those influenced by the discipline of cultural studies and the idea that all
meaning is subjective, also adopt this approach and abandon all distinction between soft-core and
hard-core pornography and the question of harm that pornography might cause. They view
pornography as merely one aspect of children’s sexual education. As Hardy puts it, “We need to
17. Morais (1999).
18. Jenkins (2001).
19. Jacobs (2004). See also Lane (2000).
20. Parker & Wampler (2003), p. 415.
21. These pressures are both national in every country and also global.
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view pornography as one more significant factor in the life-long sexual socialization of individuals in
modern society”.22
Pressure towards the acceptance of pornography comes not just from big business, but also from
those in the academy who have not only abandoned the question of harm entirely, but (in the
opinion of this writer) have also abandoned scholarly and personal responsibility to address this and
related questions. Pressure also comes from people in the community who have a concern about
hard-core pornography but who are unwilling to voice their concerns for fear of appearing oldfashioned. Shaw writes about women who feel uncomfortable with pornography and feel pressured
by male partners to participate in particular sex acts their partners have learned from watching
pornography. Shaw says that these women feel reluctant to oppose both their partner’s use of
pornography and the sexual acts in which they are pressured to participate because of the cultural
climate of the past 30 years and their acceptance of what Shaw calls a, “dominant ideology of
individualism, freedom of choice, and freedom of expression”.23 A similar point is made by Flood and
Hamilton in a discussion of pornography in Australia. They argue that there is a new taboo “that
forbids serious discussions of the implications of pornography for our society, especially our
children”, and attribute this taboo to the fact that “Australians who share the broad liberal outlook
that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s are hesitant to be associated with the out-dated and, in some
cases, extreme views of the anti-porn lobby”.24
What is Pornography?
The Child Welfare Group’s 2003 report on pornography in Cambodia defined it as, “Any form of
communication that portrays sexual behaviour in a manner that only intends to cause sexual
excitement”.25 Like many others working in this area, the author of this report makes a distinction
between hard-core pornography and soft-core pornography or, as it is sometimes termed, erotica.
The author considers that hard-core pornography involves the depiction of nude figures involved in
explicit sex acts while soft-core pornography involves the non-explicit depiction of nude or seminude figures to cause sexual excitement. Outside of the Cambodian context, some researchers such

22. Hardy (2004). The writer considers that post-modernist subjectivist approaches (where, crudely, but not
inaccurately, meaning is what you make of it) are absolutely untenable in the Cambodian cultural context.
When Cambodian children, particularly those in remote rural villages, are bombarded with hard-core
pornographic images from all corners of the world, they interpret them in terms of their own cultural
system—and in terms of Cambodian values about sexuality these images are highly transgressive. If they are
encoded into children’s scripts for sexual behaviour, they are likely to be damaging both for themselves and
others. See Witt (1997). For a comprehensive summary of the spectacularly morally bankrupt and
extraordinarily elitist current approaches to pornography in disciplines such as cultural studies and media
studies, see Attwood (2002).
23. Shaw (1999), p. 210.
24. Flood & Hamilton (2003), p. ix.
25. p. 3.
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as Senn and Radtke make more detailed distinctions, differentiating between erotica, non-violent
pornography and violent pornography.26 However, as Malamuth, Addison and Koss point out, such
distinctions are difficult to maintain in the real world because, for example, most pornographic
magazines include sexually violent and non-violent content, and consumers of pornography typically
consume a range of both hard-core-porn and soft-core pornography.27
The Study of Pornography: Methodology
Methodologically, most studies of pornography have used one of two approaches. One has used
aggregate studies to examine the relationship between the availability of pornography and rape rates
in defined areas.28 The other has examined the link between exposure to pornography and men’s
development of aggressive attitudes and behaviour towards women. This approach has focused
primarily on men,29 has been laboratory based, and measured the physiological and emotional
responses of participants (often university students) when exposed to various pornographic media.30
The Study of Pornography: Theoretical Approaches
Given its practical focus and short time frame, this project was not intended to deal much with
theories or definitions. However, it is important to note that definitions of pornography are
significant because they are closely related to at least three identifiable approaches to pornography,
which have directed differing strands of scholarly research on pornography and its social effects.
Those adhering to the three different approaches to pornography also hold differing positions on
how pornography should be dealt with in society. Often, how societies choose to approach
pornography is the outcome of alliances or confrontations between groups driven by different
political ideologies,31 and it is important to point out that social policy has often been driven by highly
emotive arguments wielded by pressure groups rather than being evidence-driven. Thus, for example,
pro-pornography groups, or at least those favouring a soft approach, have often rejected restrictions
on pornography not so much because they are in favour of it, but because they fear the power of the
conservative right and increased levels of public supervision and censorship.
The three approaches towards pornography are: the moral conservative, the liberal and the
feminist.32 The moral conservative approach opposes pornography on the grounds that is has a
26. Senn & Radtke (1990).
27. Malamuth et al. (2004), p. 27.
28. The work of Kutchinsky is a good example of this approach. Kutchinsky (1991) and Kutchinsky (1992).
29. Shaw, op. cit.
30. A common way of measuring male arousal by pornographic media is through measuring penile expansion
through the use of the penis plethysmograph, which measures changes in penile tumescence.
31. Childress (1991).
32. For more detail on the approaches discussed here, see Linz & Malamuth (1993). See also Malamuth et al.,
op. cit.
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negative influence on people’s values and on institutions such as the family, and seeks the control and
censure of pornography. Researchers taking this approach have often focused on the study of
changes in people’s attitudes and values following their exposure to pornography. By contrast, the
liberal approach views pornography as largely innocuous, and considers that people’s rights should be
respected unless their activities in making or using pornography cause actual harm or contravene the
law. This approach seeks to minimise public surveillance and censorship of sexual material, viewing
personal, consensual consumption of pornography as a private issue. Research from this perspective
has generally concentrated on studying the extent to which, if at all, exposure to pornography causes
criminal activity such as sexual assault and rape. Due in part to the difficulties involved, very little
research from the liberal approach has been conducted in real, everyday settings, a fact that many
academics say may compromise the accuracy of such research.
The third approach, one that draws on feminist perspectives, is rather more complex than either of
the others. This is because feminist perspectives on pornography are divided, with feminists,
depending on their orientation, being both pro- and anti-pornography, and there is a massive body of
scholarly research to support both positions. There is much less work that seeks to balance these
positions; and, as Cowen, Chase and Stahly point out, there are, “deep and often emotionally
charged differences of opinion among women” that make more nuanced approaches difficult to
achieve.33
The feminist pro-pornography approach stems from an early celebration of female sexuality, which
feminists strove to separate from male-centred discourses and practices, and a feminist celebration
of women’s freedom to explore and express their sexual selves. For those subscribing to this
position, women’s viewing of pornography is not just good for them in terms of the contribution it
makes to the fulfilment of their own sexual selves, but is also a political act in claiming gender and
sexual equality. The feminist pro-pornography perspective argues against sexual repression and
sexual censorship and is opposed to government control of pornography because it could lead to the
erosion of individual rights and freedoms—such as access to abortion or gay and lesbian
relationships. To some extent, the feminist pro-pornography position has entered (some might say,
been captured by) the mainstream through magazines, such as Cosmopolitan, that pay lip-service to a
celebration of liberated femininity. However, there are much more extreme expressions of this
position, such as the work of ex-porn star turned pornographic performance artist Annie Sprinkle34
and, more recently, the many feminist pornographic sites that have proliferated on the web, where

33. Cowan et al. (1989), p. 97.
34. Through her “alternative” works, Annie Sprinkle challenges the (male centered) conventions of pornography.
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women pornographers create realist pornography and provide venues for women to discuss and
explore their sexuality.35
An alternative, and perhaps more well-known, feminist approach takes an anti-pornography
perspective. It holds that sexuality is the dominant arena of women’s oppression, and that
pornography should be controlled because it debases, objectifies and dehumanises women, and its
portrayals of violence and rape foster and reinforce gender inequality. For those who adhere to this
position, pornography is not only sexist and offensive, but literally harms women. As MacKinnon puts
it, “Pornography sexualises rape, battery, sexual harassment, prostitution and child sexual abuse, it
thereby celebrates, promotes, authorizes and legitimates them”.36 Elsewhere she puts this position
even more forthrightly when she writes, “Pornography, in the feminist view, is a form of forced sex,
a practice of sexual politics, an institution of gender inequality”.37
The two feminist approaches are important because, as Segal points out, “From the close of the
1970s, it has been impossible to write about sexuality or take sexual politics (as a feminist) without
being hi-jacked by, and forced to take a stand upon, the issue of pornography”.38 They will influence
how this report is received by its audience, and it is highly likely these approaches have informed
people (especially foreigners) working in Cambodia’s NGO/IO sector. Most will have been raised in
societies profoundly influenced by the feminist revolution of the 1960s and 1970s and the political
and social transformations this brought. Thus, for them it is likely that feminist approaches to
pornography, rather than earlier and perhaps more clear-cut approaches (particularly those based on
ideas of moral harm), have been the most important influences on their ways of thinking about
pornography—even though most may not be conscious of this fact. For example, many will be more
concerned about the issue of individual rights and freedoms than the issue of harm.39
Indeed, feminist discourse on pornography in the west has become so enmeshed in freedom-related
issues that it is now quite commonly argued that it is the right of individuals to view, or as it is more
commonly put, to “use”, pornography if they wish to do so. Such approaches are often found in the
popular press, such as a recent article in the Sydney Morning Herald entitled, “Curious Teenagers
Need to Be Informed About Sex, Not Controlled”,40 in which the author noted, “in my research into
pornography in Australia, I’ve been impressed by the sheer diversity of images of unconventional

35. Jacobs, op. cit.
36. MacKinnon (1985).
37. MacKinnon (1986), p. 65.
38. Segal (1998).
39. Yet, as Shaw (op. cit., p. 200) points out, a focus solely on individual freedoms may mean that other issues
such as the question of harm to specific individuals or groups will be overlooked.
40. Albury (2003).
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sexual beauty and sexual pleasure that goes far beyond the limits of the Playboy ideal”. Such
approaches view children’s lack of knowledge about sexuality and lack of autonomy in this area as
being of more danger than prematurely sexualised lives.41
Effects of Pornography: A Brief Summary
Although there is very little research on the effects of pornography in south-east Asian societies,
there is a significant body of scientific literature addressing the impacts of pornography in western
societies. As described above, this work uses a variety of methodologies and stems from a range of
theoretical perspectives. This section makes a brief summary of the existing scholarly literature on
pornography. As will become apparent, it is the opinion of this writer that, overall, pornography is
harmful,42 and that this is true for the case in question—the exposure of Cambodian children to
hard-core pornography.43
Senn, in a summary of laboratory studies on the effects of pornography, notes that exposure to
violent pornography alters the attitudes and beliefs of men by increasing their violent rape fantasies,
by lessening their sensitivity to rape and rape victims and by increasing their self-reported likelihood
of committing rape. She claims that the studies also show that aggression towards women may be
“facilitated” by exposure to violent pornography, and also that “repeated exposure to non-violent
but sexist and dehumanising pornography can decrease men’s satisfaction with their female partner,
and decrease their respect for female autonomy.”44 In a similar summary, Norris also points out that
when men are exposed to pornography, they develop callous attitudes about rape, exhibit an
increased level of rape myth acceptance and (in laboratory-based research) evidence increased levels
of aggression towards women.45 Similarly, Allen, D’Alessio and Brezgel in a meta analysis of the
scholarly literature on pornography also conclude that exposure to pornography increases men’s
levels of behavioural aggression towards women.46 Perhaps the best and most comprehensive recent
review of the scholarly literature on pornography and its effects is that by Malamuth, Addison and
Koss, who summarise the effects of pornography by saying that they find, “reliable associations
between frequent pornography use and sexually aggressive behaviours, particularly for violent
pornography and/or for men at high risk for sexual aggression”.47 Or, as they put it elsewhere: “Put
simply, if a person has relatively aggressive sexual inclinations resulting from various personal and/or
41. See Levine’s (2002) recent and highly controverisal work.
42. In regard to the issue of pornography and harm, Childress op. cit., p. 179) distinguishes four specific forms
of harm: moral harm, general utilitarian harm, specific harm to victimised women and general harm to all
women and possibly men.
43. Here I draw particularly on the work of Malamuth (1996) and Malamuth et al. (2004).
44. Senn, op. cit., p. 320.
45. Norris (1991).
46. Allen et al. (1995), p. 274.
47. op. cit., p. 55.
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cultural factors, some pornography exposure may activate and reinforce associated coercive
tendencies and behaviours”.48
There is much other evidence for the harmful effects of pornography on adults, particularly in
respect to sexual offences committed against children. Marshall found that child molesters, both
homosexual and heterosexual, and rapists had more exposure to hard-core pornography during
pubescence than did non-offenders. He also notes that more than a third of child molesters and
rapists claimed that they had sometimes been moved to commit offences by exposure to hard-core
pornography. Critically, he found that 53% of child molesters deliberately used hard-core
pornography as stimuli in their preparations for offending.49 Ciclitira also notes that interviews with
convicted offenders have suggested that pornography may be a factor in their sexually abusive acts.50
Recently published Thai language research also indicates that incest offenders make a similar use of
pornography, often in association with the consumption of alcohol, prior to offending.51
Apart from sexual assult issues, there are also a range of other personal effects that arise in men’s
lives as a result of exposure to hard-core pornography. An important one is that pornography
desensitises. Hardy suggests that when men are exposed to pornography, due to the vivid,
“discursive definition and elaboration of the erotic in pornography”, their everyday sexual relations
are unable to compete—in comparison with pornography, their everyday relationships are deeroticised and disappointing.52 Cline makes a similar argument in respect to boys—that if a boy’s
early sexual stimulus is pornographic photographs, he may be conditioned to becoming aroused
solely through such images and this conditioning will make it difficult for him to experience normal
sexual satisfaction in later life without pornographic images.53 Paul also makes a similar argument
when she argues that pornography does not liberate people, but rather shapes their expectations—
often in directions that lead not to fulfilment but to dissatisfaction. It leads men to imagine endless
variety and perfect female bodies in a world in which women are ever-ready to please men, and are
willing to emulate any pornographic script.54

48. ibid., p. 81.
49. Marshall (1988).
50. Ciclitira (2002), p. 193.
51. Jan Panchupet (2005).
52. Hardy (1998).
53. Cline (1990), p. 11.
54. Paul (2003).
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In respect to the effects of pornography on women, Norris reports that when women are exposed
to pornography that promotes the rape myth, they experience a significant decrease in self-esteem.55
More generally, pornography is frequently reported as leading women to develop poor self-images as
they compare themselves to the “perfect” bodies portrayed on film. The feminist pornography
discussed earlier in this chapter is an attempt by some women to counter this through the use of
“real” or “average” bodies in pornography for women.
Regardless of the evidence regarding the harmful effects of exposure to pornography, it is clear that
not everyone who is exposed to pornography will commit crimes of sexual assault or rape.
However, it does seem to act upon those most susceptible to committing such crimes. As Malamuth,
Addison and Koss put it, “Men who are relatively high in risk for sexual aggression are more likely to
be attracted to and aroused by sexually violent media…and may be more likely to be influenced by
them”. They point out that “moderators” of men’s response to pornographic media are cultural
background, home background and individual personality characteristics and dispositions.56 However,
it is not surprising that some men do respond to pornography with sexual violence. Jenkins points
out that unlike shoot-’em-up movies, sexual images are real,57 and they are processed differently.58
Regardless of the social restraints internalised when children learn their culture, there are,
nevertheless, strong biological evolutionary factors that prompt men to react violently to certain
sexual stimuli (and, of course, prompt women to react in other ways).59
It is apparent, then, that exposure to pornography may have a range of harmful effects on adults.
There has been comparatively little research on the effects of pornography on children. However, it
is likely that for children, whose sexual identities are still in the process of being formed, the effects
of pornography will be even more significant than with adults. Indeed, even the proponents of
pornography who argue for its innocuous nature agree that, when pornography is viewed by children

55. Norris, op. cit. Indeed, the author claims studies show that pornography has a greater negative effect on
women than on men. However, other researchers point out that the unrealistic depictions of bodies in
pornography also have implications for men’s self-image. See Morrison et al. (2004).
56. op. cit., p. 55.
57. I take up this issue in Chapter Four, as the “reality” aspect of pornographic movies was addressed
extensively during interviews.
58. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 4
59. Biological explanations in relation to gender issues and pornography have not been popular over the past
30 years, since the early years of second wave feminist theory, when it was realised that “soft” biological
explanations for gender difference (or in this case men’s response to pornography) were easily transformed by
conservatives into “hard” deterministic biologically based justifications for gender inequality. However,
particularly when discussing responses to pornography, it makes no sense to ignore biology totally. The reality
is that human behaviour is a complex outcome of biological and social factors. While the culture we are born
into teaches us how to become male and female, and the appropriate values and actions, we are simultaneously
“biologically primed” over millennia of evolutionary development to make automatic response in many areas—
arousal responses in the areas of sex and aggression being two areas that owe much to biology. See Malamuth
(1996).
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and adolescents it substantially affects them, in as much as it teaches them sexual scripts—hence
their support for pornography as part of children’s sex education.
Of children’s learning about sex in adolescence from their exposure to pornography, Hardy notes,
“This learning takes the form of sexual scripts, which contain erotic meaning, practical guidance and
conventions about behaviour. For example, scripts prescribe a certain sequence of action within a
sexual scenario”, and, he argues, “scripts do not limit so much as enable”.60 However, the scripts of
hard-core pornography, the pornography to which Cambodian children are exposed, are in no way
enabling scripts that teach them good things about sex and relationships with the opposite sex. Just
the opposite. Indeed, as the WVC 2005 report on gender-based violence and pornography put it:
Overall, perhaps the “ethos” of the several examples of pornography assessed by the
consultant could be summarised by saying that they feature sex as an arena in which
male sexual aggression is directed against female bodies. None of the normal human
emotions that characterise sex, such as love, caring, tenderness and so on are
depicted.61 Instead, in this arena the male sex organ and a range of oversized sex “toys”
are used as weapons to be directed against the female body.62
Exposure to pornography has been found to have a range of other effects on children. Recent
evidence shows a relationship between adolescents’ exposure to pornography and their later actions
such as sexual assault and rape. Research conducted in 2002 showed a high level of exposure of
French teenagers to hard-core pornography, and it has been argued by the researcher Claude
Rozier, “Hardcore porn [sic] has become the principal vehicle for quite young children’s
understanding of everything to do with love and sexuality, sometimes their only reference”. Referring
to the research results, French philosopher and psychologist Michela Marzano points out that many
teenagers believe that the world constructed in pornographic movies is a real world.63 As she puts it,
“Pornography is supposed to be reality, it imposes a norm that will lead many young consumers to
construct a world where sexual relations are those of films”. Critically, she notes that it is not solely
that adolescents are deluded and believe that real-world sexual relations are the same as those
portrayed in pornographic films. Rather, she points out that when adolescents “discover the real
world, some of them will inevitably be disappointed and decide to stick with porn. Some will accept
reality. And some will refuse the real and react the way pornography has taught them: with sexual violence
[my emphasis]”.64

60. Hardy (2004), p. 8.
61. Bolton (1995), cited in Fordham (2005a), p. 83.
62. Fordham (2005a), p. 83.
63. The research results of Claude Rozier and the interview with Michela Marzano were reported in the
Guardian, “Pornography Forms French Children’s Views on Sex”, 25 May 2002, p. 12.
64. This is a critical point. Post-modernist proponents of pornography such as Hardy argue that this will not
occur given the “reality checks” provided by our day-to-day life in society. Thus, Hardy argues, “However
limited the experience of some consumers of pornography, everyone has some [original emphasis] other sources
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There is sound, albeit anecdotal, evidence that a similar confusion between reality and pornographic
film scripts might be the case in both Cambodia and Thailand. In September 2005, an article in The
Cambodia Daily reporting the rape of a five-year-old girl by a 15-year-old boy quotes him as saying
that he was not aware it was rape because he had just “copied such activities of sexual intercourse
from pornographic movies he had seen in a coffee shop”.65 A similar article from November of the
same year was published in Thailand’s Kom Chud Luek newspaper. 66 This reports the rape of a threeyear-old girl by a 12-year-old boy. The boy explained his actions by saying that he was returning
home from playing football at school when he saw the little girl playing in front of her house and
stopped to play with her—then he began to think of the things he had seen in the pornographic
movies he had watched and, overcome with a sudden burst of lust, he took her to a nearby quiet
place and raped her.67
Some have argued that pornography also prematurely introduces children to sexual sensations that
they are developmentally unprepared to contend with. They claim that this has the potential to
distort normal personality development processes by supplying misinformation about sexuality, sense
of self and body, leaving the child confused, changed and damaged.68 Also, Cline, as noted above,
argues that boys who receive early sexual stimulation from pornographic photographs may be
conditioned to such photographs and will find it difficult to experience normal sexual satisfaction in
later life.69
The clearest outcomes of research on the effects of pornography on children and young people
concern the relationship between exposure and early sexual activity, and the imitation of sex acts
viewed in pornographic films. Research by Morrison et al., conducted among Canadian university
students, revealed that those exposed to pornography were more likely to be sexually active than
those without exposure, and that females exposed to pornography had a higher rate of sexual
activity than females without exposure.70 Similar results are shown by other researchers. Ven-hwei
Lo and Ran Wei show that Taiwanese adolescents exposed to internet pornography are more likely
to develop what they call “sexually permissive attitudes and behaviour”.71
of information against which to set a given portrayal of women’s sexuality”. Hardy (2004), pp. 17–18.Yet, in the
case of children, life experience is severely limited.
65. “Teen Charged With Rape of 5-Year-Old Girl”, Cambodia Daily, 9 August 2005, p. 12.
66. “Twelve Year Old Child Caught: Deceives Three Year Old: Imitates Pornographic VCD.” Kom Chad Luek,
11 March 2005, pp. 1, 14.
67. Other recent Thai research shows a close relationship between the use of pornographic materials and
incest behaviour. See Jan Panchupet, op. cit.
68. Kavanagh (1997), pp. 58–59.
69. Cline, op. cit.,
70. Morrison et al. (2004)
71. Ven-hwei Lo & Ran Wei (2005), p. 221.
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In respect to the influence of pornography on the types of sexual activities children and young people
practice, Haggstrom-Nordin, Hanson and Tyden’s research amongst adolescents (mean age 18 years)
in Sweden not only showed high rates of intercourse among those exposed to pornography, but also
found that there was an association between exposure to pornography and anal sex and group sex,
both practices commonly portrayed in pornographic material.72 A similar influence on young
women’s behaviour is documented in research among young Swedish women (median age 22). In a
survey of one thousand women, Rogala and Tyden found a relationship between exposure to
pornography and higher rates of anal intercourse.73
Another study of particular relevance to Cambodia looked into the rape of young children by boys
who are themselves minors—examples of which are given above. Research by Hegna, Mossige and
Wichstrom among Norwegian 18- and 19-year-olds investigated the influence of pornography on
their attitudes towards younger children as sexual partners. The research found that a significant
minority of the sample (19.1%) of males who indicated a likelihood of their having sex with a 13–14year-old reported more frequent exposure to pornography and having friends with an interest in
child pornography and violent pornography.74
This chapter has reviewed different approaches to scholarly research on pornography, and some of
the historical influences on these approaches. These influences include the business interests of
pornography, the various definitions of pornography, and the three theoretical approaches toward
pornography: moral conservative, liberal and feminist. The political trends which have emerged from
these influences have directed differing strands of scholarly research on pornography and its social
effects. It is hoped that this chapter will enable readers to evaluate their own potential biases and
frameworks, in order to objectively engage with the findings of this research report.

72. Haggstrom-Nordin et al. (2005).
73.Rogala & Tyden (2003).
74. Hegna et al. (2004).
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Chapter Three
Pornography in Three Districts of Cambodia: The Facts

The Effects of Pornography on Cambodian Children in Context
In light of the discussion in Chapter Two regarding the impact of pornography, this World Vision
Cambodia project represents a unique achievement in the field of pornography research for two
reasons. First, it contains qualitative research, conducted from an anthropological perspective with
the majority of the data gathered in long interviews with children. The quantitative survey
component was used to provide a general portrait of the research sites and as an avenue of making
contact with the children who would later participate in the interviews. This is very different from
the bulk of pornography research, which, as noted above, has been laboratory-based and which has
only a tenuous relationship to everyday processes. This project has utilised the form of research that
other recent works suggest is most suited to understanding the impact of pornography in complex
real-world socio-cultural contexts.75
The second reason this project is both unique and cutting-edge is that it is conducted in Cambodia
among Cambodian children. The bulk of scholarly research about pornography is western-based, the
majority of it being conducted in the United States, Europe and Australia. There is almost no
scholarly research on exposure to pornography in south Asia, south-east Asia or east Asia. Two
relevant publications deal with the relationship between pornography, rape and other sex crimes in
Japan, and how exposure to internet pornography impacts on Taiwanese adolescents’ sexual
attitudes and behaviour.76 But generally, work dealing with pornography in Asia has focused on
children as largely passive objects—victims of the makers, distributors and consumers of child
pornography.77
What Sort of Pornography Are We Talking About?
In Cambodia there is certainly plenty of what many might classify as soft-core pornography available,
ranging from glossy magazines aimed at the middle class, which increasingly show people in various
stages of undress and suggestive poses, to karaoke VCDs featuring scantily clad dancers dancing in a
highly provocative manner. However, it must be stressed that this is not the form of pornography

75. See Attwood (2005), Ciclitira, op. cit., andHardy (2004).
76. Diamond and Ayako Uchiyama (1999), Ven-hwei Lo et al. (2003) and Ven-hwei Lo & Ran Wei, op. cit.
77. It is interesting to speculate how orientalist attitudes towards Asia underpin so much of our taken for granted
approaches. Thus, for example, research on pornography has been conducted in the developed nations of Japan,
Hong Kong and Taiwan, but the peasantry of Thailand or Vietnam or Cambodia have always been assumed to be
passive objects of the pornography makers—never acting subjects who themselves are makers of pornography,
or whose children might be exposed to the pornography of both Asia and the west. See Said (1985).
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with which this report is concerned.78 While this research reveals a diversity of understandings of
pornography among children, it clearly establishes that an alarming percentage of Cambodian
children, from a variety of community contexts, are currently being exposed to hard-core
pornography.

The child participants in this research independently and repeatedly described

pornography that depicts extreme and violent forms of sexual activity (including rape) between men
and women, between women and between women and animals.79 Please See Appendix 3 for a more
specific description of the types of pornography this research encountered in Cambodian villages.
The Sample
As noted earlier, survey respondents were between the ages of 13 and 17 (See Graph 1). The mean
age was 14.6 years, slightly younger than the mean of 15.59 of the 2005 WVC Kandal Stung research.
The sample also differed from this earlier research project, which included a small number of 12year-olds and 18-year-olds, by maintaining strict age limits. The modal age in this project was
13years, while that of the earlier project was 15 years.
With the exception of one female, all survey respondents reported that they were still at school,
although some had part-time jobs. The grades of the students are recorded in Graph 2. One reason
for the absence of children not attending school in the survey age cohort was pointed out by chiefs,
who in all three districts reported that many local young people were working in Phnom Penh.

78. Proponents of pornography such as Segal have argued that “”surveys of what is packaged as pornography
show that violent imagery is rare, rather than definitive, of the genre”. See L. Segal (1998), p. 51. However, this
is just not the case in Cambodia. Informants during World Vision Cambodia’s 2005 research on gender-based
violence and pornography claimed that purchasers of pornography seek the “most exciting” (hard-core)
pornography. Similarly, the pornography independently described by child informants during the conduct of this
research project and the sample set of rental VCDs that the research team purchased in the village were
certainly hard-core pornoraphy, not erotica. As is discussed at greater length below, the research team had the
opportunity to peruse about 25 rental VCDs in the research village and about another 15 disks at a small VCD
store in Chulkiri town, and from their covers all appeared to be hard-core pornography—an appearance
verified 100% by those disks actually purchased.
79. It is notable that no pornography was encountered (either during interviews or on the pornographic VCDs
purched in the research district) that portrayed male homosexuality.
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Indeed, one Chulkiri respondent reported that due to the high percentage of local girls working in
city factories and boys working in the construction industry, at the time of the rice harvest, hired
labour had to be imported from adjoining districts to cover the shortfall. She noted that visiting
labourers bring stories of the pornography they have watched in their district. However, in response
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to questions, she claimed that because VCDs are normally hired rather than purchased, visiting
labourers do not actually bring pornographic material with them to exchange.
The gender breakdown of the sample of 458 respondents was 45.9% (n=210) males and 54.1%
(n=248) females. The figures varied slightly from site to site, with Chulkiri and Luek Daek having a
slight predominance of female respondents, and Stung Meanchey a slight predominance of male
respondents.
A total of 95.9% of respondents identified as Buddhists, one respondent each at Luek Daek and
Chulkiri identifying as Christian, and 17 respondents at Stung Meanchey identifying as Christian. Due
to the extremely small number of respondents identifying as Christian, no attempt was made to
correlate religion and exposure to pornography.
Exposure to Pornography80
Asked if they had been exposed to either print or film pornography, 37.8% of respondents reported
that they had been exposed to either pornographic books or to films (on VCDs). The remaining
62.2% claimed they had no such exposure (Table 2). As pointed out in Chapter One, it is likely that
the survey design influenced children in their answer to this question because, when interviewed,
those who had indicated on their survey form that they had been exposed solely to pornographic
books routinely revealed that in fact their main exposure to pornography was via VCDs.
The design of this section of the survey was the same as for the 2005 WVC pornography survey, in
which a percentage of respondents ticked both the book and film boxes, indicating exposure to both
media. However, curiously, in this 2006 survey no respondent indicated exposure to both book and
film pornography—regardless of what they later revealed during interviews. Perhaps this was because
the question appeared on page one of the survey, before respondents had become familiar with the
forms and how they should be completed. By contrast, in the 2005 gender-based violence and
pornography survey, this question appeared on the final page.
Table 2 shows that, as expected because of their urban location, children living in Stung Meanchey
claimed a higher rate of exposure to pornographic media than rural children. However, the Chulkiri
district interviews suggested a much higher rate of exposure to pornographic VCDs than the survey
figures suggest. Both boys and girls estimated that a substantial proportion of their same-sex friends
watched pornographic films.
80. This research project, like the World Vision Cambodia 2005 research on gender-based violence and
porography, used the term arapea for pornography (the same as that used by the Tearfund survey), thus
seopaurooparapea for pornograpic book. Survey participants found no problems understanding this term.
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Have you ever seen a pornographic book
or film?
Site

Seen Book
24.5%

Seen Film
10.5%

No
65.0%

Stung Meanchey

26.7%

23.9%

49.4%

Luek Daek

14.8%

8.9%

76.3%

22.5%

15.3%

62.2%

Chulkiri

Total

Table 2: Percentage of children who have seen a pornographic book or film
It is interesting that girls seemed to be more aware of boys’ exposure to pornographic media,
particularly VCDs, than boys were of girls’ exposure. This is likely related to two factors: different
patterns of watching pornography, and different behavioural patterns following exposure. Boys watch
VCDs fairly openly, in groups of friends that have organised the playing of a pornographic movie, or
as individuals who have visited the house of someone who is playing one. By contrast, girls often
watch VCDs in groups surreptitiously, or by looking through the doors or windows of a house, or
even by looking through the gaps in thatched house walls. Boys’ exposure to pornographic material is
more public than that of girls. Similarly, after watching a pornographic VCD, boys talk about their
experiences with their male friends, discussing the various sex acts they have seen in a loud boasting
manner with the aim that girls will overhear. They are not concerned that others will know about
their activities. By contrast, after girls have watched a VCD, they also talk about their experience
with same-sex friends, but they talk quietly out of fear that their mothers or other adults will
become aware of their activities and will hit or scold them. Both of these factors are discussed at
greater length later in this chapter and in Chapter Four.
When figures concerning children’s exposure to pornography are broken down according to sex, as
in Table 3 (below), 46.6% of boys and 30.3% of girls reported being exposed to pornography. These
are lower figures than found in the 2005 Kandal Stung pornography research, where only 17.8% of
males and 15.5% of females had not been exposed to pornography. It is also lower than the Child
Welfare Group pornography study, which found that 61.7% of boys and 38.5% of girls had been
exposed to pornography.
Sex
Have you ever seen a
pornographic book or
film?
Total

Seen book

Male
23.3%

Female
21.8%

Total
22.5%

Seen film

23.3%

8.5%

15.3%

No

53.3%

69.8%

62.2%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Table 3: Children who have seen a pornographic book
or film, according to sex
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This project’s lower figure for children’s exposure to pornography is likely attributable to two points.
First, the anti-pornography and public morals campaign implemented by the government has possibly
made children reluctant to reveal their exposure to pornography to outsiders. The research
interviews provided significant evidence that children were aware that in many people’s eyes
pornography was not good and that there were state sanctions on its use. In both Chulkiri and Luek
Daek districts, coffee shops and karaoke bars had either closed or ceased to show pornography due
to police attention, reinforcing the message that pornography is bad. Also, as noted elsewhere in this
report, when asked about the impact of pornography on Cambodian society, children almost
uniformly said that it was bad (argrok), but when this question was pursued, they were generally
unable to specify why they thought it bad. Second, and more important, there is no reason to expect
similarity between statistics on children’s exposure to pornography in different districts of Cambodia
or over different periods.
Another important point, which Rosenthal makes, is that what appear to be “small effects” may have
substantial social outcomes.81 Small changes, such as the introduction of a handful of VCD players to
a village (perhaps through a daughter working in a Phnom Penh factory) or a small VCD rental
business augmenting its karaoke and movie disks with pornographic VCDs, can very quickly exert
substantial influence on many people’s lives and on the sexual climate of the district.
The data for exposure to pornography according to sex are given in more detail in Table 4. This
gives details of children’s exposure to pornographic media by sex and research district. The data
show that in most cases boys have a higher level of exposure to pornography than do girls. However,
in Chulkiri, girls show a higher level of exposure to pornographic books (27.1%) than boys (20.7%),
as well as to VCD films (14.1% compared with 5.2%). A similar pattern was observed in the Kandal
Stung research in 2005, where girls claimed a higher rate of exposure to pornographic films than did
boys (25.5% for girls, 24.4% exposure for boys). It was thought at that time that this result was likely
due to girls having a broader definition of pornographic materials than did boys. Possibly some girls
(but certainly not all) may have been thinking of risqué television and VCD movies and images of
partial or air-brushed nudity that sometimes illustrate popular magazines when they claimed such a
high level of exposure to pornography.

Sex

Have you ever seen a pornographic book
or film?

81. Rosenthal. (1986). Gladwell (2000) makes a similar argument for a more popularist audience.
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Male

Site

Seen book
20.7%

Seen film
5.2%

No
74.1%

Stung Meanchey

27.5%

37.3%

35.3%

Luek Daek

18.0%

16.0%

66.0%

Chulkiri

Total
Female

Site

23.3%

23.3%

53.3%

Chulkiri

27.1%

14.1%

58.8%

Stung Meanchey

25.6%

6.4%

67.9%

Luek Daek

12.9%

4.7%

82.4%

21.8%

8.5%

69.8%

Total

Table 4: Children who have seen a pornographic book
or film by sex and district
Accordingly, a specific aim of this project was to ascertain with a high level of certainty just what girls
meant when they claimed exposure to pornography. Working sensitively, using the action movie,
underwear and objective tests discussed in Chapter One, it was conclusively established whether or
not these girls had been exposed to hard-core pornography. Of the 14 girls interviewed who had
claimed exposure in their survey responses, two were judged not to have been exposed to
pornography. What they had called pornography were explicit male-female portraits of the type
common in contemporary Cambodian newspapers and magazines such as Popular Magazine, which
are not really pornographic.82 So it is likely that in cases when girls claim extremely high rates of
exposure to pornography that a small percentage have not actually been exposed. However, the
other 12 girls interviewed had definitely been exposed to hard-core pornography. Six had been
exposed to both VCD and print pornography, four had been exposed to VCDs only, and two had
been exposed solely to print pornography.
Of the boys interviewed who had claimed exposure to pornography, two were judged to have
viewed explicit, but not pornographic, material.83 However, of the 15 other boys, 14 were judged to
have been exposed to hard-core pornography. Thirteen had been exposed via VCDs and one via
print. As with the girls, a number of those who had exposure to pornographic VCDs had also seen
print pornography. One other case presented something of a problem. This was a small and nervouslooking 14-year-old from Luek Daek who had indicated substantial exposure to pornography in his
survey return. However, at the time of the interview, he claimed “confusion” at the time he filled in
his survey, and that in reality he had not been exposed to pornography. It seemed likely that that in
the light of police suppression of pornography in the Luek Daek district, he was concerned about the
82. In one case, a 17-year-old girl had seen a side-on photograph of a naked man and woman standing touching
each other.
83. One boy had viewed what was most likely an extremely realistic anti-trafficking “public service” spot on
television. However, for him, it was indistingushable from a pornographic trafficking/rape film.
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consequences of admitting to having seen pornography. Because he was clearly not comfortable
about being interviewed, and the interview site soon became filled with a group of curious younger
children, the interview was terminated early.
That fact that both boys and girls are exposed to pornography was further supported by survey
responses to the question, “Is pornography of most interest to boys or girls?” (Table 5). Overall,
51.4% of respondents indicated that pornography was of most interest to boys, with 38.5% of
respondents indicating that pornography was of most interest to girls. Interestingly, there was a high
level of agreement between boys and girls regarding which sex was most interested in pornography,
with 53.3% of boys and 49.8% of girls indicating that pornography was of most interest to boys, and
38.1% of boys and 38.8% of girls indicating that pornography was of most interest to girls.
Sex
Male
Is pornography of
most interest to
boys or girls?

Total

Boys

53.3%

49.8%

51.4%

Girls

38.1%

38.8%

38.5%

Both

8.1%

6.1%

7.0%

.5%

5.3%

3.1%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

No interest
Total

Female

Table 5: Is pornography of most interest to boys or girls?
These results are very different from those obtained in the 2005 Kandal Stung research. There, the
overwhelming majority of respondents (94.2%) indicated that pornography was of most interest to
boys, while only 5.8% claimed that it was of most interest to girls. Interestingly, in Kandal Stung those
who claimed that pornography was of most interest to girls represented only 10.3% of female
respondents—a vastly different response from that obtained in this research. This different response
likely stems from the new pattern of watching pornography in private spaces. Coffee shops and
karaoke bars are male-dominated spaces where “good girls” should not go, so girls previously had
little opportunity to watch pornography in these venues. However, the watching of pornography in
private spaces is a different issue. Although much pornography is viewed by all-male groups, there
are also mixed boy-girl groups which watch pornography. Girls are also exposed to pornography
through open doors, through windows and, in some cases, in all-girl viewing groups. Regardless of
the fact that most boys say girls should not watch pornography, and that girls themselves say they
find pornography disgusting and feel they have to be careful lest their mothers discover that they
have been watching it, girls do watch pornography. Importantly, girls now have much easier access to
hard-core pornography than they did when exposure to pornography mostly took place in public
venues.
First Exposure
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Graph 3 shows the ages at which children claimed they first encountered pornography. The mean
age for all children is 13.46 years, very close to the figure of 13.2 years for the Kandal Stung sample
of 2005. The mean age for boys is 13.8 years and for girls, 13.0 years. As the graph shows, some
respondents claimed to have been exposed to pornographic materials at a much earlier age, a
pattern also found in the Kandal Stung research. For example, 10.8% of respondents indicated that
they had already been exposed to pornography by the time they were 10 years old.
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Graph 3: Age when first saw pornography
It is likely that such early exposure does indeed occur since, as noted elsewhere in this report,
respondents said that small children are rarely prevented from being in the vicinity of pornographic
movies. Also, as the 2005 research established, it is relatively common for young children to have
contact with pornographic books belonging to older siblings or parents. However, it is between 12
and 14 years of age that the percentage of children exposed to pornography climbs rapidly.
Respondents who had been exposed to pornography indicated that by age twelve, 21.7% had already
been exposed, by age thirteen, 46.4% and by age fourteen, 65.1%.
Of those exposed to pornography, 49.1% indicated an initial exposure to pornographic books, 38.5%
to VCDs, and 15% to both at approximately the same time. What the interviews revealed, however,
was that many respondents had a complex history of exposure to pornography, via multiple paths
over a period of years. They also revealed a difference between boys’ and girls’ exposure. Boys were
more likely to have had repeated exposure to pornography due to a desire to watch pornographic
films. In contrast with girls, their watching of these films was less likely to incur the censure of
parents or other adults. In the case of both boys and girls, initial exposure to pornography was often
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inadvertent. One boy related the story of his mother’s rental of what she thought was a kung fu
movie that turned out to be pornographic. Others told of pornographic print media inadvertently
acquired. However, in many cases exposure was due to curiosity. Several informants told of watching
pornographic movies through the cracks in the thatched walls of a neighbour’s house or through
partially open doors. One girl admitted to watching a pornographic VCD purchased together with
friends and played at the home of one of the group. Indeed, there seems to be a high degree of
general knowledge about pornography among children, which is likely to stimulate such curiosity. Of
the children interviewed who had not themselves been exposed to pornography, only one claimed to
know nothing of other children’s exposure.
Patterns of Exposure: Where Does Exposure Take Place and Who is Exposed?
Of the children who had viewed pornographic videos, the overwhelming majority indicated they
watched them at their own home or at the homes of friends. A few of the urban respondents noted
that they also viewed pornography via the internet. Only a handful of respondents indicated that
places such as coffee shops, karaoke bars or brothels were the main venues where they watched
pornography. However, when asked (in their survey return) where pornography was available in
their village/district, many respondents noted that it was still available in those traditional venues. It
may be that there is a generational shift, with the younger generation adopting new technology that
allows more immediate, private and personalised ways of accessing pornography.
The pattern of exposure to pornography the research has revealed must be considered one of the
important outcomes of the project, one that has implications for how anti-pornography campaigns
might be mounted. The new ways of accessing pornography, particularly watching it in private homes
(either in the house or behind the house on the edge of the fields) are much less easy to monitor
and control than are the public venues of coffee shops, karaoke bars and brothels. Previously,
research on children’s exposure to pornography in Cambodia had focused primarily on exposure in
public spaces such as brothels, guest-houses and hotels, coffee shops and karaoke bars. The Child
Welfare Group’s 2003 research noted that 41.9% of respondents were watching pornography in
coffee shops and that only a minority of children (22.9%) were watching it in private homes.
Conducted in rural Kandal Stung, World Vision Cambodia’s 2005 initial research on pornography
found that 50.5% of children had been exposed to print pornography (at school and at home) while
only 22.5% had been exposed to pornographic VCDs. Importantly, children in Kandal Stung indicated
that their exposure to VCDs was in the traditional public spaces of coffee shops and karaoke bars.
In the new patterns of exposure to pornographic VCDs, children may watch them after they have
procured (purchased or rented) the disks themselves and played them when their parents were not
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at home (or were relaxing under the house), or they have watched them when they were being
played by adults who, in most cases, are not their parents. Due to the extremely low cost (500 riels,
approximately US$0.12), children usually hire VCDs rather than buying them. Sometimes they hire
the disks themselves and then invite friends to watch, and sometimes they come together as a group
first, then pool their resources to hire a disk. In both cases, the initial group is often joined by other
children who are invited or who by chance visit the home in which the VCD is being played. These
viewings are usually organised by boys, although in Stung Meanchey one case was found where a
group of girls purchased a pornographic VCD to watch at one girl’s home. However, the gender
composition of the groups watching the movie varies from all-boy groups to mixed boy-girl groups.
Sometimes pornography may be watched openly with the sound turned up loudly. This is often the
case when adults watch pornography, but the majority of the children said that their parents did not
know of their exposure to pornography, and it seems they watch it somewhat secretly. Informants
told us about a number of strategies for watching pornography secretly, including leaving the door to
the house open or only partially closing it, because a closed door might make other villagers suspect
they are hiding something.
Interestingly, watching pornography and looking at pornographic print media are highly social
activities, with the majority of both male and female respondents (see Table 6) saying that they
consume pornography together with others. Sixty-six percent of boys indicated that they consume
pornography with others, compared with 54.5% of girls, suggesting not only that it is a significant
male bonding activity, but also the greater acceptability of male use of pornography.
Sex
Alone
With Friend
Total

Total

Male
34.0%

Female
45.5%

66.0%

54.5%

60.9%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

39.1%

Table 6: Do you look at pornography alone or with a friend?
It became clear during the interviews that whether or not they watch pornographic VCDs, the
majority of parents do not want their own children looking at pornography and will scold or hit them
(this especially applies to girls) if they are found doing so. Very young children, say up to six or seven
years old, may be exposed to pornography while their parents or other adults are watching a VCD,
because they are considered too young to understand. Older, prepubescent or pubescent children,
particularly girl children, are often told to leave the room when adults play a pornographic VCD. Yet
informants explained that such children often creep back to watch while the adults are engrossed in
the film. As one put it, “The adults say that they do not want the children to watch, but they (the
children) are stubborn so they stay there”.
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Children of both sexes are exposed to pornography through hearing the sound of the movie. In
many cases this is an hour or so of fake panting, moaning and screaming that simulates female
ecstasy, and which is indistinguishable from sounds of extreme pain and discomfort,84 and these
sounds may lure them into trying to secretly view the movie through a partially open door or
window or through gaps in a wall. Girls emphasised that although they were shy about their parents
knowing they had watched pornographic VCDs because of the explicit sexual activity they had
witnessed and because they feared punishment for breaking family rules, the fact that they had
watched pornographic movies would have no effect on their reputation in the village. As one 14year-old girl pointed out, “It’s normal”. “Relatives and friends do not say anything about it.” Yet, the
same informant noted, “Girls who like watching pornography are my age, 14 or 15. Older girls watch
too, 17 to 18, but they don’t want to watch as much as younger girls”. Perhaps this suggests that
although young girls may watch out of curiosity or a desire to be modern, older girls, aproaching
marriagable age, have to manage their reputations more carefully.
Participants in the research indicated that many parents seem to care about the exposure of their
own children to pornography, but have less concern about the exposure of other people’s children.
One 14-year-old Chulkiri girl noted that she had watched a pornographic video at the home of her
married female neighbour. However, when asked if she was concerned about her mother finding out,
she said that she was unconcerned because she knew the neighbour would not tell her mother
because it would involve her admitting that she had been watching pornography. Similarly, another
Chulkiri girl of 17 related how a married woman in her 30s with two children, who visited the village
to assist with the rice harvest, had told her about a pornographic VCD she had watched that showed
a woman having sex with a dog.85 She said that in the married woman’s home village, “Nearly every
house in that village has pornography”. She also noted that the visiting woman found the village’s
rental supply of pornography boring because she had already seen it all.
It became abundantly clear during interviews that the children who had not been exposed to
pornography were those whose parents were concerned about their behaviour and who monitored
where they were. Many girls who knew that their parents had prohibited them from watching
pornography, or would not like them watching pornography, had had little or no exposure to it.
Similarly, boys whose parents allowed them only limited freedoms and who did not dar leng (walk for
pleasure) with friends were those who had no exposure to pornography. However, the children who
had not been exposed to pornography and knew nothing about issues such as where to access

84. Johnson (1993).
85. The context in which this discussion took place was not clear. However, my research assistant found it
particularly inappropriate that a married woman should cross generational boundaries to discuss such intimate
and transgressive sex acts with a young unmarried girl.
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pornographic VCDs or books still possessed a high level of general knowledge about the use of
pornography in their village, such as which houses regularly played pornographic VCDs. Informants
routinely identified particular houses as places that currently or previously played pornography.
Others pointed to a house “down that way” or to less public spaces at the rear of people’s houses,
abutting the fields. In the majority of cases, the children with no direct exposure to pornography,
both boys and girls, could also relate details of the pornographic VCDs their friends had watched. As
has been pointed out elsewhere in this report, pornography clearly affects more than just those
directly exposed to it.
Where Do Pornographic Movies Come From?
Identification of a new mode by which Cambodian children (and adults) access pornography is
another major outcome of this project. Until now it was taken for granted that, apart from
exchanging VCDs with friends and purchasing them from the itinerant sellers who pass through
restaurants, beer gardens and similar venues, the most common sources of pornography were
stallholders in markets and video shops. The 2003 Child Welfare Group research reported that
29.8% of children acquired pornography from markets, and a further 16.3% from video shops. In
addition, World Vision Cambodia’s 2005 research on gender-based violence and pornography
revealed that in Kandal Stung district it was common for villagers visiting Phnom Penh for work or
pleasure to purchase print or video pornography and take these back to their village, where they
entered local exchange networks.
However, this project has revealed that pornography is now also distributed by village entrepreneurs
who hire out VCDs, usually at the extremely low cost of 500 riels per night. In Chulkiri district, such
entrepreneurs were located in two villages, and the evidence suggests inter-village distribution
networks. For example, one businessman in a Chulkiri village not only hires out pornographic VCDs
and holds public showings (see below) for paying guests, but also takes orders for pornographic films
and fills the orders from another (unvisited) village. Another (female) vendor of pornography was
mentioned by many Chulkiri respondents—a woman who travelled from the far side of the river to
rent out VCD disks from a stall in the local village market each morning.86

86. During the course of this research, one such vendor was visited. She was located merely by visiting a vendor
of non-pornographic disks at a small shop in the village and, on finding that she had only “normal” karaoke and
movie disks for sale, asking where we might locate some “good movies”, some “sexy movies”. She gave
instructions regarding the location of a house further along in the village. Visiting this house, we asked for some
disks and the woman initially bought out a stock of rental karaoke disks. However, when we asked for “good”
movies, she went upstairs and returned a short time later (the time taken suggesting, perhaps, that the disks
had been hidden in a secret location in the house) with a small plastic bag of some 20 to 25 disks. The cost of
rental was 500 riels per night or 2000 riels to purchase them. Several disks were purchased in the district over
this and a subsequent visit. The disks were in particularly poor condition. This, together with the fact that their
lurid covers of naked women and couples engaged in sex were extremely crumpled, suggested that they had
found an enthusiastic reception amongst village renters. A random selection of five disks purchased in the
village included every possible form of sexual activity, including rape and bestiality, and two disks with similar
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It is interesting that other small-scale entrepreneurs conduct public showings of pornography under
or behind private homes for a very small fee per person. Also, night-time guests at events such as
mortuary rituals may now be entertained by pornographic films played on equipment hired out by
these entrepreneurs.87
Table 7 indicates that 44.6% of respondents indicated that pornography was available in their
communities. This is much higher than the 28.2% of respondents in the Kandal Stung survey who
indicated pornography was available in their communities. Interestingly, the percentage of boys and
girls that said pornography was available in their community was almost identical, with 44.8% of boys
and 44.5% of girls giving this response.
Sex
Is pornography
available in your
community?
Total

Total

Yes

Male
44.8%

Female
44.5%

No

55.2%

54.7%

54.9%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

44.6%

Table 7: Is pornography available in your community?
Sites where children indicated they could access pornography in their communities included the
traditional coffee shops, book stands and brothels, as well as at home and at a friend’s home. Several
respondents noted that pornography was available at “secret” or “hidden” places, indicating perhaps
the underground pornography lending businesses discussed above.

themes were also purchased from a small shop selling music CDs and movie VCDs in nearby Chulkiri town.
From an HIV/AIDS prevention perspective, it should be noted that in no case of intercourse viewed on these
VCDs were condoms used. Thus the implicit message is that there is no need to take precautions when
engaging in sexual activty, a message directly opposite to the AIDS prevention messages promoted in
Cambodia by the various government ministries and NGOs/IOs working on AIDS prevention.
It was notable that in two cases the request to purchase pornographic media from vendors, and the selection
of VCDs with lurid covers of the most graphic kind met with no apparent concern at the illegality of the act (in
the current context of a crackdown on pornography) and no apparent embarassement. Interestingly, the lack
of shyness shown by the purchasers of pornography was also noted by WVC’s 2005 research on pornography.
For vendors, it was clearly just another commercial transaction. As respondents pointed out many times over
the research period, pornography is tommodar (normal). However, by contrast, in a third case, that of the man
in a Chulkiri village who was renting out pornography and showing porography to others for a fee, it was found
that when approached by the research team he was very wary, and not only denied he had any pornography
for sale or rental, but also declined to give specific details of his activities. He was only later approached
successfully via the driver of our car—no doubt less fearsome than a hot and weary western researcher and his
Cambodian research assistant—who was able to elicit the facts that the man was both supplying rental disks to
order and showing presentations of pornography to groups of paying customers.
87. This echoes a pattern familiar to the consultant from at least 20 years ago in rural Thailand. Here, even in
the pre-video cassette days, it was not unknown for households holding funeral rituals to entertain guests with
pornographic or semi-pornographic films played on (even then) antiquated reel to reel film equipment.
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When the data are broken down according to research site (Table 8), probably the most significant
point is that there is much easier access to pornography in urban areas compared with rural areas. In
Stung Meanchey, 60.1% of respondents said that pornography was available in their community,
compared with only 30.1% of respondents in Chulkiri, and 38.1% of respondents in Luek Daek.
Is pornography available in your community?
% within sex
Sex
Site
Chulkiri

Stung Meanchey

Luek Daek

Male
Is pornography
available in your
Community?
Total
Is pornography
available in your
Community?
Total
Is pornography
available in your
Community?
Total

Female

Total

Yes

27.6%

31.8%

30.1%

No

72.4%
100.0%

68.2%
100.0%

69.9%
100.0%

Yes

60.8%

61.5%

61.1%

No

39.2%
100.0%

38.5%
100.0%

38.9%
100.0%

Yes
No
3.00

32.0%
68.0

41.7%
56.0%
2.4%
100.0%

38.1%
60.4%
1.5%
100.0%

100.0%

Table 8: Is pornography available in your community? by research site
In terms of country of origin, during the interviews the children noted that they had viewed
pornographic VCDs from Thailand, China, the US, Japan, and Cambodia—recognised by factors such
as the appearance of the actors, the settings, the spoken language and the written title of the film and
production details. In the case of books, one boy identified the origin of a pornographic book he read
by the names of the people in the stories, which he said sounded Chinese. While respondents were
particularly adept at distinguishing between south-east Asian and east Asian actors, they made fewer
distinctions with pornography from western countries. Western pornography was almost uniformly
described as American or barang (French or white). One exception stood out, a boy who claimed
that a pornographic film he had viewed was French because he recognised one of the actors and
knew him to be French. It should be noted that some VCDs viewed by respondents were dubbed in
Khmer, while others retained their original language. As is pointed out above, for many movies the
sound track is little more than the simulated sounds of female sexual excitement. Sometimes, in what
are clearly cheaper productions or those involving sexual acts with animals, the soundtrack is merely
music overlaid with panting.
Asked which films they prefer, the children’s opinions were divided. Some (mostly boys) claimed that
Chinese films were the best because of the beauty of the women. Others claimed that they preferred
western films because they liked to see white bodies and bodies and genitals that are large compared
with those of Cambodians. Some boys also claimed that the acts performed on western films had a
greater aura of authenticity. As one Chulkiri boy put it, “The sex is real, sex in the room, sex beside
the car …”. Another boy in Stung Meanchey claimed that Thai movies had a greater aura of
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authenticity because “they show real life, places of amusement, resorts and so on”. This is true, and
his comment suggests a significant degree of exposure to pornographic material. Thai pornography
makers do indeed have a penchant for filming in idyllic contexts such as rural or seaside resorts, and
a Thai porn star’s recent account of her time making pornographic films draws an ironic contrast
between the beauty of the venues she worked in and the sordid reality of her activities, her physical
pain and exhaustion from filming.
It should be noted that sometimes the subject matter of pornographic VCDs is portrayed on the
disks’ paper covers—photographs of people and, sometimes, animals, engaged in sexual activity—and
the VCD is labelled as a sex movie so those who wish to hire pornography are able to make a choice
about what they watch. However, in other cases, particularly in Phnom Penh at times of state
crackdowns on pornography, pornographic VCDs may well be packaged as kung fu or another type
of popular movie, and the VCD itself will have a similar designation. Indeed, one informant
mentioned earlier said that his first exposure to pornography happened when his mother brought
home a VCD which was labelled as a kung fu movie for her children to watch because she knew they
liked that kind of movie. She put it on to play for the children before going to have her evening
shower. She came back to find the family and some friends watching a hard-core pornographic film,
which she immediately switched off.
The research did not aim to investigate how these movies enter Cambodia, where they are
duplicated in bulk, or how they enter village distribution networks. However, some of this
information was gained during the research. A village chief claimed that some come in trucks from
Thailand, packed amongst other goods, and that they are distributed throughout Cambodia in the
same fashion. Village-level distribution is on a much smaller scale. In Chulkiri, for instance, those who
rent or sell pornographic videos (in addition to other movies and karaoke VCDs) claim that they
purchase their VCDs in Phnom Penh and Kampong Chhnang. Some duplication is certainly taking
place in Cambodia, and, given the Cambodian settings and themes of some VCDs, it is likely that
production is also taking place in Cambodia. One female Stung Meanchey informant who makes
paper bags from recycled paper told us she had purchased a large pack of paper from a Phnom Penh
garbage collector in order to make paper bags. A portion of the pack was A3 sheets of paper, each
printed with 12 highly explicit photos of men and young women engaged in various sexual acts.
Designed as cover illustrations for pornographic VCDs, they were discarded test sheets from a
commercial printing press. They were printed in Khmer, dated 21 March 2006, with the captions,
“Thai Girls”, “Japanese Girls 2006” and the like.

Chapter Four
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Pornography in Three Districts of Cambodia: The Effects
Chapter Three dealt with the most important facts about how Cambodian children in the research
districts have been exposed to pornography. This chapter discusses some of the effects that
pornography has on the lives of these young people and makes a deeper analysis of the ways in which
they understand pornography. Drawing on this data, it makes some suggestions regarding potential
avenues of intervention.
The Immediate Impact of Pornography on Boys and Girls
In the survey and, still more clearly, during interviews with both boys and girls, it became clear that
the most immediate effect of exposure to hard-core pornographic films was that, after watching
pornographic VCDs, boys wanted sex (ruam phet) or, as some put it, they wanted to imitate what
they saw in the film. Girls too were clearly aware that this was the effect of pornography on boys.
Boys also said that their desire for sex was particularly strong when they watched pornography after
drinking alcohol or when they drank alcohol while they watched.
Yet, for boys living in rural districts, sex is not an easy option. In Chulkiri, for example, both boys and
girls noted that there were no prostitutes in the village, so the opportunities for boys to have sex
following watching of pornography were limited—unless they wanted to travel to a nearby village
where there was a small brothel with both Cambodian and Vietnamese prostitutes. However, boys
suggested that if one had a girlfriend (songsar), then one might have sex with her. In urban Stung
Meanchey, the situation was slightly different, with seven boys (6.9% of the Stung Meanchey sample of
boys) claiming that they regularly have sex after watching pornography, and one boy (1% of the Stung
Meanchey sample) claiming that he sometimes has sex after watching pornography. Respondents
were clearly aware that the effect of exposure to pornography was the sexualisation of children’s
lives. As one girl in Chulkiri pointed out, all her peers of 14 and even younger have boyfriends or
girlfriends now. When a boy about 11 or 12 years old passed by a short distance away, she pointed
to him and said, “Look at him, he’s young but he already knows how to flirt”.
Discussing their response to watching or reading pornography, girls generally made more
circumspect and more nuanced responses than boys. Many said they found the pornography
disgusting and frightening, yet simultaneously some also admitted that they were curious about it and
that they were sexually aroused by what they saw. As a 15-year-old Stung Meanchey girl put it, “My
heart beat so fiercely, I don’t know why”. Even more graphically, a 16-year-old girl from Luek Daek
said, “I don’t want to watch any more; it makes me feel bad—as I want to do the same”. No girl
admitted to having sex following exposure to pornography.
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Discussing girls’ potential vulnerability to inflamed male (or, indeed, to their own) passions, a number
of girls repeated that it was not a problem because the boys their age were not “brave” enough and
would not “dare” to do anything. However, they pointed out that it was older boys and men whose
passions might well be inflamed beyond control after watching pornography. Also, such occasions can
be used by boys and men to try to make girls lose self control and become sexual targets. For
example, in one extremely worrying case a Stung Meanchey girl (a small 15-year-old from a poor
family, and one with an aura of extreme vulnerability) related the details of an occasion when a
girlfriend invited her to watch a movie at her house. She arrived to find the girl’s brother and several
male friends watching a hard-core pornographic movie (not the normal movie she had expected) and
only one or two other invited girls. She and the other girls went home without watching the entire
movie because her aunt happened to walk past the house. Her aunt saw the movie and her niece’s
presence through a partially open door and called out to tell her to leave.
A Chulkiri girl volunteered the disturbing statement, “Some people when they watch pornographic
movies, they rape their daughters and sometimes they rape their nieces.” Asked if this had happened
in her village, she said, “Yes, a long time ago”. She claimed she could not remember the specific
details of the case.
During interviews, a large number of girls referred to the fact that both boys and girls changed
following exposure to pornography. As several girls put it, boys are not “gentle” any more and they
speak “rudely” following exposure to pornography. One Chulkiri girl pointed that after they watch
pornography and are sexually aroused, boys attempt to touch girls—on the arm, the shoulder, the
back of the waist and on their backside. Such comments were repeated by other girls in Chulkiri and
in both the other research sites. One girl said that when boys acted like that at school, she didn’t
worry much, but when it occurred when they were alone or far from home, then she felt “a bit
scared.” Asked if these changes were temporary immediately following exposure to pornography or
if they were permanent, girls said that they were permanent.
This indeed seems to be the case. Girl after girl gave examples of how, subsequent to their exposure
to pornography, boys at school would boast loudly (using rude words) to their friends about the sex
they had seen the previous evening, about the various sexual positions and about the types of sex. “I
saw a dog xxxx a woman” was only one of the many examples given. Asked if this was normal talking
or if the boys intended that they be overheard by the girls, all the female informants said that the
boasting was in order that others would hear. Girls also reported that boys call out to them and
comment on various parts of their bodies and on what they would like to do with them. However,
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boys using their knowledge of pornography to harass girls is not confined only to physically grabbing
them or verbal harassment. Informants reported that sometimes, when their teachers leave the
room, two or three boys sometimes jump up on the desk and perform a sex skit, holding each other
closely and acting out sex acts they had viewed the previous evening. As is noted in the preface of
this report, again and again during interviews when we discussed the boys’ boasting about what they
had seen done to girls in films, the respondents would say, “Those girls are like me, it’s as if they
[the boys] were watching my body”.
Girls also talk at school about what they have seen in pornographic films, but they talk quietly among
themselves about, for example, a film of a man having sex with a woman, or about a girl who was
raped by a man when she did not want to have sex with him—and, as one girl put it, “We say how
disgusting it [the film] was and we laugh … because it is so disgusting”. Female informants said that
girls also changed, that after they watched pornography they were not shy any more. It seemed as if
the curiosity value and, as I discuss below, its transgressive nature—both in respect to pornographic
representation and to girls watching such material—were a large part of the attraction of
pornography for girls. During interviews many girls commented that once other girls have been
exposed to pornography they want to see more and want to know more. Yet there is a lot of
tension between the attraction of pornographic films and what girls believe to be good female
behaviour. In one informant’s words (also quoted above), “I don’t want to watch any more, it makes
me feel bad—as I want to do the same.” Tellingly, in response to the survey question asking, “What
effect does pornography have on girls?”, while some girls said that it makes girls have boyfriends, a
number of girls responded that it makes girls become commercial sex workers. Sex workers are
popularly believed to be oversexed—and so it is possible that girls who are exposed to pornography
are aware of the stimulation of their own (and others’) desires.

Pornography: Good, Bad or Normal? Children’s Ambiguous Opinions
The ease of access to pornography and its ubiquity in the experience of many young Cambodians
warrant investigation. The survey asked children how they would best describe pornography:
disgusting, disturbing, normal, interesting or sexually exciting. Their responses (Table 9) illustrate a
high degree of ambiguity towards pornography in contemporary Cambodia.

Which word best describes pornography?
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Sexually
Disgusting
Sex

Disturbing

Normal

Interesting

exciting

Male

36.8%

17.2%

32.1%

5.7%

8.1%

Female

57.5%

16.6%

19.8%

4.0%

2.0%

48.0%

16.9%

25.4%

4.8%

4.8%

Total

Table 9: Which word best describes pornography?

Girls (57.5%) were more likely than boys (36.8%) to describe pornography as disgusting. However, a
worrying 19.8% of girls and 32.1% of boys said pornography was best described as normal. During
interviews, although the word argrok (bad) was repeatedly used to refer to pornography, the word
normal (tommodar) also recurred in discussions with both boys and girls. Often the same children
who had only minutes before referred to pornography as argrok would say that watching
pornography was tommodar. When questioned further about pornography being normal, informants
referred to its ubiquity, the fact that people could either watch or not watch it as they pleased and
the normalness of sex. For many, pornography is, quite simply, part of the contemporary social
landscape. The situation could be summed up by saying that there is deep confusion here, because
although pornography is considered to be bad, it is commonplace and is watched by a significant
proportion of children and adults. Most of it comes from advanced western and Asian countries, so it
seems to illustrate how people in those countries have sex and yet, at the same time, it is frowned
upon publicly by parents and the government and is labelled bad for Cambodia.
Although only 2.0% of girls and 8.1% of boys indicated that they found pornography sexually exciting,
the majority of those respondents who indicated that they found pornography disturbing (16.6% of
girls and 17.2% of boys) explained that they were disturbed in their mood (arom) and that watching
pornography destroyed their ability to concentrate on their school work. Additionally, a number of
those who said they found pornography disturbing indicated in their open-ended response to
question 13a (What effect does pornography have on you when you see or read it?) that it made
them feel like having sex.
Given the highly ambiguous responses to pornography, it is likely that intervention programmes that
provide space for young people to discuss and clarify their attitudes and responses to pornography
could be highly effective. It could be highly cost-effective if electronic media such as radio could be
used to raise the issue of pornography publicly throughout Cambodia. Ways this might be done
would be to invite prominent people to talk about the issue, or to have a debate about
pornography’s effects. The aim of such programmes would be to raise people’s awareness that hard-
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core pornography is widespread in Cambodia, and to provide both adults and children with the
information that it is not just movies, but may have a long-lasting negative influence on individuals and
on the community as a whole.
Pornography and ‘My’ Future
One’s reputation is highly important in Cambodian society, so to help assess

children’s

understanding of pornography and to seek a potential point of intervention, both boys and girls were
asked in the survey whether or not a good man or woman could watch pornography (Tables 10 and
11). This information could be used in combination with the definitions of what constituted a good
man or good woman recorded during WVC’s 20005 gender-based violence and pornography
research, to design an intervention programme.

Can a good man
read/watch pornography?

Sex

Male
Female

Total

Yes
17.2%

No
82.8%

14.1%

85.9%

15.5%

84.5%

Table 10: Can a good man read/watch pornography?

Can a good woman
read/watch pornography?

Sex

Male
Female

Total

Yes
8.2%

No
91.8%

13.3%

86.7%

11.0%

89.0%

Table 11: Can a good woman read/watch pornography?
The tables show that in both cases the overwhelming majority of respondents claimed that good men
and women should not watch pornography. Although the statistics are very close, two things stand
out. First, the female responses suggested that girls believe that neither boys nor girls should watch
pornography. Secondly, in a reflection of the Cambodian belief that good women should not know
too much about sex, 82.8% of males claimed that a good man could not watch pornography, but a
higher number (91%) claimed that good women could not watch pornography.
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This issue of reputation or relative virtue of a person was pursued in the question that asked if
respondents could accept their partner reading/looking at pornography, and they were then asked to
explain their answers. The responses to this question are given in Tables 12 and 13. More than 80%
of both boys and girls answered that they could not accept their partner using pornography. Asked
why not, many girls responded with general answers, saying that pornography is bad or that watching
pornography is not acceptable. However, answers from some girls suggested they believe exposure
to pornography has a negative effect on boys’ and men’s sexual behaviour and that it also negatively
influences their family relationships.
If you are a boy can you accept your
girlfriend/wife using pornography?
Sex

Male

Yes
6.7%

No
82.3%

Don’t care
11.0%

Table 12: Could you accept your girlfriend/wife using pornography?

If you are a girl can you accept your
boyfriend/husband using pornography?

Sex

Female

Yes
7.3%

No
82.6%

Don’t Care
10.1%

Table 13: Could you accept your boyfriend/husband using pornography?
Many boys’ answers about how they would feel about their girlfriend or wife using pornography
suggested that it was generally unacceptable, that it was bad and would spoil her future. Others were
more specific, suggesting that watching pornography would cause them to be unfaithful. Yet others
claimed that if their girlfriend or wife watched pornography, it would cause her to become a sex
worker. Possibly, the logic of this answer is the fact noted above, that sex workers are popularly
considered to be oversexed, and a girl whose lust was provoked by pornography would find an
outlet here rather than with her partner. Interestingly, like the girls (see below), a number of boys
also indicated that they would not want their girlfriend or wife exposed to pornography because it
would cause domestic violence. These responses are significant because they suggest that boys and
girls alike are aware that parental arguments over sex lead to domestic violence, and they know that
men’s watching of pornography and their desire to emulate pornographic scripts at home is at the
cause of many such arguments.
One particularly interesting response from several girls was that they could not accept their partners
using pornography because it would mean they would have to live with domestic violence. This
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verifies World Vision Cambodia’s 2005 research about domestic violence, which identified men
watching pornography and then seeking to emulate the film scripts at home as a significant cause of
domestic violence. Another interesting and insightful response was the claim, again made by several
girls, that they could not marry a man who viewed pornography because his use of pornography
would turn him into an unfaithful husband or, as some others put it, it would cause him to want sex
with many partners. Many of the female respondents who said they could accept their male partner
using pornography failed to specify their reasons. However, some did provide answers that suggested
an association between the use of pornography by boys and ideas about masculinity. As one
respondent put it, “boys become men”. Others stated that a boyfriend or husband watching
pornography was acceptable because it was normal (tommodar).
The issue of other people’s use of pornography and what children think about it was addressed in
another way. Children were asked to think of their own futures as parents and whether or not they
could accept their own children using pornography. As Table 14 shows, the overwhelming majority
of both boys and girls answered that they would not accept their children using pornography, with
the responses from boys (88%) and girls (85.8%) being almost the same. Responses were fairly
general, with many respondents merely indicting that it was not acceptable for children to watch
pornography.
Could you accept your children using
pornography?
Sex

Male

Yes
5.3%

No
88.0%

Don’t care
6.7%

Female

7.3%

85.8%

6.9%

6.4%

86.8%

6.8%

Total

Table 14: Could you accept your children using pornography?
Those who gave more detail indicated that pornography would affect their children’s studies (many
boys and girls indicated that, following exposure to pornography, they found it difficult to
concentrate on their studies). A few also indicated that if their children were to watch pornography,
it would make them want to have sex. The small group of respondents who indicated they could
accept their children’s exposure to pornography did not provide detailed explanations. Some
indicated that such exposure was normal, and a couple indicated that it was a way for children to
learn about sex and the human body.
The next question in the survey asked if the respondents thought there was any difference between
children’s and adults’ exposure to pornography. Overall, 22.4% of respondents (23.1% of boys, and
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21.9% of girls) indicated that there was a difference. Some of their answers are both instructive and
disturbing. Particularly disturbing was the response of one girl who said, “It makes boys become
cheats and rapists”. Another girl claimed that it “leads young people to become lovers”, and yet
another said it leads to sexual intercourse. A number of boys’ responses noted that pornography
caused children to become sexually active, and one respondent indicated that the difference was that
“adults can have sex”—the implication being that adults had an acceptable outlet for their feelings
following exposure to pornography but that children did not. One particularly worrying response
came from a 15-year-old Stung Meanchey boy who noted that pornography caused children to
become sexually active, and in answer to the next pair of questions answered that pornography was
not good because “it leads adults to rape girls”.
The final two survey questions (Table 15 and Table 16) asked respondents if they considered
pornography to be good or bad for individuals, and if they considered pornography good or bad for
Cambodia. Responses to both these questions showed the highest levels of agreement of any
questions in the survey. Overall, 94.3% indicated that they considered pornography bad for people.
Once again, many gave their reasons in general terms, saying, for instance, that pornography was bad
(argrok) without further explanation. Others, however, indicated that it affected children’s study, and
that it caused people to become sexually active. However, there were four extremely worrying
responses, all from boys in Stung Meanchey. Three boys claimed that one reason pornography was
bad was that it causes “adults to commit rape” (also as noted above), and one boy claimed it causes
“young people to become rapists”.
Participants’ survey responses regarding the impact of pornography on people demonstrate a wide
variety of views, particularly in the final group of questions. While the alarming views do not always
represent the majority, they are noteworthy and worth further examination.
The small percentage of respondents who claimed that pornography had a positive function in
people’s life said that was because it taught people about sex and about their bodies.

Is pornography good or bad for people?
Sex

Male
Female

Total

Good
1.9%

Bad
95.2%

No impact
2.9%

2.4%

93.5%

4.0%

2.2%

94.3%

3.5%

Table 15: Is pornography good or bad for people?
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In response to the question, “Is pornography good or bad for Cambodian society?” almost all (97.8%)
indicated that they considered it bad. The five responses that it was good for society are likely
anomalous—possibly children hurrying to tick the last box to finish the survey—because they do not
correspond with those individuals’ responses to earlier questions. Many of the reasons given by
children for pornography being bad for Cambodian society are the same as those given above:
because it is bad, is disgusting and causes young people to have sex. However, there were some
responses to this question that indicated serious thought about pornography and its social
implications. It was claimed that pornography caused trafficking, that it caused an increase in the
number of sex workers (presumably due to the fact that boys and men who watch pornography
sometimes visit sex workers), that it will cause an increase in HIV rates and, from yet another
respondent, that it motivates rapists (to commit rape).
Is pornography good or bad for
Cambodian society?
Sex

Male
Female

Total

Good
1.0%

Bad
98.1%

No impact
1.0%

1.6%

97.6%

.8%

1.3%

97.8%

.9%

Table 16: Is pornography good or bad for Cambodian society?
The responses to both of these questions (Tables 15 and 16) reflect not only children’s views about
pornography and its status as argrok (bad) for individuals and for Cambodian society. They also
highlight the disjunction between this assessment and the fact that pornography is pervasive in many
communities, that it is watched by a significant percentage of their peers (and adults), and the fact
that in its vividness and elaboration of the erotic, and its transgression of the sexual scripts of
everyday life, hard-core pornography possesses a compelling, even compulsive power for many
people.88
Video Porn as a Representation of Reality
A major concern of this project is children’s perceptions of the pornographic material to which they
were exposed. For interventions to be effective, it is crucial to understand to what extent children
understand that pornographic movies are not portrayals of sex that people in other countries
actually practise in real life, that they are a genre of action movie no less than car chase or shoot’em-up action movies. To this end, the children were asked questions in interviews (see Appendix 2)
such as “Have you ever thought about the people you see in these movies?”, “What do you think
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about them?”, “Do you think the relationships they show are real?”, and “Are these people real
people showing us something of their lives, or is it more complex?”. It was clear that until they
encountered this question in the interview, most children exposed to pornography had given little
thought to the performers. Their answers to these questions spanned the spectrum from naivety to
world-weary cynicism. One 14-year-old Luek Daek boy, when asked about a pornographic film he
had seen featuring Chinese actors, “Who are those girls, are they having sex with their husbands or
with other people?” He said that the movie featured two couples having sex together, so he had
naturally assumed that they were married. Asked why married couples would want to have sex in
this manner and display their private lives to the world, or why they would want to swap partners,
he appeared confused and the issue was not pursued. At the other end of the spectrum, a 17-yearold Luek Daek boy explained, “They’re not real life, they’re just showing sexual intercourse (ruam
phet), they are doing it for money”.
Yet the issue of reality in pornography is not straightforward. Although pornographic films are not
documentaries, the sex acts are real. Part of one interview illustrates this complexity: “Do you think
this [film you saw] was real life?”
“Yes.”
“So it is not artificial?”
“No.”
“What sort of things made the film real for you?”
“It was a French film using the Khmer language.”
“But from watching the film how do you know that it was real?”
“He took his xxxxx and put it in her xxxxxx.”
“Is it real because you saw real sex?”
“Yes.”
Another boy explained that a film he saw was real for him because the film showed men going to a
Cambodian brothel and buying a girl, then taking her and making a pornographic movie with her. For
the boy, the movie was absoutely authenticated by the purchase of the girl from the brothel. When
the interviewers raised the possibility that the brothel scene could have simply been one scene of the
film and was played by an actress, the boy could make no sense of this scenario even though it was
repeated for him several times. One possible reason this scenario made no sense to him was that
many of the children interviewed thought that the women in pornographic movies were prostitutes
or “bad” people who were just doing it for money. They (both male and female actors) are not shy
88. In most cultural systems, transgresssion of the rules that define the normative sexual practices of daily life is
what Parker calls the “ideology of the erotic” and is often highly erroticised (Parker, 1992). See also Fordham
(1995b).
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to perform sex in public, we were told, “because they want money”. Boys displayed a lack of
compassion for the women they saw in pornographic movies. As a result, when the issue of
exploitation was raised, it made little sense to many respondents—the actors were probably
prostitutes; they were bad people and had chosen to be there. As one boy put it, “She should get
another job”. Thus, in response to the question, “Would a girl working in pornographic movies spoil
her reputation?”, one boy answered, “No, if she thought about her reputation, she would not be a
sex worker”.
Such people were expected to have both physical and social problems if they wanted to marry
subsequent to performing in pornographic movies. Boys said that, if a female porn actress wanted to
marry, it would be a problem because she would have damaged and enlarged her vagina, and if her
husband found out about her earlier activities, he would be angry with her and he would also be
ashamed if others saw his wife in a sex movie. However, in the case of male ex-porn stars whose
spouses found out about their past, respondents merely said that his wife would be angry with him
for sleeping with other women. As another boy put it, “The man does not think about his reputation
as he wants to marry [someone else].” This conforms to the logic of the Cambodian cultural system,
in which women are severely stigmitised for participation in commercial sex, but no such stigma
appears to attach to men.
What makes pornographic films real? For many, as noted above, the reality was in the sex acts.
However, another aspect of the reality in pornographic films was that, as pointed out in Chapter
Two, there is an elaboration of the erotic in pornographic movies that gives the sex a sense of reality
that transcends the sex of the everyday world. As one boy said, “They don’t do sex as we do it”.
Another boy (also referred to in Chapter Three), who told the research team he regularly watches
pornographic movies, told of his preference for Thai pornography, because movies from Thailand had
a greater sense of reality than movies from other countries due to the beautiful settings in which
they are frequently filmed. Indeed, for many of the children interviewed, the sex viewed in the
pornographic media to which they had been exposed was the sex of the modern western or Asian
exotic “ other ”. As various informants said, “That’s what they do in the city”, or “That’s what they
do in other countries”.
The devices through which pornographic films are made to seem real, such as the soundtracks of
groans, screams and panting, so that, as one theorist puts it, “Often the voices seem to emanate
from the air, since the women’s mouths are usually preoccupied”,89 were not apparent to any of the
children interviewed. Neither were they aware, except in the case of rape movies where women
89. Johnson, op. cit., p. 34.
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were often bashed and drugged, that many of the acts they viewed were more likely to inflict pain
than the pleasure signified by the soundtrack.
The recently published book by a Thai ex-porn star, already referred to, tells of her entry into the
movie business that she claims was due to poverty and family crisis. She tells of the pain,
embarrassment and shame she felt while making pornographic movies. Her juxtaposition of these
feelings against the fake sexual ecstasy of the finished movies and their exotic resort settings provides
a powerful testament that could be used in anti-pornography programmes to help children to gain
greater insight into the pornography they see—and the exploitation to which all involved are party
(including the audience). There are similar books written in English by western porn stars. However,
the close cultural and geographical relationship between Thailand and Cambodia means that for a
Cambodian audience this particular work has a relevance that western-based works do not have.
In addition to talking with children about the exploitation of the actors in pornographic movies, a
final issue the consultant wished to raise was the fact that by watching these movies we are, in a way,
participating in that exploitation. Also, we are exploiting ourselves if we allow ourselves to be
deluded by the false images portrayed in the movies. By contrast, when we watch action movies, we
suspend disbelief for the duration of the movie, but we do not think that what we see on the screen
is real. Unfortunately, it was not possible to discuss these complex issues within the time constraints
of the interviews. However, it is suggested that these issues might feature in anti-pornography
programmes directed at children. The consultant’s impression is that girls were more aware of
exploitation issues then were boys, who, as noted above, tended to blame the girls in pornographic
movies for their own actions.
Summary
It became very clear during interviews that the exposure of both boys and girls to pornography was
not something that affects only those who watch the movies. Others were indirectly exposed to the
same material, and the lives of both boys and girls are sexualised to a much greater extent than they
were before the introduction of pornography to the various research districts. Additionally,
children’s lives are being sexualised at an increasingly early age. World Vision Cambodia’s 2005
research on gender-based violence and pornography drew attention to two social problems in
Cambodia: gang rape or bauk,90 and the rape of prepubescent girls by boys who are themselves are
often very young.91 The report drew a connection between these heinous crimes and the increasing
90. Bearup (2003), Tong Soprach (2000) and Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, Cambodian National Youth
Risk Behaviour Survey 2004.
91. O’Connell (2001); LICADHO (2005), Briefing Paper (Phnom Penh: LICADHO), p. 6; Hicks (2004), p. 14,
notes that of all the rape cases investigated in 2002 and 2003, victims aged between 11 and 15 represented 38.3%
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access young Cambodian people have to pornography in a context of limited sex education—leading
boys and men to develop unhealthy and erroneous views about sex, women and relationships with
women. Pornography creates unreal (and unrealistic) expectations in the minds of both boys and
men in regard to their sex lives, frequency of sexual activity, the kinds of acts performed,
responsibility and the role of wives in fulfilling men’s expectations.92
To repeat comments made in WVC’s 2005 research report on pornography, the consultant has
worked on masculinity issues for many years in Thailand, and has made an intensive long-term study
of male sexual scripts in the Thai domestic and commercial sex arenas. During the past 15 years, he
has observed the progressive negative effects of pornography on young people as their lives became
increasingly sexualised. There is substantial evidence that in Cambodia in recent years, in a manner
analogous to the situation in Thailand a few years ago, young people are being affected by
pornography in ways which alter their sense of self and gender identity, and cause their lives to be
sexualised at increasingly early ages. As has been shown in the previous three chapters, the
pornographic material to which young Cambodians are exposed has the potential to cause them
substantial harm. It appears to impel young people to become sexually active before the appropriate
time, increase the risk that young boys will rape or sexually assault children and girls as a form of
sexual experimentation, increase the risk that young men will contract HIV/AIDS from sexual
activities with commercial sex workers and, when boys are exposed to pornography at an early age,
it may have a long-term influence on their sexual development. The sexualising of young women’s
lives at an early age may also make them more vulnerable to trafficking and to becoming victims of
the commercial sex industry in the region.

of the total. She notes also that a number of cases were not merely under 11 years old, but that in 2002 and in
2003 in 6.4% and 8.7% of these cases the victims were less than five years old.
92. As WVC’s 2005 research showed, pornography is not only a causative factor in marital violence but, given
the emphasis Cambodian men place on sexual performance as an indication of their masculinity, also places
men under stress and leads them to place yet more significance on sex. And, in a closing of a vicious circle, yet
more pressure is exerted on wives for more sex and more varieties of sex, leading to more instances of marital
rape and GBV within marriage. Fordham (2005a).
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Chapter Five
Alcohol Use Among Cambodian Children

World Vision Cambodia’s 2005 research on gender-based violence and pornography identified
alcohol use as crucial to a range of contemporary social problems. Critically, working on a
framework for analysing these problems, it noted that although alcohol use and its associated
problems (such as gender-based violence and HIV/AIDS) appear as and are often treated as individual
problems amenable to individual solutions, in reality these are also fundamentally structural
problems. Thus it examined alcohol use in relation to Cambodian cultural values, in particular
masculinity, and the contemporary social pressures exerted on “traditional” masculine values.
This 2006 pornography research project aimed to gather baseline data about alcohol usage among
children in order to identify when children start drinking alcohol, how they drink and, importantly in
the context of examining children’s exposure to pornography, to examine the relationship (if any)
between the consumption of pornography and the consumption of alcohol.
Children’s and Adolescents’ Drinking Patterns
Overall, the research found that a total of 24% (n=110) of the sample of children drink alcohol. By
sex, 34% of males and 14.9% of female respondents claimed that they drink alcohol (Table 17).

Sex
Do you drink
alcohol?
Total

Yes
No

Male
34.8%

Female
14.9%

Total
24.0%

65.2%

85.1%

76.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Table 17: Percentage of children who drink alcohol
If these data are broken down according to the research sites, the portrait is shown in Table 18. As
in the case of Table 8, which gives children’s opinions regarding the availability of pornography in
their communities, this table very clearly demonstrates the much easier access to alcohol of urban
Stung Meanchey children, by comparison with rural children in either Luek Daek or Chulkiri. Thus,
while 36.1% of Stung Meanchey respondents indicated that they consume alcohol, only 19.3% of Luek
Daek and 13.3% of Chulkiri children consume alcohol. Most likely, the anonymity of urban Stung
Meanchey, where children are not likely to be recognised beyond their immediate community, allows
them a greater freedom to purchase and consume alcohol.
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Do you drink alcohol?
% within sex
Sex

Site

Chulkiri

Male

Female

Total

Do you drink
alcohol?
Total

Yes
No

13.8%
86.2%
100.0%

12.9%
87.1%
100.0%

13.3%
86.7%
100.0%

Stung Meanchey Do you drink
alcohol?
Total

Yes
No

49.0%
51.0%
100.0%

19.2%
80.8%
100.0%

36.1%
63.9%
100.0%

Luek Daek

Yes
No

30.0%
70.0
100.0%

12.9%
87.1%
100.0%

19.3%
80.7%
100.0%

Do you drink
alcohol?
Total

Table 18: Percentage of children who drink alcohol, by research site
Interestingly, in both Stung Meanchey and Luek Daek, the data in Table 18 indicate that more than
twice as many boys as girls consume alcohol. However, in Chulkiri, while the percentage of drinkers
is relatively low, it is notable that almost the same percentage of boys (13.8%) and girls (12.9%) drink
alcohol. The reasons for this pattern are not clear.
In relation to when children begin drinking, the overall mean is 14.65 years, as shown in Graph 4.
There appeared to be little difference between the ages at which boys and girls begin to use
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Graph 4: Age when first drank alcohol
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alcohol. The mean age at first drink was found to be 14.8 years for girls and 14.32 years for boys
(however, the figure for girls is likely slightly lower due to a relatively small number of female
respondents, one of whom claimed a particularly low age for her first drink).
Asked if their parents were aware that they drink alcohol, the overwhelming majority of respondents
claimed that their parents were unaware. Overall, 16.8% of respondents (Table 19) claimed that their
parents knew that they drank alcohol. As might be expected, a larger percentage of boys (23.8%)
claimed their parents knew they drank alcohol, compared with only 10.9% of girl drinkers.

Sex
Do your parents know
you drink alcohol?

Total

Yes

Male
23.8%

Female
10.9%

No

76.2%

89.1%

83.2%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Total

16.8%

Table 19: Do your parents know you drink alcohol?
Table 20 gives data concerning patterns of drinking. The data suggest that alcohol consumption
amongst these young people is at present fairly low. However, there is some cause for concern due
to the fact that this is a sample of children, and that by age seventeen 36.4% of boys and 16.3% of
girls are consuming alcohol. Moreover, as Table 19 indicates, in the overwhelming majority of cases
children’s parents are not aware of their use of alcohol. The data also indicate that both boys and
girls begin drinking alcohol quite young. Additionally, although the bulk of drinkers indicate that they
mainly consume alcohol at festivals and dance parties and the like, this does not necessarily indicate a
low rate of alcohol consumpton as at village level, since such festivals can be fairly frequent.
Sex
Frequency of
drinking

Non drinker
Every day
More than twice a week
Less than twice a week
Twice a month
Festivals

Total

Male
63.6%

Female
83.7%

Total
74.5%

.5%

.4%

.4%

3.8%

1.2%

2.4%

.5%

.4%

.4%

4.8%

.4%

2.4%

26.8%

13.8%

19.8%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Table 20: Frequency of drinking
The amount of alcohol drunk by children was not investigated in the survey because it was aimed to
keep the survey to a managable length. However, when this issue was raised during interviews,
children’s responses indicated that at least some are drinking to drunkenness, as many boys were
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familiar with the pain of hangovers and were able to comment regarding the hangover “potential” of
the various alcoholic drinks with which they had experience.
Respondents were asked whether they routinely consumed alcohol while watching pornography, and
only 4.8% of males and 3.2% of females indicated that they did so. This figure may reflect a very literal
answer to the question (Appendix 1) “Do you drink alcohol while watching/reading pornography?”,
as interviews with boys revealed that although sometimes boys sit and drink while watching
pornographic movies, an equally common pattern is that they drink first and then watch a
pornographic movie. If this is the case, then the true figure may be higher than these statistics
indicate. Asked if drinking alcohol while watching pornography had any effect on the way they felt, a
significant proportion of male drinkers responded that it made them want sex. However, this was the
same answer most had already given to the question of how they felt when they watched
pornography. A minority of responses said that drinking alcohol while watching pornography caused
no changes in their feelings.
In relation to the forms of alcohol consumed (Table 21) it is interesting to note that the most
popular alcohol is not the traditional and cheap palm wine but new commercially produced beers.
Working in rural areas and visiting a range of eating houses and small local entertainment venues,
one is often struck by the many posters with which such venues are typically festooned—posters
about a myriad of serious social issues ranging from HIV/AIDS prevention to maternal and child care,
hand washing and nutrition.

Sex
Type of
alcohol you
drink most

Total

Don’t drink

Male
63.8%

Female
83.9%

74.7%

Palm wine

16.2%

7.7%

11.6%

Beer

19.0%

5.6%

11.8%

Herbal drink

.5%

1.2%

.9%

Anything
Total

.5%

1.6%

1.1%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Table 21: Type of alcohol consumed93
Yet these important health messages are always submerged in a sea of glossy posters and banners
advertising a range of relatively expensive commercial beers and other commercial alcohols. Beer
posters and the beverages they advertise promise a world of dreams only too attractive to the
average rural (or, for that matter, urban) dweller, and they depict a world of modernity, of urban
93. For the purposes of the research I have rendered the Cambodian drink “sra t’num”, literally alchohol
medicine, a drink made by infusing a mix of herbs in alcohol, as herbal drink.
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sophistication, of ease of access to beautiful women and of personal success. These images and the
aura of power and success they convey really matter to impressionable and relatively powerless
young men (and women), whose closest contact with modernity and the fruits of the globalisation
they view on television may be little more than working on a construction project (or in a factory)
for a multi-national company. The powerlessness they feel in their day-to-day life was clearly
demonstrated in one 17-year-old boy’s response to the question why he liked to drink beer in
preference to cheaper local brews: “It makes me feel proud when I’m drunk”. Another response to
this question, again from a 17-year-old male, was, “Because I feel powerful.”
Cambodian children are only too well aware of the dangers of excessive alcohol consumption. Asked
why they chose to drink their respective drinks, a number of consumers of both beer and palm wine
responded “Because you can’t become an alcoholic on beer” (or on palm wine, as some respondents
put it). Their knowledge is, of course, faulty. However, the power of peer pressure and the
glamorous image with which commercially produced alcohols are vested through advertising,
ultimately override any concerns about alcohol use in relation to health. Indeed, the consultant’s
research in northern Thailand in the early to mid-1990s showed this very clearly.94 Here, although
drinkers could list a range of ailments caused or exacerbated by excessive alcohol consumption, this
knowledge did not moderate their drinking.
The Problem with Alcohol: Now and in the Future
World Vision Cambodia’s 2005 gender-based violence and pornography research report pointed out
that due to globalisation and rapid social change, Cambodian men’s position within their families has
undergone dramatic change. It demonstrated that what has taken place is a significant reversal of the
traditional situation where men could support their family—where they could cope—and that this is
exerting significant emotional pressure on them.95 It was suggested that men’s response to this
situation was a range of dysfunctional behaviours in the family and increased levels of alcohol
consumption. Such consumption is not, as some psychologically-based explanations might posit,
solely a futile attempt at stress reduction, but is an attempt at the construction of strong masculine
identities in arenas outside the home.96 The report also pointed out the cultural normativity of
drinking for Cambodian men, and the fact that young men begin drinking in their teenage years as
they begin to go about with friends (dar leng), and that for them these increased freedoms and
alcohol consumption (often associated with the visiting of prostitutes) are ways through which they

94. Fordham (1995a) and Fordham (1995b)
95. For an analysis of a similar context in northern Thailand in the late 1980s and early 1990s and the pressures
it exerted on northern Thai men in the rural and urban underclass, see Fordham (2005b).
96. Fordham (1995b) and Fordham (1999).
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signify their transition to a grown-up masculine status. Critically, the report points out that in
Cambodian culture there are few sanctions on drinking or drunkenness. 97
Cambodia already has a problem with alcohol. On the part of adults, WVC’s 2005 research noted
that in Cambodia drinking and drunkenness are well established as major contributing causes to
domestic violence, since the original Plates in a Basket domestic violence study of 1994.98 Recent
work also clearly establishes this relationship, the LICADHO 2004 report on Cambodian women
noting that 65% of women cite alcohol as a factor contributing to domestic violence,99 and the recent
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport Cambodian National Youth Risk Behaviour Survey giving a similar
figure of 65% of respondents blaming alcohol for domestic violence.100 Perhaps a recent PADV
report puts the situation most succinctly, when it notes of a group of violent male offenders taking
part in a violence reduction project, “Problem drinking was a factor in the lives of every man, within
the Project [sic], who had a history of consistent violence within and outside the family.”101 Other
Cambodian research also shows a direct relationship between alcohol consumption and abuse and
violence directed towards women.102 However, alcohol abuse affects many more than just men’s
families; it affects all who come into contact with men who have been drinking, from road users to
the beer-promotion girls who work in Cambodian entertainment venues. Thus a recent CARE
report on the situation of beer girls notes that 54% of beer girls have suffered physical abuse at the
hands of drunken male clients, that 60% have been forced or threatened—sometimes at gunpoint—
and that 38% have had to perform a coerced sex act in the workplace.103
Cambodia is currently viewed as a growing market by alcohol producers, just as Thailand was 15
years ago, and it is currently being targeted by the producers of various new brands of alcoholic
beverage.104 Alcohol consumption in Thailand started increasing in the late 1980s and early 1990s as
economic growth led to a massive increase in the number of brands of beers, whiskies and rums
available, and to sophisticated advertising campaigns that targeted all sectors of the population. At
that time, few in either the government or private sectors considered the negative social
consequences that might arise from increased levels of drinking, and it took more than a decade
before alcohol came to be recognised as a major problem among both the teenage and adult

97. See also Ramage (2002), p.23.
98. Zimmerman (1994).
99. Hicks (2004).
100. Ministry of Education, Youth and Sportop. cit.
101. Giles (2004), p. 86.
102. Not only is there a relationship between alcohol and violent behaviour, but there is also a well-established
relationship between alcohol use and participation in commercial sex and in unprotected sex, and thus a higher
probability of contracting HIV.
103. Bury (2005).
104. The newspaper Cambodia Daily in its edition for 17 August 2005, p. 1., reports that the Danish brewer
Carlsberg had entered the Cambodian market and that the company chose “to enter the Cambodian (beer)
market because of its great potential”.
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population.105 Road accidents, violence of many kinds, sexual assault and increased levels of HIV
transmission are only some of the social problems in Thailand that are now recognised as being
related to the excessive use of alcohol.106
As this research has shown, alcohol use among young people in Cambodia is not yet a major
problem. However, over the next two decades, as development and economic growth proceed,
sophisticated and powerful advertising campaigns will continue to glamorise the use of alcohol by
linking drinking with symbols of high status and material and social success. These campaigns will be
successful—they have been effective in almost every country in the world where they have been
implemented. They will lead to a higher level of alcohol consumption among all social strata, and to
the social and health problems invariably associated with such an increase in drinking.107
Thus, at the present time the Cambodian community, both the government and private sector, is
well placed to respond to the alcohol issue—before it becomes a major social problem, as it has done
elsewhere. Such a proactive response should begin with further research among young people (and
also adults) to provide data that can be used as the basis for effective alcohol control policies, in
order that such policies might be developed and implemented in a timely fashion.

105. Amara Soonthorndhada et al. (2005).
106. As a result, over the past decade the Thai government has progressively implemented restrictions on the
sale of alcohol (and cigarettes) to minors and restricted the hours during which alcohol may be purchased.
Currently alcohol may be purchased only between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. and between 5 p.m. and 12 p.m.
107. Tarr & Aggleton (1999), p. 380. See also Crowe & George (1989) and Markos (2005).
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Chapter Six
Conclusion: Summary of Results and the Way Forward

Introduction
After initially discussing the overall aims of the research, its methodologies and the mode of
implementation, this report discussed scholarly research about pornography and the various
theoretical approaches to pornography. It was considered important to do this because approaches
to pornography tend to be both highly politicised and highly emotive. It is hoped that this chapter will
put readers of this report in a better position to understand their own, often automatic, response to
the material contained in it. Equally importantly, readers will be better equipped to understand the
responses of others, and in doing so will be more able to initiate dialogue about how to respond to
this extraordinarily important issue.
This research has revealed the extraordinary diversity of the experiences that Cambodian children
have with pornography. Possibly it is this diversity that until now has obscured the fact that a
significant proportion of Cambodian children are indeed exposed to hard-core pornography. Two
polar forms of experience come to mind. At one end of the scale was one of relative “innocence”,
typified by a very tiny 13-year-old in Luek Daek, who while filling in her survey form came up to the
research team for assistance. Her question? “How do you spell kiss?”. She had seen a man and
woman kissing in a television movie and considered that it qualified as pornographic. At the other
end of the scale were girls (whose survey responses and experiences have been verified through
exhaustive interviews), who have been exposed to some of the world’s most explicit hard-core
pornography involving sexual activity between humans and between humans and animals.108
The Data
The data obtained in this project and the analysis above confirm the data gathered in World Vision
Cambodia’s 2005 Kandal Stung pornography research, and the earlier pornography research
conducted by the Child Welfare Group. There are some minor differences in regard to statistics
found through research in different districts of Cambodia. However, it must be stressed that a
handful of minor statistical differences do not change the fact that a substantial percentage of
Cambodia’s young people are currently exposed to hard-core pornography. Moreover, there is no
reason that there should be any similarity between statistics about children’s exposure to
pornography in different districts of Cambodia or over different periods. In this globalised world,
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Cambodia is developing rapidly. Social and economic conditions are not only improving even in
remote rural areas, but they can also change quickly. Technology, in the form of form of batteryoperated television sets, of solid state inverters to run 240 volt equipment from batteries, and VCD
players, are all now cheap when new and, as some informants pointed out, extraordinarily cheap on
the second-hand market. Also, as is pointed out above, “small effects” may have substantial social
outcomes, and the introduction of only a handful of VCD players into a village can very quickly exert
large impacts on people’s lives.
Just as globalisation has constituted Cambodia as a significant supplier of clothing to world markets, it
has also rendered the country and its young people (and, it must be stressed, adults too) vulnerable
to hard-core pornography produced in literally every corner of the world. In this respect, it is vitally
important that pornography in Cambodia is approached as a structural issue. To do otherwise would
be to misunderstand the causes that have given rise to the “explosion” of pornography to which, as
this report has shown, a significant proportion of Cambodian children are currently exposed. A
perspective that blamed the use of pornography on individual “bad” children who need to be
“educated” or “reformed” would fail to see the extent to which all children directly and indirectly
involved with pornography are victims. It would also risk the adoption of interventions based on
blame and punishment.109 And even if punitive approaches were to be avoided, interventions based
solely on an individual focus, rather than including structural approaches, risk being far less effective
than they might otherwise be.110
Extremely rapid technological and social change, in concert with the impact of “small effects”, has led
to what seems like an explosion of pornography in Cambodia. However, it is likely that children’s
(and adults’) exposure to pornography has been slowly growing as a potential social problem over
the last decade or more. During this time, the focus of both the government and non-governmental
sectors has been on issues such as trafficking, child abuse and paedophilia and the role of the internet
in these activities.111 Thus a moral panic about these issues has dominated the attention of both the
state and NGOs/IOs and has diverted, or defocused, attention away from the increasing problem of
the exposure of Cambodian children to pornography—a new form of child abuse.112

108. See Appendix 3 for explicit details of some of the hard-core pornography currently available in
Cambodia—all of which was confirmed through purchase in the research districts.
109. McCoy (2003) makes a similar point in relation to young women selling sex in south-east and east Asia.
110. For a discussion of the structural issues involved see Fordham (2005a).
111. Hughes (2000).
112. For social scientists, a moral panic is a situation that arises from time to time in all societies when a
condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to become defined as a threat to particular societal
values or interests, and where social resources are mobilised to deal with this threat (Cohen, 1973). However,
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Research Outcomes
In contrast to our understanding of Cambodian children’s exposure to pornography gained during
earlier research projects, this 2006 project has dramatically increased our understanding of the issue
and of the manner through which children are currently exposed to pornography. Conducted as only
a small component of a much larger project focusing on gender-based violence, World Vision
Cambodia’s 2005 research on pornography accepted many of the taken-for-granted facts that people
in the development sphere “knew” about pornography. Although the pornography component of the
project indicated that children’s exposure to pornography was a growing social problem, it was not
extensive enough to challenge conclusively some of the things everybody already “knew”. Thus, it
assumed, following earlier research, that the main avenue through which children were exposed to
pornography was public venues such as coffee shops and karaoke bars that showed pornography to
attract clientele, and neglected to investigate the extent to which villagers were beginning to
purchase their own equipment to play VCDs.
Two findings of this 2006 research project have, quite literally, revolutionised our understanding
about Cambodian children’s access to pornography. First is that villagers are beginning to purchase
video disk players to supplement their existing electronic equipment, and that as a result children are
now exposed to hard-core pornography in their own homes and those of their neighbours—often
without their parents’ knowledge. Second is that small village entrepreneurs are beginning to rent
out pornographic VCDs at very low cost, and that such entrepreneurs trade in inter-village
networks. These changes in patterns of access to pornography mean that children now have much
easier (and also inadvertent) access to hard-core pornography than in the past—and thus that the
issue of children’s exposure to pornography is becoming yet more serious. Today, it is not solely a
matter of needing to monitor those children who have access to computers at home, or who use
internet cafes.
It is also important to note that children and adults now access pornography, for the most part, in
private spaces, which means that policing this activity will be much more difficult than when
pornography was confined to public venues. Previously, policing the showing of pornography in public
spaces such as coffee shops was a matter of knowing the various “tricks” of the owners who used
two television sets or two VCD players (one showing a normal movie and one showing a
pornographic movie) and switching to the innocuous movie to evade detection by the police. One
informant in a Phnom Penh NGO pointed out that some establishments now go so far as to provide
the feed to TV sets from video disk players from different buildings in order to escape police
detection. The new pattern of viewing pornography at home not only changes issues in regard to the
the problem with moral panics and the social response they invoke is that, as Jenkins (1992) points out, they
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policing of pornography, but likely also transforms legal issues in regard to its suppression. Critically,
these findings have implications for the development of intervention programmes to reduce the
frequency and impact of children’s exposure to pornography.
These findings about how children now access pornographic media are core findings of this project.
However, of equal significance is the fact that extremely comprehensive interviews with children
have conclusively established that a significant proportion of Cambodia’s young people (both boys
and girls) are exposed to extremely hard-core pornography, and that this has real impacts on their
lives—whether they are directly exposed to pornography or whether their exposure is indirect.
Where To Now? Pointers Towards Interventions
It is suggested that different forms of interventions aimed at reducing exposure to pornography and
its impact be directed towards parents and their children. Programmes might be delivered in groups
at village level; however, the use of electronic media such as radio should be considered so that the
issue of hard-core pornography and its use in and impacts on society might be opened for public
discussion throughout the country.
Parents: Whether or not they watch pornography themselves, this research has established that most
parents do not want their children to be exposed to pornography. Small children may be tolerated in
a group of people watching pornography, but parents do not permit adolescent children to watch it.
They are told to leave the room or not allowed to enter, and girls are told by their mothers and
fathers that they should not watch pornography. This research has also established that most parents
are unaware of the exposure of their children to pornography, because children watch it when their
parents are absent from the house (sometimes parents are just nearby, chatting with neighbours) or
they watch it at the homes of friends whose parents are absent. Also, as was pointed out in Chapter
Four, although the overwhelming majority of adults do not want their own children to watch
pornography, they are far less strict in preventing other people’s children from being exposed—
particularly if those children are young boys. This suggests the need for parents to be made aware of
the need to be responsible for all children, not just their own.
Programmes for parents should aim at informing them about the level of pornography in their
community and the nature of that pornography. Programmes should also aim to develop their
awareness of the untoward results of pornography in the lives of the individual and the community—
some of the negative findings noted in the survey of the scholarly literature in Chapter Two. Parents
should also be given the opportunity to discuss whether this is the kind of Cambodia they want in
often involve “the politics of substitution” and divert attention to other issues.
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the future, and to discuss how they might respond to the threat that pornography represents to
their children and to the community as a whole. Their responses might be directed towards
motivating village and commune chiefs to act in the suppression of pornography, to deal with those
engaged in its distribution or showing in public spaces, or it may be directed towards talking with
their children about the dangers of pornography. One practical response parents might consider is
ways of rendering household VCD players inoperable when they are not at home. Finally, parents
should be empowered so that they do not feel old-fashioned or reactionary if they tell their children
not to watch pornography.
Children: It was noticeable during interviews that, although informants talked about pornography in
terms of its “wow!” factor, curiosity and its physically and emotionally stimulating nature, a very high
percentage also labelled it argrok (bad) both for individuals exposed to it and for Cambodia as a
whole. The overwhelming majority of both boys and girls did not want to marry spouses who
watched pornography, and they did not want their future children exposed to pornography. All these
attitudes towards pornography provide a strong foundation for intervention campaigns directed
towards children.
It is suggested that the “reality” aspect of pornography videos might also be addressed, possibly using
as a tool (in translation) some of the Thai-language material noted in Chapter Four, to show the
actual reality of exploitation, pain and abuse that lies behind the fake eroticism of pornography. As
was pointed out in Chapter Four, boys in particular showed a remarkable lack of empathy for the
girls viewed in pornographic movies, and this is a theme to be worked on. The fact that one is
exploited (and is exploiting one’s self) if one is deluded by these false images might be an additional
useful theme.
It is sometimes suggested that curiosity about their bodies and about sex, particularly in the case of
girls, is a factor pushing young people to use pornography. This is certainly the case, and good sex
education programmes may help to reduce this curiosity. It is doubtful if such programmes could
match the erotic potential of hard-core pornography. However, they may well be utilised in order to
open a space for discussions about the issue.
Finally, by way of conclusion, it is emphasised that when considering the harmful effects of
pornography, these should not be reduced solely to issues of morality and the impact of pornography
on behaviour and culture. The increased sexualising of the lives of children before the appropriate
time and in the wrong context has strong causal links to issues such as commercial sex and the
spread of HIV, rape (including the rape of minors), the increase of unmarried mothers and unwanted
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children (reports of which were heard during the research) and, within marriage, increased levels of
domestic violence. It is also likely that the sexualisation of children’s lives from an early age will
contribute to the ease with which girls may be lured into being trafficked or into the commercial sex
industry. Thus an increased level of exposure of children (and adults) to pornography is
simultaneously an issue of public health and social good order. Like other public health or sociostructural issues, it is amenable to structural solutions.113
When all the emotional baggage that surrounds pornography and young children’s exposure to it is
stripped away, the core issue is that of minimising environmental risks in order to create a safe
environment for young people.

113. Blankenship et al. (2000). Given the many areas in which pornography exerts a negative influence, it is
highly likely that tightly focused projects working on minimising its impact will exert a “tipping point” or
“multiplier effect” in many of these areas. Thus work on minimising children’s exposure to pornography and on
minimising the impact of exposure should prove to be highly cost effective by comparison with projects
focusing on a single issue.
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Appendix 1: The Survey Instrument
The English language version of the survey appended in the following pages was four pages long.
Translated into Khmer as set out on the page it comprised four pages. Filling in the survey took
approximately one hour.
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World Vision Cambodia Impact of Pornography Research 2006
(surveying young people between the ages of 13 and 17)
This survey is being conducted by World Vision so that we can understand more about young people in your
district and the extent to which pornographic materials influence their lives. We would be very grateful if you
would answer the questions below.
We will not ask your name, all your answers are confidential and we will not tell your specific answers to any
parents, teachers or any other person in the village.
yes 

1 Are you involved with World Vision programmes or not?

no 

What programme?………………………………………………………………
Section 1: Personal Data
2. Are you a boy or a girl?

Male





Female



3. How old are you?

Buddhist 

4. What is your religion? …………

Christian ……. Muslim 

Other


If other, please give details……………………………………



5. If you are at school what grade are you in

6. If you are not in school what is your highest grade completed



7. If you are not in school what is your profession……………………………………………………….
8. Are you married

yes 

no 

9. Do you have children

yes 

no 

10. If yes, how many?…………….
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Section 2: Exposure to Pornography
11. Have you ever seen:
a) a pornographic book 

b) a pornographic film 

12. How old were you when you saw your first example of pornography……………
13. Was it a book or a film (or both)?

book



film
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13a. What effect does pornography have on you when you see or read it? ……………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
a) girls 

14. Is pornography of most interest to:

b) boys 

14a. Why do you think it is like this?…………………………………………………………………………….
14b. What effect do you think pornography has on:

a) girls ………………………………………………...

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
14c. What effect do you think pornography has on: b) boys …………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
14d. Where do you normally get access to pornographic books and films………………………………………
yes 

15. Is pornography available in your community

no 

15a. Where …………………………………………………………………………
16. What sort of pornography do you read/look at most, books or films?

Books 

Films

16a. Why? …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
17. Do you normally to read/look at pornography most on your own or with a friend.
On own 

With friend 

17a. Explain your answer………………………..…………………………………………………………………
17b. What sort of things do you read about/look at most (please explain clearly)………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………….………………………………………………………………………………………………
18. Do you ever have sex after watching pornography?

yes 

no 

sometimes 

18a. Please explain………………………………………………………………………………………………….
19. Who with

Wife 

Girlfriend 

Prostitute 

Other 

19a. If other, please explain………………………………………………………………………………………..
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Section 3: Drinking Alcohol
yes 

no 

21. Do your parents know you drink alcohol? yes 

no 

20. Do you drink any form of alcohol?
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22. How old were you when you first drank alcohol?……………………..
23. What sort of alcohol do you normally drink:

type 

type 

type 

type 

type 

23a. Why…………………………………………………………………………………………………
24. What alcohol do you like most:

type 

type 

type 

type 

type 

24a. Why…………………………………………………………………………………………………
25. How often do you drink alcohol?
every day 

more than twice a week 

less than twice a week 

twice a month 

festivals 

25a. Where do you like to drink alcohol?………………………………………………………………………….
25b. How do you feel when you drink alcohol……….…………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
25c. What do you like to do when you drink alcohol?……………………………………………………………
26. Do you sometimes drink alcohol while watching/reading pornographic materials?

yes 

no 

27. Do you feel differently when you watch/read pornographic material and you have been drinking alcohol
than you do when you are not drinking?…… yes 

no 

27a. Explain more fully…………………..……………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Section 4: Pornography, Sexual Abuse and Society
28. Have you seen or heard about girls being raped by boys in your community or in other communities?
yes



no


yes 

29. Can a good man look at or read pornography?

yes 

30 Can a good woman look at or read pornography?

no 
no 

Choose one of the following words to describe pornography (mark one word you think is best)
31. disgusting

disturbing

normal

interesting

(sexually) exciting

Please explain your answer…………………………………………………………………………………..
32. If you are a boy could you accept that your girlfriend/wife was reading/looking at pornography?
yes 

no 

don’t care 

32a. Please explain your answer…………………………………………………………………………………..
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34. If you are a girl could you accept that your that your boyfriend/husband was reading/looking at
pornography?
yes 

no 

don’t care 

34a. Please explain your answer…………………………………………………………………………………..
35. When you have your own children could you accept that your children were reading or looking at
pornography?
yes 

no 

don’t care 

35a. Please explain your answer…………………………………………………………………………………..
36. Is there any difference between youth (like you) looking at or reading pornography and adults looking at or
reading pornography?

yes 

no 

36a. Please explain your answer…………………………………………………………………………………..
37. Do you think pornography is good or bad for individual people?

Good 

Bad 

no impact 

37a. Explain your answer………………………………………………………………………………………….
38. Do you think pornography is good or bad for Cambodian society Good 

Bad 

no impact 

Explain your answer……………………………………………………………………………………………….
39. Would you be willing to spend a short time talking with the World Vision researchers about the issue of
pornography in your community. yes 

no 

If you are willing to talk with us, please give some details how we can contact you:
name ………………………………………………………………
Village…………………………………………..…………………

Assessment for survey: ……………………………………
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Appendix 2: List of Questions Used to Guide Interviews
The questions here were “starter questions” for what were relatively unstructured interviews. Not
every question was asked of every child and as interesting avenues were pursued, additional
questions were asked of children to clarify the information given.

A. Questions for children who have encountered pornography
1. Have you looked at pornography—either books or movies? Where? How frequently? Is it
something you actively look for or do you just look/read when you encounter it?
2. What effect does pornography have on people—boys –girls—give examples. On you?
3. What sort of things have you looked at/read?
4. Approximately how old were you when you first encountered pornography?
pornography was it, and where did you encounter it? What were your thoughts?

What sort of

5. Do you look for particular types of pornography or do you just read/look at pornography when it
is available?
6. What sorts of pornography- detail—do you see most?
7. What sorts of pornography do you/people like most (western, Thai, Japan, Taiwan)? Why?
8. How do people talk about pornography—what sorts of thing do they say about it when they read
it/watch it?
9. Is pornography available in your community or nearby—how do you normally get it?
10. Is there much pornography or only a small amount? Can you get as much pornography as you
want or is it hard to get?
11. Do you feel shy about watching/looking at pornography?
12. Do you buy pornography? Are you shy?
13. If shy why? If not shy why not?
14. What is it that you like most about pornography?
15. What about alcohol and pornography?
16. Have you tried out any of the things you have seen in films or read about in pornographic books?
17. If so, what have you tried out? What was your experience?
18. What about kids who say they haven’t looked at pornography—why do you think they are not
interested?
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Questions for children who have not encountered pornography
19. You have said that you do not look at pornography. So, do you know that there is pornography?
If yes, it a matter that you have just decided that it’s not for you? If this is the case why have you
made this decision?
20. Pornographic books seem to be fairly common in markets and on newspaper stalls, have you
seen them or vcd’s for sale? What do you think when you see them?
21. How do you feel when you see other people looking at pornography?
22 What effect does pornography have on people—boys –girls—? Give examples.
23. How do people talk about pornography?
24. What about you in the future—do you think you might begin to look at pornography or have you
just made a decision that it’s not for you? If you have made this sort of decision, why have you made
it?

Questions for all children—their perceptions regarding the general effect of
pornography
25. Have you ever thought about the people in those pictures or movies?
26. What do you think about them?
27. Are they real people showing us something of their lives, or is it something more complex?
Explore…
28. Do you think the relationships they show are real? Explore….
29. What do you think about the lives of the people we see in these movies or pictures in books?
30. What about the things they do, the sort of sexual acts they do, have you thought about those?
Are they normal? Are they safe?
31. Sometimes pornographic videos show girls being raped. What do you think about this? Are they
real?
32. Why do they show us these things?
33. How do you think those people in the movies or in sexy books feel about themselves—showing
themselves having sex to anyone anywhere in the world? How might the girls feel, how might the
boys feel?
34. How do you think they would feel if their parents or brothers saw them having sex in a movie?
35. How might they feel if later on they married and their husband or wife saw a movie with them
having sex with someone else?
36. Where do these movies come from?
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37. Why do people make them?
38. Are we, in a way, being exploited when we use this material?
39. What about the people in the movies, are they being exploited?
40. What about AIDS and other sexual diseases in relation to these people and their activities?
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Appendix 3: What Children see in Hard Core Pornography (Explicit!)
As part of the research, interviewees were asked where the pornography to which they had been
exposed had come from and whether it was available in their own village. An extremely high
percentage of informants knew where to access hard-core pornography, and knew that it was
available in several local villages, either from various persons who rented VCDs from their houses or
in the daily village market. However, it should be noted that no depictions of children engaged in
sexual activity with other children or with adults were encountered during this research—neither in
the surveys nor interviews, nor on the half dozen rental VCDs purchased in order to verify content
and availability.
The local level distribution network was investigated in two Chulkiri villages, and a handful of disks
were purchased at prices ranging from 2000 to 2500 riels (around US 50 to 60 cents per disk) in
order that their contents might be investigated. In Chulkiri district, new pornographic VCDs were
also purchased from a movie/music store in Chulkiri town some 20 minutes distant from the
research villages. Those rental disks purchased in the village represented pornography from
Japan, Thailand, Cambodia, Taiwan and the west—their tattered paper covers and the dirt and
scratches embedded in the disks attesting to their popularity on the village rental market.114 Some of
the disks featured music sound tracks that accompanied the on-screen activities, while others
featured the actors speaking in English, Thai or Khmer, and most featured an assortment of moans,
groans, panting and screams.
Much of the pornography to which Cambodian children are exposed is violent and extremely
abusive, and these VCDs were highly typical of this material. Scripts include rape and
rape/murder, a variety of sex acts with an extremely high potential for causing and transmitting
various forms of sexually transmitted disease including HIV/AIDS, group sex, an extraordinarily wide
variety of heterosexual and lesbian sex acts including the use of various “sex toys”, and sex acts with
animals (dogs and horses). In most cases there is little story line beyond the development and
completion of the sex act. Disks often feature several different sex performances by different
couples/groups, and each sex act characteristically features a variety of positions.115 Both male and
female sex organs are graphically displayed through the imaginative use of camera angles.

114. The disks and covers were destroyed at the concluson of the project.
115. Films demonstrating alternative positions for heterosexual intercourse are highly valued. in Cambodia.
Thus Ramage (op. cit.) notes the popularity in Cambodia of a film entitled 36 Positions, and this was mentioned
by at least one infomant during the research period. It is the consultant’s impression that rape films, sometimes
featuring Khmer actors and scenes, also enjoy a certain popularity, and if this is the case they may be feeding
into contemporary social problems such as gang rape. See.Bearup, op. cit., and Tong Soprach, op. cit.
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The following gives a very brief description of the contents of some of the VCDs purchased by the
research team in order to emphasise the fact that the pornography to which Cambodian
children are exposed is extremely hard-core pornography, vastly different from the
pornography of Playboy style magazines of past generations or from that pornography currently
marketed in the west under the innocuous-sounding title of erotica. The following descriptions of
disks purchased by the research team are accompanied by children’s descriptions of similar sexual
scenarios they have witnessed while watching pornography in their village. These scenarios were
volunteered by children—both boys and girls—when asked “What did you see?” No child was asked
direct questions such as “Did you see a woman having sex with a dog/horse?”
Rape: A girl goes down to the river and is attacked by a man. Despite her pleas and struggles, she is
pushed down into the water and her clothes are partially ripped off. She faints and is carried into a
cave, where the attacker removes her remaining clothes, takes off his clothes and rapes her while
she is still insensible. Then he looks guiltily around him, grabs up his clothes and runs away, leaving
the naked insensible girl. Another rape scenario featured a guest-house with a girl struggling to get
free from her assailant before she was raped—such films generally feature a high degree of violence
used to subdue the woman and secure her acquiescence. Children noted rape scenarios where
housewives were attacked in their house, raped and forced into prostitution by their attacker, and
scenarios where bar girls who were unwilling to have sex with male clients were raped. The most
graphic story shared by children respondents was of a girl subjected to multiple vaginal and anal rapes
by a group of four men, who then killed her to prevent her from speaking out.
Group sex: An office girl is visited by her girlfriend one morning and they play in bed, each using a
sex “toy’ to stimulate the other. Then, throughout the course of the day each has a “chance” sexual
encounter (their first intercourse) with either their boss or his driver, and by evening all four end up
in bed together having sex—having swapped their morning partner for a new partner. The film
concludes with the girls holding hands and smiling at each other in complicity as their partners
continue with the act of intercourse.
Animal sex: A great dane has vaginal sex with two women in a variety of positions and one woman
performs oral sex on the dog. Children, both boys and girls, noted exposure to pornography
showing girls performing various genital/oral sex acts with both dogs and horses.
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